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Abstract

The ever increasing demand for high bandwidth, low latency mul-

timedia applications on mobile devices is set to pose an enormous

challenge on the bandwidth allocation and multiplexing mechanisms

in Long Term Evolution (LTE) and future wireless networks. In order

to face this challenge, these cellular network infrastructures must be

empowered with sophisticated but low overhead online radio resource

allocation mechanisms to efficiently serve a variety of heterogeneous

user equipments (mobile phones, laptops, tablets etc.) such that the

Quality of Service (QoS)/Quality of Experience (QoE) demands of all

flows/end-users are met. In addition to satisfying QoS/QoE, the re-

source scheduling mechanisms may also need to simultaneously cater

to other practical constraints/objectives like limited power budget,

maximizing spectral efficiency and graceful degradation in times of

overload, in the face of ever changing network dynamics, user mobility

etc. In this dissertation, we present a few novel scheduling methodolo-

gies for system level as well as client centric QoS/QoE management

corresponding to multimedia streaming over cellular networks in gen-

eral, and LTE based systems in particular.

The entire thesis work is composed of six distinct contributions which

are categorised into four phases. In the first phase, scheduling strate-

gies for generic real-time variable bit rate traffic was considered. The

second phase extended the scheduling mechanisms designed in the first

to specifically support non-adaptive video streaming. Mathematically

structuring the intended design as an optimization problem with con-

straints, we have proposed optimal, stochastic and heuristic solutions

for the same. The problem and algorithms designed in the first and
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second phases were extended to handle adaptive video flows, in the

third phase. We not only presented a Dynamic Programming (DP)

solution but also streamlined the DP solution based on the character-

istic of the system at hand in order to provide optimal solutions with

far lower overheads. In addition, a scalable approximation algorithm

which can judiciously trade-off scheduling overheads with solution ac-

curacy, has been provided. While the first three phases dealt with

the design of primarily in-network scheduling approaches, in the fi-

nal phase, we have endeavored towards the development of client-side

SVC-DASH based video streaming adaptation mechanisms that at-

tempt to maximize the perceived QoE of an end-user. Experimental

results have demonstrated the versatility and efficacy of the proposed

approaches.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Recent advances in wireless broadband technology have spurred an ever increasing

demand for diverse data rate traffic flows with varied QoS requirements ranging

from real-time (RT), Voice over IP (VoIP), streaming video/audio, online gaming

etc. to soft real-time flows like telnet, web-browsing etc. and even non-real-

time (NRT) best-effort data downloads. The proliferation of high-end mobile

devices, such as smartphones, tablets and laptops have pushed the momentum

further in recent years. In 2013-14, the number of mobile devices have exceeded

the total number of people on earth. It is estimated that mobile data traffic

will grow at a compound annual growth rate of 47%, reaching 49.0 exabytes per

month by 2021 [2]. A separate study estimates that there will be a huge growth

in IPv6-capable smartphones and tablets and their combined share is expected

to become 73% of the total number of mobile devices by 2021 [2]. As a result,

Internet over wireless is witnessing an exponential growth in the production and

consumption of multimedia content of various domains including entertainment

industries, news media, education, and user generated data. It is estimated that

more than three-fourths of the worlds mobile data traffic will be video by 2021.

Mobile video is expected to increase by 9-folds between 2016 and 2021, accounting

for 78% of the total mobile data traffic by the end of the forecast period.

To meet the challenges imposed by such demands, the LTE [3] technology has
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been introduced in 2008 and is now the de facto standard for the 4th generation

cellular system. The technology was designed and evolved with the determina-

tion to deliver a number of advantages over its predecessors, such as, low latency,

high peak data rates, greater efficiency in the usage of the wireless spectrum and

enhanced support for end-to-end QoS. In addition, LTE systems provide an elab-

orate packet scheduling infrastructure which if efficiently harnessed has the ability

to support a wide variety of high data rate multimedia and Internet services even

in high mobility scenarios. Founded on the Orthogonal Frequency Division Mul-

tiplexing (OFDM) mechanism, LTE allows its total radio resource bandwidth

(BW) (upto 20 MHz according to LTE release 8) to be simultaneously frequency

multiplexed into a fixed number of sub-channels (up to 100 sub-channels of 180

KHz each), each of which may be further time multiplexed at very fine granular-

ities of a Transmission Time Interval (TTI) (1 TTI = 1 ms). A TTI is made up

of two time slots of length 0.5 ms. A time/frequency radio resource spanning over

one time slot in time domain and over one sub-channel in frequency domain is

called a Resource Block (RB)1 and corresponds to the smallest radio resource unit

that may be assigned to an user equipment (UE) for data transmission. Along

with this, LTE is equipped with features like Channel Quality Indicator (CQI)

reporting, link adaptation through Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) and

Hybrid Automatic Retransmission Request (HARQ) to support better QoS, low

latencies and improved spectral efficiency.

A pictorial bird’s eye view of the cellular network system with respect to down-

link radio resource allocation is presented in Figure 1.1 below. The overall system

is composed of three principal components, the “User Equipments (UEs)”, the

“Radio Resource Allocation (RRA) framework” and the “traffic flows”. In the

recent past, there has been a proliferation of a variety of mobile devices (UEs)

such as smartphones, tablet PCs, laptops etc. equipped with wireless access ca-

pabilities. They are heterogeneous in terms of CPU speed, RAM and storage,

display resolution, battery capacity, and connectivity. Such heterogeneous user

1Basic unit of resource that may be assigned to an UE in LTE
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Figure 1.1: Domain of Research

equipments are depicted in the left of the figure. On the other hand, the right of

the figure shows diverse traffic flows which the scheduling mechanism contained

in the middle component must handle. Today, such traffic includes various types

of stringent delay-sensitive flows such as continuous multimedia (say, VoIP, RT

and streaming audio/video, online gaming etc.), soft RT flows like telnet and

web-browsing, to even best effort data downloads. The radio resource alloca-

tion framework in the middle is further composed of “The Core Network”, “The

Base Station/eNodeB” and “The Wireless Propagation Medium”. The core net-

work receives traffic flows from the external world (w.r.t downlink transmission)

along with their QoS/QoE specifications and forwards these flows to the base

station/eNodeB. The eNodeB does the actual work of multiplexing and allocat-

ing the wireless spectrum (scheduling) in both time and frequency among the

received flows. The wireless propagation medium is subject to high variability

in both time and frequency domains due to several causes such as user mobility

(Doppler effect) and network dynamics (fading effects, multi-path propagation,

inter and intra cell interference and so on).

The job of the scheduler is thus to appropriately allocate radio resources such
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that the QoS/QoE demands of all flows/end users are met while simultaneously

satisfying other practical constraints/objectives like limited power budget, maxi-

mizing spectral efficiency in the face of ever changing user mobility and network

dynamics, graceful degradation in times of transient overloads etc. Dynamic

resource allocation for multiuser wireless networks has attracted a lot of inter-

est [4–8] in the recent past.

Typical downlink scheduling mechanisms like Maximum Throughput (MT),

Proportional Fair (PF) [9] etc. are quality of service unaware. Hence, they may

not directly be applicable for multimedia applications. However, most of the re-

cent QoS aware schemes [10] employ them to better cell spectral efficiencies and

fairness between flows. Many schemes that attempt to handle delay sensitive ap-

plications have been proposed in [11–13]. Among them, two notable algorithms

namely, the LOG-rule [11] and EXP -rule [12] consider all active flows (including

both RT and non-RT flows) together at every TTI and select flows based on

their individual metric values. Piro et. al. in [14] proposed a frame-based two

level packet scheduling algorithm (called FLS ) where the first level computes the

amount of data to be transmitted by each RT flow (such that their delay con-

straints may be satisfied) in the next LTE frame (a fixed time interval of duration

10 ms) using discrete time linear control law. For non-RT flows, the metric values

for both schedulers are obtained based on a proportional fair policy [9].

As video based applications are expected to generate a majority of the wireless

traffic in the recent future, devising radio resource allocation methodologies which

are specifically tuned to provide effective QoE to all end users over a limited band-

width, has become a research topic of immense importance. Research towards

QoE aware resource adaptation strategies has primarily progressed in two dis-

tinct categories. The first class of solutions [15,16] embed video bit-rate/playback

quality adaptation within client/User Equipment (UE) applications taking care

of network and device dynamics. The second class provides in-network solu-

tions [17] and are usually oblivious towards client application requirements. The

typical objective of these solution approaches is to maximize system-level QoE
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corresponding to a set of clients under varying network conditions and video bit-

rate demands. It is evident that a purely client-driven adaptation methodology as

proposed by the first stream is ignorant of instantaneous bandwidth availability

as well as demands of the overall system (consisting of all clients taken together)

and hence may be prone to unacceptably high bit-rate/quality oscillations and

sub-optimal adaptation decisions due to the lack of an integrated system-level

view [18]. An important shortcoming of completely in-network solutions is that

it cannot keep track of the buffer status of individual clients which may lead to

playback interruptions due to buffer outages. The above discussion indicates that

both fully in-network as well as purely client-side approaches cannot comprehen-

sively handle all the parameters that are necessary to deliver high system-level

QoE to all clients. However, literature [19–21] reveals that there is a dearth

of resource allocation strategies which can effectively integrate in-network and

client-side techniques to provide satisfactory QoE to all clients in the system.

This research intends to investigate into the theoretical and practical aspects

of scheduling mechanisms for downlink radio resource allocation and develop new

efficient QoS/QoE aware in-network/client-side downlink scheduling strategies

suited to today’s wireless network demands as mentioned above.

1.1 Challenges

A scheduling mechanism which efficiently caters to diverse applications and serves

the variety of user equipments in today’s wireless systems, must meet several

challenges. We now enumerate a few such important challenges and discuss them.

1. Satisfying end-to-end delay bounds:

Current user equipments support various applications like VoIP, streaming

video, web-browsing, downloads etc. with varying degrees of timeliness

constraints or QoS demands. For example, for real-time video streams,

the scheduler may need to transmit at-least 25 frames per second for high

quality stutter free video playback. On the other hand, although such a
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strict rate requirement is not essential for soft real-time services like web-

browsing, there must be a tolerable upper bound to the maximum allowable

delay.

2. Low scheduling overhead:

Resources have to be allocated at every TTI over numerous frequency de-

fined channels and each such flow-to-channel mapping must be done opti-

mizing numerous objectives and satisfying several constraints. For example,

in Long Term Evolution (4G) systems, scheduling decisions must be taken

at time granularities of the order of 1 ms (TTI = 1 ms) and at each such

scheduling event, up to 100 different channels may need to be allocated

to the traffic flows. This necessitates efficient but low overhead schedulers

to maintain processing requirements at the base station/eNodeB within a

reasonable limits.

3. Delivering satisfactory quality of experience to the end-user:

Meeting the ultimate objective of delivering all clients/User Equipments

(UEs) with high quality QoE pivots around several key factors including:

(i) Transmitting all video streams with satisfactory quality over a limited

and temporally varying wireless bandwidth, (ii) Minimizing buffer outage

at the UE in order to guarantee seamless video viewing experience and (iii)

Stabilizing bit-rate switches to avoid user annoyance due to flickering.

1.2 Motivation and Objectives

In spite of progressively increasing data transmission capacities over wireless, ef-

fective allocation of radio resources to diverse latency sensitive applications is set

to remain an daunting problem in LTE and other futuristic mobile networks. This

is because, as discussed above, delivering satisfactory QoS/QoE to a set of multi-

media application over a network with unpredictable and time varying capacities

is a very challenging problem and demands extensive research. Although, the
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designed scheduling algorithms need to have low and controllable overheads, it is

essential to carefully and simultaneously consider all the above factors to provide

a seamless viewing experience to end-users while avoiding transient overloads.

The principal aim of this dissertation has been to investigate the theoretical

and practical aspects of in-network/client-side radio resource allocation strate-

gies keeping in view the challenges/hurdles discussed in the previous section. In

particular, the objectives of this work may be summarized as follows:

1. Design and implementation of a novel low overhead downlink scheduling

frameworks for heterogeneous RT Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic over LTE

networks.

2. Extending the generic LTE downlink scheduling framework mentioned in

objective 1 to tailor it towards effective streaming video management with

QoE control mechanisms such as buffer awareness and bit-rate adaptability

during transient overloads.

3. Design and implementation of a Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP

(DASH) based client-side aware in-network adaptive streaming architecture

whose objective is to maximize aggregate QoE over all downlink flows by

simultaneously balancing important QoE verticals.

4. Development of client-side bit-rate adaptation strategies for adaptive video

flows in general, and Scalable Video Coded (SVC) flows in particular.

1.3 Contributions

As a part of the research work, six adaptive resource allocation strategies have

been designed.

1. A Three Level LTE Downlink Scheduling Framework for RT VBR

Traffic

The first work presents a flexible downlink resource allocation framework
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for LTE systems. The framework is aimed at enabling mobile operators to

effectively achieve good QoS and cell spectral efficiencies while incurring

low overall scheduling overheads.

2. Hybrid Offline-Online Approach to Downlink Resource Allocation

Over LTE

As a spin-off from the previous work, we have designed a hybrid offline-

online version of the three level scheduler whose objective is to lower on-line

scheduling complexity.

3. Buffer Aware Resource Allocation for Video Streaming Over LTE

Next, the basic TLS framework is extended to support video streaming

services. The objective of this work is to minimize stutters in the video

output by imbibing client-side buffer awareness in the downlink scheduling

framework.

4. A Resource Allocation Framework for Adaptive Video Streaming

Over LTE

Delivering high overall playback quality to all end-users is not possible only

through a client oblivious dynamic bit-rate adaptation mechanism. This

work thus proposes a client status aware in-network adaptive video stream-

ing architecture that attempts to improve delivered QoE through a judicious

balance between various QoE parameters including: (i) Stutter-free video

playout, (ii) Startup delay, (iii) Video quality and (iv) Stability against bit

rate switches.

While all the previous contributions were primarily in-network downlink

schedulers which reside at eNodeB of an LTE network, the last two resource

allocation strategies are client-side video streaming management mecha-

nisms which are implemented within a client’s video playback application.

5. Client-side QoE Control for SVC-DASH Video Streaming: A DES

Supported Design Approach
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DASH is becoming the de facto technology for live and on-demand video

streaming services. In this work, we present the step-by-step design of

a client-side Video Quality Adaptation Unit (VQAU) whose behavior is

formally represented by a Discrete Event System (DES). The objective of

this work is to maximize the QoE of an end user by simultaneously balancing

all the important QoE verticals mentioned above.

6. An Efficient QoE Aware MDP Based Client-side Agent for Video

Adaptation in Cellular Networks

In this work, we have formulated the problem of rate adaptation of SVC-

DASH videos as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) because of its salience

in taking optimal decisions under uncertainty. The proposed adaptation

agent learns and determines one among a set of available actions at each

state based on iterative interactions with its environment. The possible

actions and associated reward values are appropriately defined for each

state of MDP in order to achieve smooth video viewing experience.

We now provide a more detailed overview of each of the above contributions.

1.3.1 A Three Level LTE Downlink Scheduling Frame-
work for RT VBR Traffic

Three Level Scheduler (TLS) is a flexible resource allocation framework aimed at

enabling mobile operators to effectively achieve good QoS and high cell spectral

efficiency while incurring low overall scheduling overheads. The TLS framework

has been designed as a three layered architecture (which consists of the super-

frame, the frame layer and the TTI layer). These layers interact together in

order to dynamically allocate RBs to the active flows, taking into account the

instantaneous channel states, system load and maximum tolerable delays of RT

flows.

At the outermost layer, TLS divides time into a sequence of fixed sized inter-

vals called super-frames. At each super-frame boundary, the Traffic Prediction
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Module calculates the amount of data that the RT flows should transmit in the

following super-frame in order to satisfy their delay constraints. The System

Overload Handler is also embedded at this layer and imposes an upper cap on

the transmission data rates (during system overload) for each flow such that the

total data rate demand may be reduced to atmost the total available cell capacity

(computed in the Cell Capacity Prediction Module).

A super-frame is further divided into a specific number of frames whose du-

ration is dynamically adjusted at each super-frame boundary using a procedure

called Dynamic Frame Size Adjustment such that a required scheduling accuracy

may be obtained while keeping RB selection overheads under control. The Frame

Level Resource Allocator (FLRA) at each frame boundary allocates the required

number of RBs to a selected set of flow so that their data rate demand may be

satisfied after execution within the next frame. FLRA selects the available traf-

fic flows (RT flows having the highest priority, followed by bursty RT flows and

NRT flows) in three distinct rounds. The frame level scheduler is called at each

frame boundary within a super-frame in order to satisfy the data rate demands

of flows within each frame. All RBs within a given frame duration are statically

allocated by the FLRA module which selects the available traffic flows (RT flows

having the highest priority, followed by bursty RT flows and NRT flows) in three

distinct rounds. Finally, at the third and innermost level, the RBs are physically

allocated to the flows for transmission at each TTI through an O(1) lookup op-

eration on the RB Allocation Matrix obtained from the FLRA module. During

such RB allocation at any given TTI, an appropriate Modulation and Coding

Scheme (MCS) is selected based on the instantaneous CQI feedback received for

a flow-RB pair at that TTI.

Simulation results clearly reveal that TLS outperforms a few important state-

of-the-art schedulers such as New Two Level Scheduler [22], LOG-Rule [11], EXP-

Rule [12], EXP-VT-SH [13], and FLS [14] in most scenarios, and points to the

general efficacy of the proposed framework.
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1.3.2 Hybrid Offline-Online Approach to Downlink Re-
source Allocation Over LTE

As a spin-off from the previous work, we have designed a hybrid offline-online

version of the three level scheduler whose objective is to lower on-line scheduling

complexity. The offline strategy tentatively selects an appropriate subset of flows

so that system loads do not cross an overload threshold, the online strategy al-

locates Resource Blocks (RBs) to selected flows so that QoS may be maximized.

As the complexity of the offline component is independent of the scheduling com-

plexity, we have adopted an elaborate, formal and correct-by-construction design

mechanism for the offline component based on Supervisory Control Theory of

Discrete Event Systems (Supervisory Control Theory (SCT) of DES).

As mentioned above, the objective of the offline phase is to select the appro-

priate number of flows for RB allocation at each TTI such that the system load

within the TTI is assured to remain within a given safe threshold limit. Such a

selection mechanism must consider the expected instantaneous load and capacity

as well as the urgency of the flows at the TTI under consideration. A good solu-

tion to the problem should exhaustively enumerate and analyze the effect of the

above parameters under all possible scenarios so that the online RB allocator can

generate schedules which provide high QoS by judiciously considering all param-

eters. In this work, we employ SCT of DES to synthesize a supervisor which can

control the number of flows to be considered for RB allocation at a given TTI.

It may be noted that the offline solution always provides a conservative bound

on the number of flows to be selected such that the system never transits into

overloads. This solution can be bettered through the online consideration of the

exact actual values of parameters such as RBs demands, instantaneous sub-band

channel conditions etc. Therefore, in order to capture the inherent variability

in the system, an online resource allocation strategy has been proposed. This

online strategy runs on top of the offline policy and effectively tunes the offline

decisions (if needed) at each TTI such that delivered QoS and resource utilization
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is maximized.

1.3.3 Buffer-Aware Resource Allocation for Video Stream-
ing over LTE

In this work, we have proposed a downlink resource allocation framework called

Buffer-Aware Three Level Scheduler (BA-TLS ) which endeavors to deliver smooth

viewing experience to each active end user even during transient network over-

loads. Founded on the basic architecture of Three Level Scheduler (TLS ), BA-

TLS inherits all its salient facets including low RB allocation overheads, minimum

guaranteed delay bounds for the flows, high spectral efficiency etc. However, TLS

does not consider client side buffer status in its RB allocation strategy. Due to

this buffer status ignorance, basic TLS is susceptible to frequent buffering events

which may induce stutters in the transmitted videos which ultimately pulls down

the quality of viewing experience. One of the principal objectives of BA-TLS is

to mitigate this problem by minimizing re-buffering events caused by client side

buffer outages. It may be noted that seamless playout experience in the face of

temporally varying wireless bandwidths, may only be ensured by continuously

maintaining playout buffer size above a specific threshold [23]. The robustness of

a flow against buffer outages is directly proportional to the length of the video

playout duration that can be transmitted in the ensuing super-frame (higher this

length, higher will be the number of video frames contained in the buffer’s repos-

itory). However at any given time, the exact video playout length required to

quantitatively achieve a specific degree of robustness depends on the instanta-

neous channel quality being experienced. This is because, flows encountering

poor channel qualities typically tend to suffer higher packet loss rates which in

turn effects increased packet retransmissions. Thus, in such a situation, buffer

outages may only possibly be avoided by maintaining a relatively larger num-

ber of video frames in the playout buffer. This problem has been posed as an

optimization problem with constraints based formulation such that aggregate ro-

bustness against buffer outages for a given set of flows over a limited wireless
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bandwidth, is maximized. The optimal DP solution for the optimization prob-

lem has been shown to incur substantially high computational overheads which

makes it impractical for it to be employed as an on-line resource allocation pol-

icy in dynamically evolving networks. In order to control on-line complexity,

we have first proposed an efficient genetic algorithm [24] based stochastic solu-

tion strategy. Next, we have designed a deterministic heuristic strategy known

as Proportionally Balanced Robustness-level Allocator (PBRA), which is able to

achieve robustness levels which are comparable to the stochastic solution, while

incurring drastically lower computational overheads. Experimental results show

that PBRA is about 300 to 600 times faster on average compared to the genetic

algorithm approach.

1.3.4 A Resource Allocation Framework for Adaptive Video
Streaming Over LTE

In this work, we present a novel client-status aware in-network radio resource

scheduling strategy for LTE networks that is able to provide satisfactory QoE to

all UEs in the face of dynamic variations in channel qualities, client-side buffer

status and data-rate demands of video flows. The proposed scheduling framework

called Adaptive Video Streaming Architecture (AVSA) operates at the temporal

granularity of a duration called adaptation interval (which typically varies from

a few secs to tens of secs). AVSA primarily operates using three controllers: (i)

Throttle Rate Controller (TRC), (ii) Switching Stability Controller (SSC) and

(iii) Adaptive Video Resource Controller (AVRC). TRC attempts to maintain

stable buffer sizes for each client by appropriately throttling transmission rates

of its video flow from the server. SSC on the other hand, endeavours to control

and bound the encoding quality/bit-rate switches between consecutive video seg-

ments corresponding to each flow. Given the throttled data-rate (obtained from

TRC) and allowed switching (obtained from SSC) for each flow at any adaptation

interval boundary, AVRC selects appropriate bit-rates/quality levels at which the

flows should be transmitted in the ensuing adaptation interval such that the total
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bandwidth demand of all flows approximately equals the expected cell capacity.

However, selecting appropriate data-rates and efficiently multiplexing the

available bandwidth among clients in both frequency and time in order to max-

imize QoE is a complex online scheduling problem. We first pose this problem

as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation and solve through a con-

ventional DP strategy. However, conventional DP proves to be prohibitively

expensive in terms of online computational overheads. Our experimental results

show that given an LTE bandwidth of 20 MHz in a system with 50 active users,

conventional DP takes 9.32 ms (∼ 19 times the size of resource block) on average

to generate a solution even for a moderate adaptation interval size of 1 sec on a 2.5

GHz computing core. Therefore, in order to design AVRC as an effective online

mechanism which can be implemented with moderate computational resources

and applied at each adaptation interval boundary, we have modified conventional

DP and devised a new strategy known as Streamlined DP-based Quality-level Allo-

cator (SDQA). SDQA intelligently leverages the discrete nature in the data-rate

scalability of video flows to retain a far lower number of non-dominating par-

tial DP-solutions and allows the ultimate optimal solution to be generated much

quicker. Further, we propose a tunable approximation scheme called SDQA Ap-

proximation Algorithm (SDQA-AA) that may be employed to accelerate the speed

of generating solutions (or limit necessary computational resources) by various

optional degrees with distinct bounds on the degradation in solution quality.

1.3.5 Client-side QoE Control for SVC-DASH Video Stream-
ing: A DES Supported Design Approach

In this work, we present the step-by-step design of a client-side Video Quality

Adaptation Unit (VQAU) whose behavior is formally represented by a DES. A

DES supported design approach has allowed us to accurately model the discrete

event dynamics corresponding to the DASH based video streaming control frame-

work considered in this work. In particular, DES has helped in precisely modelling

relevant system components and their interactions under the influence of a set of
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events that are active at a given time. The principal objective of DES supported

video quality adaptation unit is to maximize the quality of video viewing experi-

ence of an end user by dynamically taking one of the following two actions at any

given state: (i) download a new segment at a selected enhancement level or, (ii)

upgrade (smooth-out) the enhancement level of an already downloaded segment

in the playout buffer by a stipulated value.

In order to avoid playback interruptions even under fluctuating bandwidth

conditions, VQAU performs upgradation/smoothing over downloaded video seg-

ments only when the playout buffer size attains an upper safety threshold (q+s

in seconds). Once q+s is reached, VQAU continues smoothing for a fixed time

interval T without downloading any new segment until the buffer size reduces to

a lower threshold q−s (i.e., T = q+s − q−s ). This smoothing action has a two-fold

objective: (i) improve overall playback encoding qualities through enhancement

level upgradation and (ii) smooth-out bit-rate switching (difference in enhance-

ment levels) between consecutive segments to reduce flickering. In this work, we

have posed the problem of smoothing a set of eligible segments in the buffer (given,

time constraint T ) as an optimization problem. This problem has been solved

through a novel low-overhead variant of the conventional DP approach which we

have named as the Streamlined Enhancement-level Smoother (SES) strategy.

In short, the salient facets of the designed VQAU adaptation framework may

be listed as follows:

• The framework effectively maximizes QoE by selecting satisfactory encoding

qualities for video segments while simultaneously avoiding buffer outages

and restricting bit-rate switches as far as possible.

• The designed SES algorithm provides a low-overhead (compared to conven-

tional DP) optimal smoothing strategy for a given set of segments in the

buffer and a smoothing interval T .

• We have shown through simulation based experiments that the proposed
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framework is able to outperform a significant state-of-the-art dynamic adap-

tive streaming technique presented in [25].

• VQAU being modeled as a DES is modular and scalable. This makes

it flexible towards easy modification/reconfiguration in case of changes in

design policy.

1.3.6 An Efficient QoE Aware MDP Based Client-side
Agent for Video Adaptation in Cellular Networks

Several rate adaptation strategies based on recently observed link bandwidths

and instantaneous buffer sizes [25, 26] have been proposed in the recent past.

These solutions perform reasonably well, but are not able to provide an optimal

trade-off between the various QoE verticals like video playback quality, video

bit-rate/enhancement level switching and playout buffer size, especially in un-

predictable cellular networks. The primary objective of this work is to enable

incorporation of the influence of future segments in the rate adaptation strategy

so that the system can achieve an optimal trade-off between the different QoE

metrices in cellular environments. In this thesis, we have formulated the rate

adaptation of SVC-DASH as a MDP due to its ability to take optimal decisions

under uncertainty [27]. The adaptation agent learns and determines one of the

available actions based on iterative interactions with its environment. In order

to measure the effectiveness of an action, the environment provides a numeric

reward value to the agent for each action. Based on the received reward, the

agent gradually learns the optimal action to be taken at a specific system state.

Various actions and reward values are defined for each state of MDP in order to

achieve smooth video viewing experience. Experimental results using LTE-Sim,

a standard simulator for LTE networks, are promising.
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis

The thesis is organized into seven chapters. A summary of the contents in each

chapter is as follows:

• Chapter 2 begins by presenting a background on the evolution and archi-

tecture of cellular systems in general and LTE based systems in particular.

This is followed by a discussion on the fundamental and traditional resource

allocation policies that have been developed for these systems. Then, the

chapter presents a survey of various non-adaptive and adaptive in-network

downlink mechanisms with a special emphasis on video flow scheduling ap-

proaches. Finally, the chapter provides a state-of-the-art review on client-

side video adaptation techniques.

• Chapter 3 discuss two low overhead LTE downlink scheduling frameworks

for RT VBR traffic. The frameworks are aimed at enabling mobile operators

to effectively achieve good QoS and cell spectral efficiencies while incurring

low overall scheduling overheads.

• Chapter 4 presents an extension of the Three Level Scheduling framework

(called BA-TLS ) to support video streaming services. The objective of this

work is to minimize stutters in the video output by imbibing client-side

buffer awareness in the downlink scheduling framework.

• Chapter 5 deals with the design of in-network adaptive video streaming

architecture. The objective of the designed architectures is to deliver sat-

isfactory video viewing experience for all end-users even during transient

network overloads.

• Chapter 6 proposes efficient QoE aware client-side streaming management

mechanisms which are implemented within a client’s video playback applica-

tion. The main objective of the works presented in this chapter is to utilize

the power of SVC-DASH to its fullest so that overall encoding quality of
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the video output is maximized while maintaining playout buffer sizes above

a safe threshold and restricting the degree of switching as far as possible.

• Chapter 7 concludes this thesis. We discuss the work in progress, possible

extensions and future work that can be done in this area.
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Chapter 2
Resource Allocation Strategies in Cellular
Networks: Background, Flavours, Trends

This dissertation is oriented towards the design of resource allocation strategies

for multimedia services over cellular networks in general and LTE systems in

particular. The previous chapter provided a view of the challenges imposed by

the diversity in the types of network traffic, heterogeneity in user equipment

capabilities, uncertainties due to temporal variations in the availability of scarce

radio resources etc., towards QoS/QoE aware scheduling of multimedia flows.

In this chapter, we first provide an overview on the evolution of cellular net-

works. Then, the chapter presents the architecture of LTE with a particular

emphasis towards radio resource management. Subsequently, we present a sur-

vey of various resource allocation strategies in LTE. The chapter concludes by

presenting a review of various in-network/client-side scheduling strategies in LTE

Networks.

2.1 Evolution of Cellular Networks

All over the world, cellular communication services have witnessed a phenomenal

growth over the last few decades. The evolution of mobile cellular technology has

been categorized into various generations. During the past few decades, cellular
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networks have witnessed 4 or 5 generations of technology evolution, namely, from

1G to 4G.

The era of cellular network communications may be considered to have begun

way back in the early 1980s through the deployment of the first generation (1G)

system invented by AT&T’s Bell labs about a decade earlier. 1G technology which

used analogue transmission for speech services came in three principal verities,

namely, Nordic Mobile Telephones (NMT), Total Access Communication Systems

(TACS) and Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS). NMT was deployed in the

northern European region. TACS was mainly deployed in England, Ireland and

Japan. In the United States, the first commercial deployment of cellular telephony

was based on AMPS and done in late 1983 by Ameritech. It may be noted that

the different systems could not communicate among each other at that time. Only

20 million people worldwide, which was less than 1% of the global population,

ever used the first generation system.

Second generation (2G) mobile phone systems emerged in the 1990’s. There

were four different 2G systems worldwide, namely, Global System for Mobile com-

munication (GSM), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), US-CDMA, Per-

sonal Digital Cellular (PDC). These 2G systems differed from the previous gen-

eration in their use of digital transmission instead of analogue transmission. 2G

systems offered higher spectrum efficiency, better data services, and more ad-

vanced roaming facility. In addition to providing improved voice quality, capacity

and security, 2G cellular systems also enabled a few new applications, the most

popular among which was the Short Message Service (SMS), first deployed in

Europe in 1991. The SMS application proved to be incredibly successful from

a commercial standpoint, so much so that in some networks SMSs constituted

a major part of the total traffic. In order to enable data transmission on the

air-interface, GSM Packet Radio Systems (GPRS) (also known as 2.5G) was in-

troduced and this proved to be an evolutionary step for GSM towards high data

rates. GPRS and GSM shared the same frequency bands, time slots, and signal-

ing links. GPRS supported flexible data transmission rates as well as continuous
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connection to the network. Typical implementations of GPRS provided user

data rates of 20-40kbps. GPRS may be considered to be the most significant

step towards third generation (3G). The GSM standard got a further boost in

its data handling capabilities with the introduction of Enhanced Data Rate for

GSM Evolution (EDGE), in the early part of 1997. It allowed the clear and fast

transmission of data and information up to 384kbps speed.

In the beginning of the new millennium, people began to use mobile phones in

their daily lives and therefore, service providers experienced exponential growth

in the use of 2G phones. In order to meet such demands, the researchers and

industry started to work on the next generation of technology, known as 3G. The

design objectives of 3G systems were to deliver much higher data rates, provide

significant increment in voice capacity, and support advanced services and ap-

plications, including multimedia. The International Telecommunication Union

(ITU) formalized the objectives for 3G mobile networks with the IMT-2000 stan-

dard. 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), a mobile communications

industry collaboration, has continued that work by defining a mobile system that

fulfills the IMT-2000 standard. In Europe it was called UMTS (Universal Terres-

trial Mobile System), which is European Telecommunications Standards Institute

(ETSI) driven. 3G networks enabled service providers to offer services which

include voice telephony, video calls, and broadband wireless data, all in a mobile

environment. In the mid 2000’s, first implementations of an evolution of the 3G

technology called High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) was begun. It

is an enhanced 3G mobile telephony communications protocol in the High-Speed

Packet Access (HSPA) family, also named as 3.5G, 3G+ or turbo 3G, which al-

lows networks based on UMTS to have higher data transfer speeds and capacity.

Initially, HSDPA deployments supported downlink speeds of 1.8, 3.6, 7.2 and

14.0 Mbps. Further speed enhancements were available with HSPA+, which pro-

vided speeds of up to 42 Mbps (and up to 84 Mbps with Release 9 of the 3GPP

standard).

The ever increasing demands of QoS sensitive multimedia applications and
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emergence of new technology in the mobile communication system triggered the

researcher community and industry to come up with data-optimized forth genera-

tion (4G) technologies. One of the major technological enhancement in 4G is the

shift from circuit-switched networks (3G) to an all-IP network. An all IP-based

4G wireless network has intrinsic advantages over its predecessors. The design

goal of 4G technology was to deliver a new level of experience to the users in

which they have freedom to select any services with desired QoS levels at afford-

able prices, anywhere, anytime. Wimax and LTE were the first two commercially

available 4G technologies deployed in Scandinavia by TeliaSonera. Peak down-

load and upload data transfer speeds of 4G LTE can reach up to 100Mbps and

50Mbps, respectively. On the other hand, WiMAX offers peak data rates of 128

Mbps in the downlink and 56 Mbps in the uplink.

2.2 LTE Architecture

LTE [28] represents a major step in mobile radio communications due to its shift

from circuit-switched networks to an all-IP network. A typical LTE network

architecture is shown in Figure 2.1. It consists of two parts, namely the Core

Network (CN ) and the Radio Access Network (RAN ). Core Network (which in-

cludes the serving gateway, Mobility management and the Packet Data Network

(PDN ) gateway) provides functionalities like IP connectivity, authentication, au-

thorization, accounting, handling and routing of traffics to and from several base

stations etc. RAN is mainly composed of eNodeB where Radio Resource Man-

agement (RRM ), interference migration, and handover initiations are performed.

In LTE, exchange of data and control information between eNodeB and User

Equipment (UE) is typically occur through the physical channel [29]. The LTE

physical channel is actually composed of two radio links, namely uplink (radio

channel from UE to eNodeB) and downlink (radio channel from eNodeB to UE).

LTE is expected to cater to the high data rates (peak data rates of 100 Mbps

in the downlink and 50Mbps in the uplink with 20 MHz of bandwidth in the
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Figure 2.1: Overview of an LTE system

3GPP Release 8 physical layer [30]) and low latency demands of multimedia ap-

plications. To accomplish these objectives, LTE systems provide separate packet

scheduling infrastructure for both the links, namely, downlink packet scheduler

and uplink packet scheduler, in the Media Access Control (MAC) layer of eN-

odeB [31]. In order to achieve lower Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) for

the uplink channel, the uplink packet scheduler is constraint to select RBs cor-

responding to a single UE only from consecutive sub-channels in a continuous

manner [32]. This limitation significantly reduces the flexibility in the resource

allocation, particularly when compared to downlink packet scheduling. On the

other hand, flexibility of the downlink packet scheduler motivates us to imple-

ment a downlink resource allocation framework which has the ability to efficiently

allocate RBs among RT VBR traffics, considering their channel conditions and

QoS requirements.

In LTE, radio resources are allocated in both frequency and time domains.

In the frequency domain, the total bandwidth is frequency multiplexed into sub-

channels of 180 kHz each. LTE supports various values for total bandwidth,

including 1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15 or 20 MHz, and this bandwidth is multiplexed into 6,

15, 25, 50, 75 or 100 sub-channels, respectively. Each sub-channel is further time
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Figure 2.2: Combined time-frequency multiplexed resource abstraction in LTE

multiplexed into 1 ms long intervals called TTI. A TTI is composed of two time

slots of length 0.5 ms each. A time/frequency radio resource spanning over one

time slot in the time domain and over one sub-channel in the frequency domain is

called a Resource Block (RB) [33] as shown in Figure 2.2 and corresponds to the

smallest radio resource unit that may be assigned to an UE for data transmission.

Resource allocation for each UE is usually based on the comparison of per-RB

metrics. The rth RB block is allocated to the ith user if metric mir is maximum

i.e. if it satisfy the equation:

mir = max
j
{mjr} (2.1)

The value of metric for a user depends on the resource allocation objectives.

At the physical layer, it is assumed that the total available transmission power

(equal to 43 dBm) at eNodeB is uniformly spread over all the available sub-

channels. Each UE estimates the Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)

of the received reference signals for all downlink sub-channels [34]. The estimated

SINR values are then mapped to a corresponding set of CQI feedbacks (integers in

the range 1 to 15) and forwarded to eNodeB periodically, using the Physical Uplink

Control Channel (PUCCH ) as shown in Figure 2.1. The Physical Uplink Shared
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Channel (PUSCH ) carries data and signalling messages from the Uplink Shared

Channel (UL-SCH ; this channel belongs to the set of transport channels) and can

sometimes also carry uplink control information. The Physical Random Access

Channel (PRACH ) carries random access transmission from the Random Access

Channel (RACH ; this channel belongs to the set of transport channels) [35].

A CQI represents the quantized version of a corresponding SINR such that a

certain maximum Block Error Rate (BLER) may be guaranteed for downlink

data transmission (the default value is 10%) [36].

As shown in Figure 2.1, the downlink packet scheduler which is available at

eNodeB is responsible for allocating RBs to an active flow in each TTI. For each

scheduled flow, the Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC ) module selects a

proper Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) based on the CQI feedback. The

information about the allocated RBs and the selected MCS are transmitted to

the UEs on the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) [10]. However, the

Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) is the main downlink data bearing

channel which is dynamically multiplexed in frequency and time among the user

equipments [33]. The Transport Block Size (TBS), or in other words, the amount

of data that a flow can transmit at the MAC layer during a TTI using a sub-

channel, is obtained from the selected MCS, taking into account the physical

configuration proposed in [37]. For each active flow, eNodeB maintains a buffer

(queue) as the packet container for the flow. Each packet of a flow is time stamped

as it arrives into the queue and subsequently transmitted through the wireless

channel using the first-in first-out (FIFO) principle. At each TTI, delays (waiting

time of a packet after arrival) for all packets at eNodeB are updated. An RT

packet (for the ith flow say) is dropped from the MAC queue if the packet scheduler

fails to transmit it within a specified stipulated delay (denoted by maxdelayi) and

this effects a packet loss.

We now present an overview of various radio resource management strategies

that have been used in cellular environments.
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2.3 Resource Allocation and Management

Recent advances in wireless broadband technology have spurred an ever increasing

demand for diverse data rate traffic flows with varied QoS requirements ranging

from RT and streaming video/audio, online gaming, telepresence etc. to soft

real-time flows like telnet, web-browsing etc. and even non-real-time (NRT )

best-effort data downloads. Meeting such diverse QoS demands of a given set of

flows to be transmitted pose considerable challenges on the resource allocation

frameworks in current and futuristic cellular networks.

Effective radio resource management is an important tool by which the service

provider tunes the amount of bandwidth resources received by different flows such

that their QoS demands can be satisfied. Significant performance gains may pos-

sibly be achieved by efficiently multiplexing the total available wireless bandwidth

in both frequency and time among the different user equipments. The scheduling

schemes can be classified into multiple groups of strategies based on their input

parameters, objectives, and service targets. Here, we have considered and clas-

sified the important resource allocation policies available in literature into the

following distinct categories: (i) In-network channel-unaware/QoS-unaware, (ii)

In-network channel-aware/QoS-unaware and (iii) In-network channel-aware/QoS-

aware strategies. A significant component of this dissertation deals with schedul-

ing mechanisms for adaptive video flows in particular. Hence, we have separately

presented a state-of-the-art survey of (i) In-network channel-aware and QoE aware

resource allocation schemes for adaptive video flows, and (ii) Client-side network

and device aware video flow adaptation methodologies.

2.3.1 In-network Channel-unaware/QoS-unaware Strate-
gies

These strategies were traditionally implemented in wired networks assuming time-

invariant and error-free transmission media. Although there direct implementa-

tion in the cellular network is not realistic, they are typically employed jointly
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with the channel-aware approaches to improve the system performance. Follow-

ing are a few important and well acknowledged channel-unaware/QoS-unaware

strategies:

First-in, first-out (FIFO)

FIFO is the simplest resource allocation strategy which schedules flows according

to the order of resource requests. The metric value for the ith flow over the rth

RB is expressed as:

mir = t− Ti (2.2)

where, t is the current time and Ti is the time instant when request was issued

by the ith flow. Although this technique is simple, it is inefficient and unfair to

the user.

Round Robin (RR)

The objective of this strategy is to allocate fair share of time resource to all users.

Metric calculation for Round Robin is similar to FIFO with the following differ-

ence: Ti now refers to the last time instant at which the ith user was served. Thus

here, the concept of fairness is related to providing equal transmission opportuni-

ties to a given set of competing flows over time. The strategy neither guarantees

fairness in the throughputs achieved by these flows, nor does it ensure fairness in

received bandwidths based on the flows’ resource demands.

Blind Equal Throughput (BET)

Throughput fairness among users can be achieved by Blind Equal Throughput

(BET) strategy. In order to maintain throughput fairness, BET keeps account

of the past average throughput achieved by each user and uses it in the metric

calculation. Metric value for the ith flow over the rth RB is calculated as:

mBET
ir =

1

Ri(t− 1)
(2.3)
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where, Ri(t − 1) is running average throughput for the ith flow and updated in

every TTI as:

Ri(t) =

{
(1− 1

tc
)Ri(t− 1) + 1

tc
di(t), if ith user is served

(1− 1
tc

)Ri(t− 1), if ith user is not served
(2.4)

here, di(t) denotes the achievable throughput for the ith flow at time t. It may

be observed form the above equations that BET allocates resources to that flow

which has the lowest running average throughput.

2.3.2 In-network Channel-aware/QoS-unaware Strategies

As discussed above, UEs periodically send CQI values to eNodeB using ad-hoc

control messages. Based on the received CQI, the scheduler at eNodeB can

predict the channel quality perceived by each UE and therefore, can estimate

the maximum achievable throughput. This section discusses a few important

strategies which utilize CQI feedbacks during the resource allocation process.

Maximum Throughput (MT)

The objective of this strategy is to maximize the system throughput in terms

of spectral efficiency. In the endeavor to maximize overall system throughput,

the strategy allocates RBs to those flows in the current TTI which are enjoying

the best CQIs. In this strategy, metric value for the ith flow over the rth RB is

calculated as:

mMT
ir = dir(t) (2.5)

here, dir(t) denotes the achievable throughput for the ith flow over the rth RB at

time t.

The main disadvantage of this strategy is that it is unfair to users which

experienced bad channel conditions. A practical scheduler should be intermediate

between MT, that maximizes the cell throughput, and BET, that guarantees fair

throughput distribution among users, in order to exploit fast variations in channel

conditions as much as possible while still satisfying some degree of fairness.
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Proportional Fair (PF)

As pointed to its necessity above, the proportional fair scheduler attempts to

achieve a trade-off between extreme throughput maximization (MT ) and absolute

throughput fairness (BET ). Metric for the PF strategy is define as [38–40]:

mPF
ir = mMT

ir ×mBET
ir =

dir(t)

Ri(t)
(2.6)

Here, dir(t) and Ri(t) are define in equation 2.3 and 2.5.

Although, the QoS unaware strategies may not directly be applicable for to-

day’s multimedia and Internet applications, however, most of the recent QoS

aware schemes [10] employ them to achieve better cell spectral efficiencies, fair-

ness between flows, reduce computational complexity etc.

2.3.3 In-network Channel-aware/QoS-aware Strategies

Modern wireless networks concurrently serve diverse applications with distinct

timeliness criticalities or QoS requirements. Typically, QoS differentiation can be

handled by associating a set of QoS parameters to each flow. With the knowledge

of such parameter values, the scheduler can allocate RBs to flows such that a

minimum performance guarantee can be provided, either in terms of data rate or

delivery delay.

A plethora of channel cum QoS aware algorithms has been discussed in the

literature. Authors in [22] proposed a two level resource allocation strategy where

the outer level divides time into fixed duration windows of size β, over an inner

TTI level. Resource allocation is done at successive window junctions by allocat-

ing the best available flows (obtained by ordering their decision index values) on

a round-robin basis over the sub-channels progressing TTI by TTI until all RBs

of all TTIs in β are allocated. There has been several recent contributions [41–43]

which prioritize flows primarily based on head-of-line packet delays. In [41], a

two step per TTI flow scheduling and mapping scheme has been proposed. At the

first step, RBs are allocated to those flows whose packet waiting times are nearing
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their transmission deadlines. Throughput enhancement for the residual RBs is

done at the second step. Yang et. al. in [42] formulate the resource allocation

problem as a mixed integer nonlinear problem to minimize the average waiting

time across all active flows and claim that the problem to be non-scalable due to

huge computational overhead. Further, they have designed a four step heuristic

approach as a cost effective sub-optimal solution to the problem. In [44], Wang

et. al. presents a cross time interference aware evolutionary scheduling algorithm

that fairly allocates resources based on an adaptive fairness threshold.

Many schemes that attempt to handle delay sensitive applications have been

proposed in [11–13]. Among them, two notable algorithms namely, the LOG-

Rule [11] and EXP-Rule [12] consider all active flows (including both RT and

NRT flows) together at every TTI and select flows based on their individual

metric values. For NRT flows, the metric values for both schedulers are obtained

based on a proportional fair policy [9]. For RT flows, the metric value for the ith

flow on the rth sub-channel is obtained as a trade-off between head-of-line packet

delays and spectral efficiency as shown in equations 2.7a and 2.7b for LOG-Rule

and EXP-Rule respectively:

mLOG−Rule
ir = bilog

(
c+ αi ×HOLDi

)
SEir (2.7a)

mEXP−Rule
ir = biexp

(
αi ×HOLDi

c+
√

(1/Nrt)
∑
p

HOLDp

)
Sir (2.7b)

where, bi, c , αi are tunable parameters, SEir is the spectral efficiency for the

ith flow on the rth sub-channel, HOLDi is the head-of-line packet delay for the

ith flow and Nrt denotes the total number of active RT flows. Analysis in [10]

and also the experimental analysis done in this dissertation, reveal that with

its exponential nature, the RT metric values for EXP-Rule is in general more

sensitive to packet delay urgencies as compared to LOG-Rule and therefore is

more robust especially in underloaded situations. EXP-Rule also attempts to

maintain fairness among RT flows by normalizing the delay of a flow over the

square root of the mean delay of all RT flows [45].
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However, both EXP-Rule and LOG-Rule suffer from three principal draw-

backs. Firstly, by following a metric based selection policy that considers all

active flows (combining both RT and NRT flows) together at every TTI, these al-

gorithms incur high scheduling complexities. Secondly, the same reason as above

(consideration of both RT and NRT flows together) creates possibilities where

NRT flows may be prioritized over urgent RT flows resulting in packet loss due

to missed deadlines. Thirdly, in the absence of overload estimation and dynamic

QoS adaptation mechanisms, these algorithms often perform poorly in transient

overload situations.

There has been a few works which focus on two layer resource allocation archi-

tectures [14,46,47] as heuristics towards lowering the complexity of the combined

optimization problem of maximizing both QoS and spectral efficiency by splitting

the problem and tackling it at distinct layers. In a recent work proposed in [13]

(known as EXP-VT-SH ), authors conceived an interesting two phase procedure

based on cooperative game-theory that performs resource sharing combining the

EXP-Rule with a virtual token mechanism.

Piro et. al. in [14] propose a frame-based two level packet scheduling al-

gorithm (called FLS ) where the first level computes the amount of data to be

transmitted by each RT flow (such that their delay constraints may be satisfied)

in the next LTE frame (a fixed time interval of duration 10 ms) using discrete

time linear control law. The inner level then physically allocates RBs to flows at

each TTI using a PF scheduler. To prioritize RT VBR flows over NRT flows, in

the TTI corresponding to an LTE frame, RBs are first allocated to all the active

RT VBR flows until their total amount of data calculated for the entire frame

has been transmitted. The remaining RBs are then allocated to the NRT flows.

It may be observed that by computing the total data transmission requirement

of each RT flow for an entire frame, employing a PF scheduler for RT flows at

each TTI and by distinctly prioritizing RT over NRT flows, FLS attempts to

guarantee strict packet delivery delay bounds for the RT flows. However, in this

endeavor, it tends to neglect spectral efficiency and therefore often suffers low
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Figure 2.3: Overview of SVC-DASH

resource utilization. A more severe consequence of this drawback is that FLS ’

performance tends to degrade quickly when the system load increases beyond a

certain utilization bound.

As discussed above, a significant component of this dissertation deals with the

in-network/client resource allocation strategies for the adaptive video streaming.

Before presenting the discussion of the state-of-the-art schemes for adaptive video

streaming, we provide an overview of the video streaming architecture used in

this dissertation.

Adaptive Video Streaming Architecture:

Video streaming over cellular networks has been growing at an exponential rate

due to the ever increasing demand for video content and proliferation of heteroge-

neous mobile devices with increased processing capabilities. It is estimated that

mobile video will generate over 73% of the total mobile data traffic by 2021 [2]

and hence, video streaming over wireless is expected to be one of the main rev-

enue generators for the current and future mobile broadband networks. However,
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meeting the ultimate objective of delivering all clients/user equipments with high

quality video viewing experience in the temporary varying cellular networks is a

challenging task. In this effort, Adaptive Video Streaming (AVS) has emerged as

a key technology that enables enhancement of the overall transmission quality of a

service provider by allowing online video bit-rate adaptation over time. Adaptive

video streaming is a performance management technique for streaming multime-

dia over networks which adjusts the bit-rates of videos based on perceived users’

bandwidths, device capacities, screen resolutions etc. Modern adaptive video

streaming technologies are almost exclusively based on HTTP and designed to

work efficiently over large distributed HTTP based frameworks like Internet.

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming Over HTTP (DASH):

DASH [48] has the potential to play a major role in the transmission of video

traffic in current and futuristic cellular networks. The DASH framework dy-

namically adjusts the transmission bit rate of a flow over time, based on mobile

device capability and estimated link conditions. In order to achieve such dynamic

bit rate adaptation, DASH fragments the entire video into multiple short dura-

tion chunks/segments of one to a few seconds (as shown in Figure 2.3), where

each chunk is encoded at various distinct bit rates. A few technologies including

Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG), Scalable Video Coding (SVC) etc. may

be used to encode a chunk at multiple bit rates.

Each fixed duration chuck in DASH is stored as a regular file in the web server.

The chunks may be downloaded by a user equipment periodically using standard

HTTP GET requests. When the system experiences an overload/underload, the

adaptation unit appropriately lowers/increments the number of temporal, spatial

and quality layers for the next chunk of a flow in order to maintain the system

within targeted load bounds. To enable such a framework, a file (known as Media

Presentation Description (MPD) for the DASH standard) describing the list of

chunks at all the video bit-rate versions along with the corresponding HTTP links

is downloaded by the client prior to streaming. While most of the framework is
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standardized as part of the DASH standard, the adaptation algorithm to select the

most appropriate bit-rate for future chunks is left to the specific implementation.

2.3.4 In-network Channel-aware and QoE -aware Resource
Allocation Schemes for Adaptive Video Flows

Numerous studies [17, 49–54] have demonstrated the benefits of in-network bit-

rate adaptation strategies for adaptive videos in LTE. The authors in [50] present

an adaptive Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) selection methodology for SVC video

streaming over LTE, based on wideband CQI feedbacks. In this scheme, SVC

based adaptations are performed over groups of CQIs and for each group a fixed

temporal and quality layer is chosen. In [51], authors propose online streaming

bit-rate control from content servers for adaptive video over High Speed Packet

Access (HSPA) and LTE-style networks. The objective is to maximize attainable

visual quality while maintaining the probability of RLC buffer overflows below a

desired threshold at the transmitter. Authors in [52] have solved the problem of

maximizing average video quality in LTE networks by reducing the resource allo-

cation problem into an ILP formulation with constraints. A scheduling framework

called AVIS for adaptive video delivery over cellular networks has been proposed

in [17]. AVIS attempts to maximize system throughput over all flows. They

modeled the resource allocation strategy as a Multiple Choice Knapsack Prob-

lem (MCNP) whose optimal solution is NP-hard. Further, the authors proposed

a heuristic solution which is based on a greedy approach aimed at minimizing

the loss in utilization of the wireless resources. This framework also provides

good stability to the system by controlling the frequency of bit-rate switching

perceived by the end users during a video session. However, they have not con-

sidered client-side buffer status (in their optimization framework) thus, making

it susceptible to frequent buffer outages. In [53], authors propose an adaptive

video streaming solution for LTE network which attempts to achieve fairness in

the video qualities delivered to all end users. A cross-layer QoE aware optimiza-

tion framework called Re-buffering Aware Gradient Algorithm (RAGA) for LTE
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networks has been presented in [54]. RAGA attempts to restrict re-buffering

probability of flows through periodic feedbacks of the playout buffer status of a

set of adaptive streaming clients. A drawback of this approach is that it does

not consider bit-rate switching as a component of the overall perceived QoE. El

Essaili et al. [49] presented a content-aware multiuser HTTP Adaptive Streaming

(HAS) video delivery framework for LTE. In this work, a media-aware network

element (named as proxy) selects the bit-rates for all clients/video flows such

that radio resource utilization in maximized. This adaptation strategy has been

further extended in order to include buffer awareness in the streaming solution.

All of the aforementioned scheduling strategies are implemented in the net-

work, primarily at eNodeB. A diametrically opposite approach to resource allo-

cation are client-side schemes where each client attempts to adapt the streaming

strategy and/or bit-rates corresponding to the video flow it is receiving, with the

typical objective of maximizing QoE. In-network resource allocation schemes tend

to be superior towards effective utilizing the available bandwidth while multiplex-

ing radio resources among clients. However, in order to make good scheduling

decisions, these resource allocators require periodic feedback of client status like

channel conditions, buffer size etc. Obtaining periodic reports from all clients

may not always be realistic. In addition to being poor in terms of significantly

increasing communication costs, the strategy necessitates maintenance of a high

degree of coordination among clients in order to make good adaptation decisions,

and this incurs high computational overheads. Therefore, this dissertation has

also delved towards the design of efficient client-side schemes which adapt video

bit-rates based on expected channel conditions and player status.

2.3.5 Client-side Network-aware and Device-aware Video
Flow Adaptation Methodologies

Effective rate adaptation strategy is an important tool for delivering satisfactory

quality of viewing experience to the end user even during fluctuating network

conditions. In order to provide satisfactory QoE, a plethora of adaptation strate-
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gies [55, 56] has been proposed in literature. Riiser et. al. [21] investigated the

performance of a few important client-side HTTP based video streaming services

(viz. Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming, Apple HTTP Live Streaming, Microsoft

IIS Smooth Streaming) in a 3G mobile network scenario. Their comparison re-

vealed that the Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming service was quite responsive to

bandwidth fluctuations and thus achieved good bandwidth utilization. However,

it experienced frequent video stuttering due to short buffering at the client. Mi-

crosoft IIS Smooth Streaming achieved better video quality with respect to Apple

HTTP Live Streaming, but at the same time encountered a higher degree of re-

buffering. Authors in [23] evaluated dynamic adaptive streaming using bandwidth

traces obtained in a vehicular scenario and inferred that re-buffering events may

be minimized by maintaining playout buffer sizes above a certain threshold. In

their work, the DASH framework performed well, avoided re-buffering events, but

encountered frequent bit-rate switches which ultimately pulled down the overall

quality of experience. In [25], authors have proposed a client-side buffer manage-

ment algorithm which attempts to reduce playback interruptions by appropriately

selecting the video quality of the next segment based on estimated bandwidth. In

this work, the adaptation strategy attempts to keep the playout buffer filled with

high quality segments by randomizing the segment request time from the client.

There are few works which have been proposed within the SVC-based adaptation

streaming framework [57, 58]. In [57], authors proposed an adaptation strategy

that decides either to upgrade an already downloaded SVC-coded segment to an

appropriate level or to download the next segment at a particular enhancement

level. Authors in [58] proposed a hybrid approach for adaptive video streaming.

In this scheme, the SVC video chunks/segments have been downloaded using two

existing video streaming technologies, namely, progressive download (for the base

layer) and adaptive streaming (for the enhancement layers).

Control-theoretic approaches, including the use of proportional-integral con-

trollers, have also been employed to improve streaming performance [59–61].

These approaches typically attempt to control bit-rates, throttling rates etc. for
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video segment downloads by measuring and estimating critical time varying sys-

tem parameters including instantaneous bandwidth, playout buffer size etc. Re-

cently, few works have adopted a state machine based control approach for DASH

based streaming [62,63]. However, both these works suffer from the critical draw-

back of ignoring instantaneous network conditions in their decision strategy and

working by observing only the client side playout buffer status. A similar strategy

has also been proposed by Huang et al. [64].

In the endeavor to enable the influence of the quality of future segments

downloads in the rate adaptation strategy, MDP based adaptation strategies have

been proposed to model the dynamics of a video streaming system under time-

varying network conditions [65–69]. Authors in [65] designed the rate adaptation

of video streaming using MDP where uncertainty in received network bandwidth

is modelled as a Markov chain with its own bandwidth state. In [69], authors

have jointly optimized scheduling and error correction in layered videos, using

MDP.

2.4 Performance Metrics

The efficacy of the proposed resource allocation strategies presented in this dis-

sertation have been evaluated using a comprehensive set of performance metrics.

For generic delay sensitive variable bit rate flows, the following QoS measurement

metrics have been used:

1. Packet Loss Rate (PLR): It is defined as the fractional number of data

packets that fail to reach destination per unit time. More formally,

PLR = 1− Packet Reception Rate

Packet Transmission Rate

2. Average Goodput (goodput): It is the application level throughput; that is,

the actual useful information delivered per unit time, excluding protocol

overhead bits as well as retransmitted data packets. It is measured in bits

per second (bps).
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3. Spectral Efficiency (SE): This may be defined as the average information

rate achieved by a scheduler per unit bandwidth. It is a measure of how

efficiently a limited frequency spectrum is utilized by the physical layer

protocol. Unit of SE is bits per hertz per second (bits/Hz/sec).

4. Fairness Index (FI): This measure helps to evaluate the relative fairness in

the transmitted data among all active flows. Fairness is said to have been

maintained among a set of flows if all of them receive the same share of the

bandwidth over a given interval. In this work, the degree of fairness has

been measured using the Jain’s fairness index [70].

J(b1, b2, ...., bn) =

(
n∑
i=1

bi

)2

n×
n∑
i=1

b2i

(2.8)

where, n is the total number of flows and bi is throughput of the ith user.

The range of fairness index is in between 1
n

(in worst case) to 1 (in best

case) and it is maximum when all the users receive the same bandwidth

share.

Performance of systems consisting of real-time and streaming video flows are

more suitably evaluated using metrics that allow the measurement of delivered

QoE. This dissertation has employed the following QoE metrics:

• Buffering%: It is defined as the average buffer outage percentage over the

entire simulation duration.

Buffering% =
1
N

∑
N (Buffer outage duration)

Simulation time
× 100 (2.9)

• PSNR (Unit: dB): This indicates the average PNSR value over all flows

during the simulation interval and measures the efficiency of a RB allocation

scheme in terms of the overall video quality delivered to the UEs.
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• Switching : Estimate of the average switching per second per video flow

over the simulation length.

• Speed-up: Ratio of the average quality level selection times between two

strategies per adaptation interval.

2.5 Summary

This chapter starts with providing a brief overview of the evolution of cellular

network followed by a short description of the LTE architecture. Then, we have

discussed the generic problems associated with traditional resource allocation

strategies, especially with respect to the demands of contemporary wireless net-

work traffic. Subsequently, we have presented a comprehensive state-of-the-art

survey on various in-network/client-side bandwidth allocation and video adapta-

tion approaches. The chapter concludes by presenting the important metrics used

to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheduling approaches presented in

later chapters. In the next chapter, we discuss two scheduling strategies applica-

ble towards the effective management of real-time variable bit rate traffic. The

devised scheduling strategies endeavour to deliver satisfactory quality of service

to all active flows while incurring low computational overheads.
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Chapter 3
Low Overhead LTE Downlink Scheduling
Frameworks for RT VBR Traffic

3.1 Introduction

In the last chapter, we studied various scheduling methodologies for RT traffics

over LTE networks. From the insights gained through the analysis of the existing

works, the following important observations and inferences may be derived:

• The primary cause for the high scheduling complexity in all the existing

works is the metric based flow selection and mapping procedure at each

TTI. This results in an overhead of at least O(N × R) per TTI, where N

denotes the total number of active flows and R denotes the total number

of available RBs. However, neither do most RT flows require TTI level

scheduling granularities to meet their QoS demands, nor do channel con-

ditions typically vary drastically over one or a few milli seconds. As an

example, for a typical video application being encoded at 25 frames/sec

(sampling period SP = 40 ms), it is sufficient for all packets of a partic-

ular video frame to respect a single delay bound that corresponds to the

delay bound of the entire video frame (here 40 ms). Authors in [71] state

that delays even upto 200 ms may be considered acceptable for interactive

video applications. For Internet telephony, a delay of 100 ms is considered
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as the limit for a good perceived quality, while even up to 300 ms de-

lays are considered satisfactory. This indicates that it is possible to device

carefully designed mechanisms that allow resource allocation at relatively

coarser time scales (as compared to per TTI allocations) while still not

significantly degrading overall system performance.

• Ignorance of spectral efficiency not only results in poor resource utilization

but also causes real-time performance degradation beyond a certain system

load value. Therefore, awareness of spectral efficiency is essential (to allow

multiuser diversity gains) while simultaneously maintaining a stipulated

level of delay sensitivity.

• In order to improve the performance of RT VBR traffic, special mechanisms

to handle its inherent variability and burstiness are required. This may be

achieved by employing efficient but low overhead VBR traffic prediction

methodologies. Along with this, frequent periodic inspection of the input

queues for instantaneously arrived data bursts also helps to obtain better

overall real-time performance.

With these insights, we have developed two low-overhead resource allocation

frameworks which have ability to satisfy pre-specified QoS requirements of RT

VBR flows in most realistic scenarios, while simultaneously providing high re-

source utilization and graceful QoS degradation in times of overload. Firstly, we

have developed a low overhead three-level resource allocation framework (called

TLS ) with the ability to satisfy pre-specified QoS requirements of RT VBR flows

in most realistic scenarios, while simultaneously providing high resource utiliza-

tion and graceful QoS degradation in times of overloads. At the outermost layer,

time is divided into a sequence of fixed sized intervals called super-frames. At each

super-frame boundary, this layer calculates the amount of data that each RT flow

should transmit in the following super-frame in order to satisfy their delay con-

straints. The system overload handling mechanism is also embedded at this layer.
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A super-frame is further divided into a specific number of frames whose duration

may be modified dynamically (typically in the range 5 to 20 ms) as a trade-off

between required scheduling accuracy and RB selection overheads. It may be

noted here that as opposed to all the currently known scheduling mechanisms,

TLS does not undertake an expensive metric optimization based RB allocation

policy at each TTI. Instead, all RBs within a given frame are statically allocated

at the beginning of each frame. Finally, at the third and innermost level, the

RBs are physically allocated to the flows for transmission at each TTI through a

constant time look-up process.

In the second scheduling strategy, we have attempted at a combined hybrid

offline-online approach in order to minimize overall resource allocation overheads

while maintaining a minimum satisfactory level of QoS. In this scheme, the flows

are firstly classified into priority buckets based on real-time criticality factors.

During the offline phase, the scheduler attempts to maintain the system load

within a pre-specified safe threshold value by selecting an appropriate number of

buckets. This selection procedure makes use of Supervisory Control Theory of

Discrete Event Systems to synthesize an offline scheduler. Then, we have devised

an online resource allocation strategy which runs on top of the offline policy

and attempts to refine the offline solution in oder to minimize the impact of the

inherent variability in cellular networks.

The next section presents an overview of TLS ’ working principle describing

each of its constituent layers in detail.

3.2 The TLS Framework

The TLS is a flexible resource allocation framework aimed at enabling mobile

operators to effectively achieve good QoS and high cell spectral efficiency while

incurring low overall scheduling overheads. As shown in Figure 3.1, the proposed

framework has been designed as a three layered split architecture which interacts

together in order to dynamically allocate RBs to the active flows, taking into
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Figure 3.1: The Proposed Three Level Scheduling Framework (TLS)

account the instantaneous channel states, system load and maximum tolerable

delays of RT flows. The three layers of TLS, namely, the Super-Frame Layer, the

Frame Layer and the TTI Layer actually represent three distinct time domains at

which TLS operates. As shown in Figure 3.2, a super-frame is typically composed

of numerous frames, while a frame in turn is composed of one to several TTIs.

We now discuss in detail the functions of each of these layers.

3.2.1 Super-Frame Level Scheduler

The super-frame level represents the outermost layer of TLS. From Figure 3.1,

it is observed that the super-frame level scheduler takes active RT VBR flows

fi (where i denotes index of the flow) as input and estimates the data D
′i
s to

be transmitted for the ith flow in the commencing super-frame SFs such that

QoS requirements are satisfied. The estimated value of D
′i
s is calculated within

the Traffic Prediction Module (section 3.2.4 presents an overview of the working
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Figure 3.2: Three distinct levels of scheduling granularities in TLS

principle of the traffic prediction module). After D
′i
s is calculated, it is added

to the remaining non-transmitted data for the ith flow (RDi
s−1) in the previous

super-frame to obtain D
′′i
s , the total amount of data that is to be transmitted for

the ith flow in SFs. Thus, the total estimated data for SFs over all flows becomes,

DTotal
s =

∑
i

D
′′i
s (3.1)

The system is considered to be susceptible to overload in super-frame SFs,

if the estimated cell capacity C
′
s for the interval SFs is less than DTotal

s . C
′
s is

computed in the Cell Capacity Prediction module (a discussion on this prediction

methodology has been provided in section 3.2.5). In such a situation, it is not

feasible for the scheduler to satisfy the QoS requirements of all flows. Hence, the

System Overload Handler is called to proportionally scale down the amount of

data for each flow (using equation 3.2) such that the total demand can be equal

to the total capacity.

Di
s =

D
′′i
s ×

C
′
s

DTotals
, if C

′
s < DTotal

s

D
′′i
s , Otherwise

(3.2)

This simple graceful degradation mechanism attempts to ensure that fairness in

the data rates achieved by QoS sensitive flows is maintained even in the presence

of overloads.

It may be noted that the size of the super-frame is an important parameter of

the algorithm as it governs the quality of its real-time performance versus schedul-
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ing overheads. Although, a very low super-frame size may provide high real-time

accuracy, the associated scheduling complexity may exhibit higher overhead. The

number of frames within a super-frame is decided at super-frame boundaries using

a procedure described later in Algorithm 3 (refer section 3.2.7).

3.2.2 Frame Level Scheduler

Each super frame is divided into a number of equal sized frames. The frame

duration (typically in the range 5 ms to 20 ms) is chosen based on the available

computational resources (processing power available at eNodeB) and there exist

a trade off between the required scheduling accuracy versus the RB allocation

overheads. The frame level scheduler is called at each frame boundary within a

super-frame in order to calculate the data dif (f denotes the frame index) to be

transmitted by each RT VBR flow fi in the current frame Ff and also to statically

pack the calculated data within the RBs of the frame. dif is computed as follows:

dif = (Di
s/N) + d

′i
f−1 (3.3)

where, Di
s represents the total data to be sent by the ith flow in the sth super

frame, d
′i
f−1 is the amount of non-transmitted data (if any) for the ith flow from

the previous frame (Ff−1) within the current super-frame and N denotes the

number of frames in the super frame.

As shown in Figure 3.1, the obtained dif values are passed to the FLRA.

FLRA gives the highest priority to RT flows, followed by BRT flows and NRT

flows. This is because, the RT flows have pre-specified QoS requirements with

real-time urgency bounds. On the other hand, NRT flows do not have such strict

QoS demands. To exemplify, let us compare the nature of resource demands for

real-time video traffic and non-real-time best-effort file downloads.

The authors in [71] have stated that in order to provide acceptable quality

of service to an interactive video application, delay must be upper-bounded by

200-300 ms. On the other hand, file download traffic is best-effort in nature and
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does not have such strict delay requirements. BRT traffic are a result of dynamic

structural changes in RT VBR flows which cause sudden modifications in their

QoS requirements. For example, in a typical video stream (RT VBR flow), a

scene change may often cause significant variations in the data volumes of two

consecutive video frames, effecting a corresponding modification in its data rate

demand. Due to this FLRA checks the presence of BRT data before considering

NRT flows when the system has residual unallocated RBs after the consideration

of all RT flows. In the third round, FLRA allocates the remaining RBs (if any)

to the NRT flows using a proportional fair [9] mechanism. A pseudo-code for the

above scheme is presented in Algorithm 1.

ALGORITHM 1: Frame Level Resource Allocator (FLRA)

Input: Frame duration (|F |), Total number of sub-channels (|sch|)
Output: RB allocation Matrix for the kth frame

1 Let Rem RBr denote the remaining unallocated RBs in the rth

sub-channel at any given instant;
2 for each sub-channel do
3 Initialize Rem RBr = |F | ;

4 Let Qsch denote the set of currently available sub-channels having
unallocated RBs;

5 Let SRT , SBRT and SNRT be the set of RT flows, bursty RT flows and NRT
flows respectively;

6 Call function Schedule Flows (SRT ) ; /* Refer Algorithm 2 */

7 if Qsch 6= ∅ then
8 Call function Schedule Flows (SBRT ) ; /* Refer Algorithm 2 */

9 else
10 Exit;

11 if Qsch 6= ∅ then
12 Call function Schedule Flows (SNRT ) ; /* Refer Algorithm 2 */

Corresponding to each sub-channel, all RT VBR flows are assigned distinct

metric values based on two criteria: (i) Spectral efficiency of the flow on the sub-

channel (ii) urgency of the flow based on its Head-of-line Delay (HOLD) value.

The metric value mir for the ith RT flow on the rth sub-channel is defined as
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follows:

mir =

{
SEir, if HOLD < (SP − th)
γ×HOLDi
MaxDelayi

× SEir, Otherwise
(3.4)

where, γ and th are tunable constants which denote the urgency factor and

urgency threshold respectively (a sensitivity analysis of these tunable constants

on the performance of TLS has been included in subsection 3.3.1.1), HOLD is

the head-of-line packet delay, SP is the sampling period of the RT VBR flow,

MaxDelay denotes the maximum allowable waiting time of a packet after which

it is dropped from the queue (this represents the real-time criticality of the flow

given predictable packet delivery through the core network) and SE denotes the

spectral efficiency of the flow on the current sub-channel. For a particular flow

fi, if the first condition (HOLD < SP − th) in equation 3.4 is satisfied, fi is

categorized as a normal flow. Otherwise, it becomes an urgent. In order to

prioritize urgent flows over normal ones in a given bucket, all normal flows are

inserted into the bucket linked list at the tail while all urgent flows are inserted

at the head. Higher values of γ and th implies higher priority to packet delay

urgencies over spectral efficiency.

The metric used for NRT flows is the same as that employed by PF sched-

ulers [9]. Metric value for the ith NRT flow on the rth sub-channel is defined as

follows:

mir = SEir/Ri (3.5)

where, Ri is running average throughput for NRT flows and SE denotes the

spectral efficiency. The obtained metric value helps assignment of priority to a

flow for RB allocation within a given sub-channel at a frame boundary.

At each round of FLRA, a specific selected set of flows (SRT or SBRT or SNRT )

are allocated to all the sub-channels on a round-robin basis using the procedure

Schedule Flows() as described in Algorithm 2. For a particular sub-channel, at

each allocation step of a given round (lines 6 to 16; each iteration within the

for loop at line 5), the approximately best unscheduled flow (obtained by bucket
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(a) An intermediate stage in the flow-to-RB
mapping process. The frame consists of M
TTIs. SChk and FLi denote the kth sub-
channel and ith flow respectively.

(b) The Bucket data structure

Figure 3.3: Frame level allocation of resource block chunks to flows

sorting the flows on the metric values presented in equations 3.4 and 3.5) for the

sub-channel is selected and allocated either as many RBs as required by the flow,

or until all RBs of the sub-channel are exhausted. One round in this round-robin

algorithm completes after the allocation of one or more RBs of all sub-channels

using the for loop (lines 5 to 16). That is, one round corresponds to one iteration

of the while loop (lines 5 to 16). Figure 3.3(a) depicts an intermediate partially

allocated stage in the FLRA flow-to-RB mapping process. In a given iteration of

the for loop, if all RBs of a sub-channel gets exhausted, the remaining data for the

flow must be transmitted through a different sub-channel. If such a sub-channel

is not available, the remaining data d
′i
f for the flow must be carry-forwarded to

the next frame Ff+1 (refer equation 3.3). In Figure 3.3(a), we depict a situation

in which a flow FL1 has been partially allocated in sub-channel SCh1 using all its

RBs and partially in SCh3 using its first two RBs. We now present a description

of our low overhead bucket sort based traffic flow ordering mechanism.

Corresponding to each sub-channel at the beginning of a frame, the flows

are partitioned into a constant number of buckets |B| based on their metric

values for that sub-channel. The value of |B| is a design parameter and must

be appropriately chosen. In this work, we have used |B| = 10 (A sensitivity
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ALGORITHM 2: Function: Schedule F lows(S)

Input:
(i)Data to be transmitted for each flow fi in Ff , the ensuing frame (dif ),

(ii) Metric value for the ith flow on the rth sub-channel (mir),
(iii) Set of sub-channels currently having unallocated RBs (Qsch),
(iv)Remaining unallocated RBs in the rth sub-channel (Rem RBr)
Output: RB Allocation Matrix for the kth frame
/* All variables stated above under input and output are

global */

1 for Each sub-channel r in Qsch do
2 Bucket sort queue of selected flows (S) in non-increasing order of mj

r

values and store in queue FQr;

3 Let FQ = {FQ1, FQ2, ..., FQ|FQ|}, denote the set of all flow queues ;
4 while Qsch 6= ∅ and S 6= ∅ do
5 for Each sub-channel r in Qsch do
6 Select the next unscheduled flow fi from FQr ;
7 Let RBi

r be the total number of RBs required to transmit dif
through the rth sub-channel;

8 if Rem RBr > RBi
r then

9 Allocate RBi
r RBs to fi; Update RB Allocation Matrix;

10 Update Rem RBr = Rem RBr −RBi
r;

11 Remove fi from all sub-channel queues FQ and from the set of
flows S;

12 else
13 Allocate Rem RBr RBs to fi; Update RB Allocation Matrix;
14 Remove sub-channel r from Qsch;
15 Let d denote the amount of f ′is data that may be transmitted

through the Rem RBr RBs of sub-channel r;
16 Update dif = dif − d;

17 Return ;

analysis on the effect of the number of buckets on the performance of TLS has

been included in subsection 3.3.1.1). The bucket data structure for each sub-

channel has been implemented using an array B of linked lists B1, B2, ..., B10 as

depicted in Figure 3.3(b). Each linked list Bk of B forms the bucket of flows

with corresponding metric range MRk as shown in Table 3.1. The lower and
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Table 3.1: Range of metric values used for bucket sorting

Bucket Metric Range (MRi)
B1 0 ≤MR1 < 0.494
B2 0.494 ≤MR2 < 0.883
B3 0.883 ≤MR3 < 1.438
B4 1.438 ≤MR4 < 1.711
B5 1.711 ≤MR5 < 2.016
B6 2.016 ≤MR6 < 2.405
B7 2.405 ≤MR7 < 2.811
B8 2.811 ≤MR8 < 3.211
B9 3.211 ≤MR9 < 3.555
B10 3.555 ≤MR10 < metricMax

upper bounds for the metric range of a given bucket is approximately equal to

the spectral efficiencies corresponding to its lowest and highest supported CQI

level. For example, the lower bound for bucket B3’s metric range (MR3) is 0.883,

which corresponds to CQI level 7 while its upper bound 1.438 corresponds to CQI

level 9. After all the flows have been allocated to appropriate buckets, a linear

scan of these buckets starting from B10 to B1 sorts the flows into a single queue

arranged in order of approximately non-increasing priorities.

3.2.3 TTI Level Scheduler

FLRA allocates RBs to the flows for the entire frame duration at the frame

level. After this, as Figure 3.1 depicts, an O(1) lookup operation on the RB

Allocation Matrix obtained from the FLRA module is used to physically allocate

RBs at each TTI. During such RB allocation at any given TTI, the appropriate

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) is selected based on the instantaneous

CQI feedback received for a flow-RB pair at that TTI. An overview of the traffic

prediction methodology, the cell capacity prediction mechanism and an analysis

of the overall computational complexity of TLS are presented in the next three

sub-sections.
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3.2.4 Traffic Prediction Methodology

As mentioned in section 3.2.1, the data to be transmitted for each flow is estimated

within the Traffic Prediction Module (TPM) at the super-frame level. This mod-

ule estimates the data for the different VBR flows by exploiting their slowly decay-

ing auto-correlation properties and thus circumvents bandwidth over-provisioning

problems effected by conservative allocation [72]. Although, a plethora of different

VBR traffic prediction algorithms [73, 74] are available, a light weight algorithm

must be used here as TLS employs the estimation mechanism on-line at each

super-frame boundary. The implementation of exact TPM will vary depending

on the nature of flows being predicted. In addition, any such strategy must grad-

ually learn and tune specific parameters over time to allow accurate prediction

for a given type of flow. Thus, within the traffic prediction module, a separate

instance if the traffic estimator used, must run for each flow, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.1. This mechanism allows a given estimator instance to customize itself with

respect to its corresponding flow and thereby deliver better prediction accuracy

over time.

This work uses Adaptive Trend and Seasonality Adjusted Exponential Smooth-
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ing (ATSAES) [75], a simple and reasonably accurate time-series forecasting tech-

nique with prompt responsiveness to process changes and only a constant time

computational overhead. Although, the fundamental methodology remains same,

ATSAES must be adapted according to the type of the traffic flow being esti-

mated. Trace based H.264-encoded video traffic has been used as a representation

of RT VBR flows during the experimental analysis of TLS. At each super-frame

boundary, the Traffic Prediction Module (TPM) estimates the total amount of

data to be transmitted by the flows. In this section, we present an overview of

the steps followd by TPM for H.264-encoded videos.

In video coding, a group of pictures (or GOP structure), specifies the order

in which intra (I)- and inter (P and B)-frames are encoded. I, P, and B-frames

of H.264-encoded video sequences are encoded with different degrees of compres-

sion and possess varying statistical characteristics which result in short-term bit

rate variations. Figure 3.4 depicts the three levels of distinct video frame sizes

for I-frames (approx 7000 to 8000 bytes), P-frames (approx 1000 to 2000 bytes)

and B-frames (approx 0 to 100 bytes) which rehashes itself in a cycle with a

fixed frequency. For example, the video frame sequence represented in Figure 3.4

follows a GOP(16,2) structure, and hence I-frames with similar frame sizes are

observed every 16 frames with alternating P and B-frames in between. To effec-

tively estimate in the prediction process, the data contained in this three level

GOP structure, TPM uses an independent seasonality index SI , SP and SB for

the I, P, and B-frames respectively, which normalizes the three distinct levels

video traffic to the same level (deseasonalized level). The deseasonalized video

frames (all of whose I, P and B-frames are at the same level) is then used to

evaluate the current trend of the data content in the video traffic. The predic-

tion module then predicts the amount of data in future video frames by using

the obtained trend and the deseasonalized data content in previous video frames.

Moreover, TPM attempts to detect structural changes in the underlying sequence

(e.g., scene change) and updates the components of the prediction module (level,

trend, seasonality index) accordingly in each super-frame. The ATSAES based
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prediction mechanism progresses in three steps:

• Initialization: At this step, initial estimates of level (L0), trend (T0), and

seasonality factors (SI , SP , and SB) for I, P and B-frames are computed.

The prediction module develops initial components, namely, level, trend and

seasonality index for the video traffic with the help of the first K GOPs of

the video flow. This is carried out only once when the flow starts.

• Forecasting: This step is executed at the boundary of each super-frame SFs,

to estimate the amount of data to transmit (D
′i
s ) for each RT flow fi in the

next super-frame duration. For this, first the total number of predicted

video frames (p) within a super-frame is computed as:

p =
|SFs|
SPi

(3.6)

where, |SFs| is the duration of the sth super-frame and SPi is the sampling

period for the ith RT flow. For example, the value of p is 3 for a super-frame

duration of 120 ms and sampling period is 40 ms (video traffic transmitted

at 25 frames/secs). For an arbitrary video frame (say, the tth video frame

index), the size of the (t+q)th (where, q = 1, 2, ..p) video frame is predicted

using the following equation:

Lt+q = Lt + q × Tt, (3.7a)

Ft+q = Lt+q × (SI or SP or SB)t+q (3.7b)

where, Lt+q is the deseasonalized level and Ft+q is the predicted video frame

size for the (t+ q)th frame index.

• Estimate Updation: After observing the actual video frame size for the

(t + 1)th frame index (Dt+1) during the sth super-frame, the third step

modifies the estimation of level Lt+1, trend Tt+1, and seasonality factors SI ,
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SP , and SB at the start of the (s+ 1)th super-frame as given below:

Lt+1 = a×
(
Dt+1

St+1

)
+ (1− a)× (Lt + Tt) (3.8a)

Tt+1 = b×
(
Lt+1 − Lt

)
+ (1− b)× Tt (3.8b)

St+i+1 = c×
(
Dt+1

Lt+1

)
+ (1− c)× St+1 (3.8c)

Where, a, b, and c are the smoothing constants for level, trend and season-

ality factors respectively, and Dt+1 is the actual data for the (t+ 1)th video

frame index.

Figure 3.4 presents a comparison between the obtained ATSAES estimated video

frame size values with respect to their actual values for the nbc H.264 AVC

trace (QP =28) [1]. It may be observed from this figure that our generated

estimated values are reasonably accurate in almost all cases. In Figure 3.5, we

show plots to compare the packet loss rates of TLS with and without ATSAES

based estimation. As expected, the results are always better with ATSAES based

prediction as it reduces bandwidth over provisioning problems.
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3.2.5 Cell Capacity Prediction Methodology

The total estimated capacity of the cell C ′s, for the duration of the commencing

super-frame SFs, is computed by the Cell Capacity Prediction module (refer Fig-

ure 3.1). The actual capacity is a function of numerous non-uniform parameters

like resource allocation strategy, total number and position of UEs (this affects

the gain due to diversity), SINR of UEs etc. Although a very accurate prediction

procedure must consider all these parameters, the computational overheads in-

volved in prediction will become higher and higher as the number of parameters

are increased. This additional overhead may potentially become unacceptable

towards online application. Therefore, this work uses the light weight (O(1))

yet reasonably efficient Adaptive Response Rate Simple Exponential Smoothing

(ARRSES) [76] algorithm and adapts it for cell capacity prediction. Given Cs−1,

the actual cell capacity and C
′
s−1, the predicted capacity for the (s− 1)th super-

frame, estimated cell capacity for the sth super frame may be obtained as:

C
′

s = Cs−1 + αs × (Cs−1 − C
′

s−1) (3.9)

Here, α is a positive constant whose value is important in determining the smooth-

ing characteristic. It is customary to use values of α in the range 0 to 0.2 to be

able to effectively filter out noise. However, a problem with such low values often

arise when the system encounters sudden genuine changes in cell capacity. The

forecasting system then takes a long time to home in to a new level. ARRSES

handles this by making α automatically adaptive as follows:

αs =
∣∣∣Es−1
Ms−1

∣∣∣, (3.10a)

Es−1 = β × es−1 + (1− β)× Es−2, (3.10b)

Ms−1 = β × |es−1|+ (1− β)×Ms−2, (3.10c)

es−1 = Cs−1 − C
′

s−1 (3.10d)

where, (i) es−1 is the actual prediction error at the currently completed super-

frame SFs−1, (ii) β is a choice variable (β = 0.4 has been used in our experiments
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as ARRSES was found to achieve the minimum root-mean-square error with this

value), (iii) Es−1 is the smoothed estimate of the actual error observed in the

predicted cell capacity in super-frame SFs−1 (calculated as a weighed average of

Es−2 and the last prediction error (es−1)) and (iv) Ms−1 is the smoothed esti-

mate of the absolute error observed in the predicted cell capacity in super-frame

SFs−1 (calculated as a weighted average of Ms−2 and the last absolute prediction

error |es−1|). When the prediction (c
′
s−1) is consistently under/over estimating,

correspondingly, Es−1 also increases/decreases monotonically. Then, αi will take

larger and larger values progressing towards its maximum value of 1, thus mak-

ing the method more responsive to change in the time series. However, if the

prediction module is forecasting accurately (i.e. es is consistently very small),

the parameter αs will tend towards zero, making the method smooth out ran-

dom variations in the signal. Our experimental analyses also show that ARRSES

performs about 50% better on an average when compared to Simple Exponential

Smoothing (SES).

3.2.6 Computational Overhead

In this section, we provide an analysis of the per TTI computational overhead of

the TLS framework. TLS TTI level complexity has three components: (i) effect

of the scheduling overhead at the boundary of each super-frame at a TTI, (ii)

effect of the frame level scheduling overhead on a TTI and (iii) RB allocation

overhead at each TTI. The effect of the first component has been determined by

first calculating the overall complexity at the super-frame level and then dividing

it by the length of the super-frame to obtain amortized complexity. Amortized

complexity for the second component is obtained in a similar fashion as the first

component. No amortization is actually involved for the third component, this

being the actual overhead of the TTI level RB allocator.

Assuming that a super-frame and frame is composed of p and q TTIs respec-

tively, a measure of the per TTI computational complexity of TLS (T(TLS))
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may be obtained as shown in equation 3.11.

T (TLS) =
T1
p

+
T2
q

+ T3 (3.11)

where, T1, T2, T3 are overheads corresponding to the super-frame, frame and TTI

level schedulers, respectively.

Super-frame level scheduling overhead (T1):

T1 = Nrt ×O(Overhead of traffic prediction model)

+ O(Overhead of Cell capacity prediction)

+ Nrt ×O(Overhead of graceful degradation)

where, Nrt is total number of active RT VBR flows. As traffic prediction, cell

capacity estimation and graceful degradation can all be performed in constant

time, the overall complexity of T1 reduces to O(Nrt).

Frame level scheduling overhead (T2):

At this level, the overhead is dominated by the complexity of the FLRA. The

FLRA scheme (refer Algorithm 1) calls function Schedule Flows (S) thrice - first

for RT flows, followed by bursty RT flows and then for NRT flows. Before dis-

cussing the overall computational complexity of FLRA, we first describe here the

computational overhead for Schedule Flows(S).

The function Schedule Flows() in FLRA bucket sorts the flows in non-increasing

order of their metric values, for each sub-channel (refer Algorithm 2, lines 1-2).

The bucket sorting procedure takes O(S) time (where, S denotes the set of flows)

to order the input queues for each sub-channel. Assuming that there are |Qsch|
sub-channels, the complexity for bucket sorting all sub-channel queues becomes

O(S × |Qsch|). At each round (refer Algorithm 2, while loop at line 4) and for

each sub-channel (refer Algorithm 2, lines 5-16), one unscheduled flow is selected

for RB allocation. All the steps between lines 6-16 of Algorithm 2 may be ex-

ecuted in O(1) time. Even the removal of a flow from all sub-channel queues

(line 11) may be accomplished in constant time by employing a global queue that
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maintains the currently remaining data to be allocated for each flow and allowing

each sub-channel queue node to point to its corresponding index on the global

queue. If we assume that all flows require at-most one RB to transmit their data

(in the worst-case), and there are enough flows to consume all RBs in a frame

(S ≥ |F | × |Qsch|), then the while loop (lines 4-16) will execute |F | × |Qsch|
times. As the complexity for bucket sorting all sub-channel queues (lines 1-2) is

O(S× |Qsch|) and the overhead for the while loop (lines 4-16) is O(|F | × |Qsch|),
the complexity incurred by the function Schedule Flows(S) will be O(S×|Qsch|).

Let us now discuss the overall overhead for the FLRA procedure. As |Qsch|
is the total number of available sub-channels, the complexity of the loop in lines

2-3 of the FLRA scheme (refer Algorithm 1) is O(|Qsch|). Further, the overheads

in Algorithm 1 due to the function calls Schedule Flows(S) in lines 6, 8 and 12 is

O(SRT ×|Qsch|), O(SBRT ×|Qsch|) and O(SNRT ×|Qsch|) respectively. Therefore,

the overall complexity of the FLRA procedure will be O(N × |Qsch|), where

N = SRT + SBRT + SNRT .

TTI level scheduling overhead (T3):

The TTI level scheduler uses a O(1) overhead look-up on the RB Allocation

Matrix (obtained from the FLRA module) to physically allocate RBs at each

TTI. Hence, the Overhead T3 is O(1).

Therefore, the amortized per TTI complexity of TLS becomes:

T (TLS) =
O(Nrt)

p
+
O(N × |Qsch||)

q
+O(1) (3.12)

In our framework, as super-frame durations are generally of the order of hun-

dreds of milliseconds, the super-frame level scheduling overhead may typically be

contained within amortized O(1) time. However, frames within a super-frame oc-

cur at much higher frequencies and as discussed above, their overheads at frame

boundaries is also high. Therefore, lower frame rates/higher frame durations of-

ten allow significant reduction in computational overheads. On the other hand,

it has been shown through the experiments conducted in section 3.3.1.2, higher
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ALGORITHM 3: Dynamic Frame Size Adjustment Scheme

Input: Running average PLR (PLRavg), Threshold PLR (PLRth), Guard
PLR (PLRgd), Minimum frame duration (|F |min), Maximum
frame duration (|F |max)

Output: Adjusted frame duration
1 Update the running average PLR (PLRavg

i ) for the ensuing super-frame
(SFs);

2 if (PLRavg
s − PLRth) > PLRgd && |F | > |F |min then

3 |F | = |F | − 1 ;
4 else if (PLRavg

s − PLRth) < PLRgd && |F | < |F |max then
5 |F | = |F |+ 1 ;

frame durations degrade TLS’ performance in terms of packet loss rates (and also

other related parameters). Therefore, maintaining just as much frame rate as is

essential to keep PLR bounded within a stipulated threshold (PLRth) often helps

contain computational overheads. The slack computational capacity thus scav-

enged (if any) through such dynamic frame duration adjustment process may be

utilized in efficiently accomplishing various other important activities at eNodeB.

We now describe the dynamic frame size adjustment procedure used in this work.

3.2.7 Dynamic Frame Size Adjustment Scheme

In this scheme, when the difference between the running average PLR (PLRavg
i )

over last z super-frames and the threshold PLR (PLRth) is higher/ lower than a

guard PLR (PLRgd), the super-frame level scheduler increments/decrements the

current frame duration by one (within a range |F |min to |F |max). The running

average of PLR (PLRavg
s ) over the last z super-frames is calculated as follows:

PLRavg
s =

1

z

s−1−z∑
p=s−1

PLRp (3.13)

where, PLRp denotes the packet loss rate during the pth super-frame. z, PLRth

and PLRgd are design parameters which are taken as input from the service

provider. A step wise description of the Dynamic Frame Size Adjustment Scheme

is presented in the Algorithm 3.
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3.3 Experiments and Results

The performance of the proposed TLS framework has been experimentally evalu-

ated against various parameters and compared with five popular QoS aware down-

link scheduling schemes considered to be useful especially with delay-sensitive ap-

plications [14]. These schemes are New Two Level Scheduler [22], LOG-Rule [11],

EXP-Rule [12], EXP-VT-SH [13] and FLS [14]. The evaluation methodology

is based on simulation studies carried out using LTE-Sim [34], an open source

simulator for LTE networks.

LTE-Sim has allowed us to create a realistic single-cell with interference sce-

nario working in Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) mode with a total available

bandwidth of 10 MHz per cell. Each cell (of radius 0.5 km) contains a variable

number of mobile UEs (10 to 100 UEs have been considered) which travel fol-

lowing the random direction mobility model [77]. We have used 120 ms as the

super-frame duration while inner frame sizes have been varied within the range of

4 to 20 ms. Each UE receives one RT VBR video flow (H.264 AVC video traces

(QP = 28) [1] obtained from several video test sequences have been used) along

with one infinite buffer flow (best effort). The sampling period (SP) and max-

imum allowed transmission delay (MaxDelay; refer equation 3.4) for the video

flows are 40 ms and 80 ms in all cases. Each data point is an average over 25

instances. All simulations run for 120 secs. A summary of the main simulation

parameters are presented in Table 3.2.

3.3.1 Results

The performance of TLS for both RT and NRT traffic flows have been evaluated.

Figure 3.6, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.11 summarize the performance results for TLS (with

frame size = 5ms) against LOG-Rule, EXP-Rule, EXP-VT-SH, New Two Level

Scheduler and FLS as the number of UEs vary between 10 and 100. Super-frame

size is an important aspect of TLS because it determines the frequency at which

the important operations such as Cell Capacity Estimation, Traffic Prediction and
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Table 3.2: Simulation Parameters

Simulation Time 120s
Bandwidth 10MHz
Number of RBs 50
Frame Structure FDD
Cell Radius 0.5 km
Number of Cells 19
Carrier Frequency 2GHz
Schedulers Evaluated LOG-Rule, EXP-Rule, EXP-VT-SH,

New Two Level Scheduler, FLS, TLS
Super-frame Duration 120 ms
Number of UEs 10 to 100
Applications per UE 1 RT flow and 1 NRT flow
Traffic Generator Trace Based
Types of Traces nbc, silence, sony, starwars, tokyo
Sampling Period 40 ms for RT flows
Max Delay 80 ms for RT flows
RLC ARQ Maximum 5 retransmissions

Dynamic Frame Size Adjustment are conducted. Shorter the time scales (super-

frame sizes) over which these operations are periodically invoked, better becomes

their real-time accuracy. In order to measure the effect of super-frame duration

on execution time and PLR, we have conducted a set of experiments with fixed

number of UEs (=100). Table 3.3 shows the obtained values of execution time

per TTI of the super-frame level scheduler along with the PLR at five distinct

values of super-frame duration (= 1ms, 10ms, 50ms, 120ms, 1000ms). It may be

observed from the table that as the super-frame size increases, although the aver-

age RB allocation over-head at the super-frame boundary decreases, the Packet

Loss Rates (PLR) increase progressively. We have conducted all the experiments

for TLS with the super-frame duration 120 ms.

The value of the constants γ, th, MaxDelay and SP in equation 3.4 has been

taken to be 2.22, -0.005, 0.08 secs, and 0.04 secs, respectively. From Figure 3.6 and

3.8, it may be observed that TLS shows significantly better PLR and goodput as

compared to all the other schedulers. Figure 3.7 presents separate plots depicting
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Table 3.3: Results for execution time per TTI and PLR with varying super-frame
duration |SF | (milliseconds)

|SF | Execution Time PLR
1 0.0560 0.290
10 0.0075 0.329
50 0.0019 0.330
120 0.0010 0.332
1000 0.00034 0.334
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95% confidence intervals [78] for the PLR suffered by TLS. These confidence

intervals have been generated for a sample size of 25 (i.e 25 distinct network

instances were considered for generating each interval). It may be seen from the

figure that TLS and FLS show similar mean PLRs for less than ∼ 40 RT flows.

Between 50 and 90 RT flows, the worst-case performance of TLS approximately

matches FLS ’ mean PLR. However, as the number of RT flows grow further,

TLS may be observed to be outperforming FLS even in the worst case. Other

schedulers perform even worse (refer Figure 3.6) with respect to TLS and hence

have not been included in Figure 3.7. Such better performance may be attributed

primarily to the appropriate prioritization of packet delay urgency over spectral

efficiency at the frame layer (refer equation 3.4) of TLS, when the urgency crosses

a given threshold th. Better PLR and goodput values are also obtained through
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the reconsideration of bursty RT flows after scheduling the stipulated RT flows

at each frame boundary to take care of sudden instantaneous data bursts.

However, as may be seen from Figure 3.9 that as a natural consequence of

such heavy prioritization of RT flows over NRT ones, the overall spectral effi-

ciency (comprising both RT and NRT flows) of TLS becomes poor especially

for a low number of flows (The same reason may be attributed with respect to

TLS ’ comparatively poor performance in terms of NRT goodput as shown in Fig-

ure 3.11). Figure 3.10 presents separate plots depicting 95% confidence intervals

for the spectral efficiency achieved by TLS. These confidence intervals have been

generated for a sample size of 25. To help comparative study, the figure also

contains a plot showing the mean spectral efficiency for LOG-Rule. Spectral effi-

ciencies achieved by other schedulers are generally poorer than LOG-Rule (refer

Figure 3.9) and hence has not been included in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.9 and Fig-

ure 3.10 also show that the spectral efficiency achieved by TLS steadily increases

with increasing flows and becomes better than all the other schedulers beyond

about 200 flows. From Figure 3.11, it may be seen that this boost in spectral

efficiency helps the NRT goodput of TLS to become comparable to that of FLS

as the number of flows increase beyond about 70.

The reason behind TLS ’ better spectral Efficiency with increasing flows is
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that, at a given time and frequency, the probability to transmit flows experienc-

ing good channel conditions increases at a higher rate for TLS as compared to

other schedulers. TLS achieves such better multi-user diversity gain due to three

principal reasons: i. Spectral efficiency has a very significant contribution on the

overall metric value (refer equations 3.4) that TLS uses to allocate RBs at all

TTIs within a frame both for normal and urgent flows. ii. For the RT flows, TLS

only strives to satisfy the QoS demands and do not attempt to directly balance

their bandwidth consumption through fairness measures. On the other hand, all

the other schedulers attempt at fair distribution of the bandwidth among all flows

comprising both RT and NRT (FLS uses a PF scheduler at the TTI level; for

EXP-Rule and Log-Rule, the constant b in equation 2.7 represents the inverse of

the expected spectral efficiency of a flow and hence acts as a fairness factor [10]).

It is obvious that a stress on fairness restricts the maximum achievable diversity

gain. iii. As the number of flows increase, a majority of the flows in the TLS

framework become urgent (HOLD ≥ (SP − th)) due to system overload and

this helps to extract further diversity gain among all the urgent flows. Fairness is

however indirectly achieved among the RT flows through the tunable constants
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Figure 3.9: System Spectral Efficiency Vs. #RT + non-RT Flows

γ and th by controlling the rate at which urgent flows switch from lower towards

higher priority buckets as their HOLD values increase. A detailed discussion on

the tunable constants is given in the next subsection.

3.3.1.1 Results With Varying γ, th and |B|

This section examines the impact of variation of the tunable constants γ, th, and

|B| (total number of available buckets) on the performance of TLS.

Impact due to variation in th and γ values:

As discussed in section 3.2.2, th is alluded as urgency threshold and is used

to classify RT flows into two categories, namely normal (HOLD < SP − th)

and urgent (HOLD ≥ SP − th), based on their current head-of-line packet

delay (HOLD) and Sampling Period (SP ). To analyze the impact of th on TLS’

performance, experiments have been carried out for two distinct values of th (th=

-0.04, 0.005). H.264 encoded video traffic transmitted at a rate of 25 frames/secs

has been chosen to represent RT flows. The values for the parameters MaxDelay

and SP for such RT flows are approximately 0.08 secs and 0.04 secs respectively.
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Figure 3.10: Spectral Efficiency Vs. #RT + non-RT Flows

When the th value is set to -0.04, SP − th becomes 0.08 (0.04 - (-0.04)). In this

case, a flow will be classified as urgent only when its HOLD value is at least

0.08 secs. However, this never happens because MaxDelay (which denotes the

maximum waiting time of a packet (HOLD) before it is dropped) has been taken

to be 0.08 secs. Therefore, the packets of a flow having waiting time equal to

0.08 secs will be dropped, and the HOLD value of the flow will be accordingly

updated. Hence, the flow will never be classified as urgent. When th = 0.005,

the value of SP − th equals 0.035 (0.04-0.005); hence, flows with HOLD values

greater than ∼ 0.035 will becomes urgent.

Table 3.4: Comparative results for Fairness Index, Spectral Efficiency with varying th
and γ values

Fairness Index Spectral Efficiency
RT th= -0.04 th= 0.005 th=-0.04 th=0.005

Flows γ = NA γ = 2.5 γ = 3.0 γ = 3.5 γ = NA γ = 2.5 γ = 3.0 γ = 3.5
20 0.82168 0.82264 0.82238 0.82252 0.31405 0.31383 0.31382 0.31415
40 0.8095 0.81046 0.81198 0.81261 0.60764 0.60884 0.60755 0.60385
60 0.7437 0.7657 0.76967 0.77425 0.82526 0.82159 0.81374 0.80349
80 0.69548 0.72537 0.73353 0.7418 0.98562 0.9716 0.95262 0.92002
100 0.6394 0.68053 0.69002 0.69459 1.07414 1.04805 1.0128 0.97181
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We refer the constant γ in equation 3.4 as the urgency factor which controls

the rate at which flows switch from lower towards higher priority buckets as their

HOLD values increase. When a flow is designated as urgent (i.e., (HOLD >

SP − th) in equation 3.4, the constant of proportionality γ adds an urgency

factor in enhancing the metric value of the flow and therefore increases its relative

priority by placing it in a higher priority bucket as compared to where it would

be placed based on its original spectral efficiency value corresponding to a given

sub-channel. Figure 3.12 depicts the average number of buckets skipped per

flow per sub-channel due to the urgency threshold th and urgency factor γ. For

example, given 80 RT flows, the average number of buckets skipped per flow per

sub-channel is obtained as 0.464 when the th and γ values are equal to 0.005 and

3.5 respectively. It may be noted from Figure 3.12 that when the th value equals

to -0.04, the average number of buckets skipped per flow per sub-channel is zero

because no flows ever become urgent in this case. Table 3.4 shows the results

for the performance metrices fairness index and spectral efficiency (defined in

section 3.3.1.1, page 66) for three different values of γ (γ = 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 has been

considered for th = 0.005). The table also shows the results for th = −0.04.
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Figure 3.12: Average number of bucket skipping per sub-channel per flow per frame
due to th and γ

This prioritization of urgent flows due to γ in our bucket allocation mechanism

also indirectly helps to improve the fairness in the amount of transmitted data

among RT flows. Table 3.4 shows that the fairness index (based on Jain’s fairness

index) achieved by TLS increases with increasing th and γ values. This happens

because prioritization of urgent flows indirectly also promotes starved RT flows.

At the same time, as it may also be observed from Table 3.4, that as a natural

consequence of allocating higher priority buckets to urgent flows, which may be

suffering from low CQI feedbacks, the average spectral efficiency drops as th and

γ increases. It may be noted that when th = −0.04, there is no impact due

to the variation of γ as flows do not becomes urgent. In this case, as spectral

efficiency is the only prioritization factor in the selection of flows for FLRA,

the spectral efficiencies achieved are the highest and correspondingly the fairness

indices obtained are the lowest.

Impact due to variation in total number of buckets (|B|):

In the FLRA process, corresponding to each sub-channel at the beginning of a

frame, all selected flows are partitioned into a constant number of buckets B,
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Table 3.5: Comparative results for PLR and Spectral Efficiency with varying |B| values

RT PLR Spectral Efficiency
Flows |B|= 1 |B|= 5 |B|= 10 |B|= 15 |B|= 1 |B|= 5 |B|= 10 |B|= 15

20 0.0409 0.0158 0.0147 0.01431 0.5016 0.7093 0.7195 0.72512
40 0.2574 0.0514 0.0461 0.04721 0.4881 0.6847 0.7264 0.73621
60 0.4722 0.1336 0.1274 0.12482 0.4554 0.835 0.8573 0.86519
80 0.5682 0.2092 0.1977 0.19507 0.4938 0.9637 0.9922 1.0013
100 0.6634 0.2905 0.2833 0.28096 0.481 1.0451 1.0718 1.07448

Spectral Efficiency in Bits/sec/Hz

based on their metric values for that sub-channel. Table 3.5 shows the results

for the PLR and spectral efficiency achieved by RT VBR flows for four distinct

values of the total numbers of buckets (|B| = 1, 5, 10, 15 have been considered).

It may be observed from the table that TLS performs poorly (high PLR and low

spectral efficiency) when |B| = 1. However as |B| increases, the performance is

improved as FLRA is able to obtain a better classification of flows based on metric

values and thereby achieve better relative prioritization among them. Obviously,

the complexity of bucket sorting increases as the number of available buckets

increases. It may be noted from Table 3.5 that the performance gain obtained

by increasing the number of buckets is not linearly proportional as |B| increases

from 1 to 15. For example, the performance gain obtained by incrementing |B|
from 1 to 5 is quite significant; but this is not so when |B| is increased from 10 to

15. Values of |B| at around 10 has been seen to produce good results in almost

all cases.

3.3.1.2 Trade-off Between Scheduling Accuracy Versus Frame Dura-
tion

In this section, we first evaluate the performance of TLS at different fixed frame

size values (|F | = 1 ms, 10 ms, 15 ms has been considered). Table 3.6 (for RT

flows) and 3.7 (for NRT and RT flows) shows the PLR and spectral efficiency

values as a function of the number of flows with different frame sizes. It may be

observed that although, as expected, TLS’ performance degrades with increasing
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Table 3.6: Comparative results for packet loss rate with varying frame sizes

PLR
RT TLS

FLS EXP rule LOG ruleFlows |F | =1 |F | =10 |F | =15
20 0.002 0.006 0.132 0.004 0.010 0.166
40 0.024 0.050 0.177 0.035 0.141 0.358
60 0.110 0.159 0.256 0.144 0.326 0.487
80 0.176 0.232 0.309 0.231 0.439 0.552
100 0.258 0.317 0.386 0.330 0.531 0.614

Table 3.7: Comparative results for spectral efficiency with varying frame sizes

RT Spectral Efficiency
+ non-RT TLS

FLS EXP rule LOG ruleFlows |F | =1 |F | =10 |F | =15
40 0.836 0.661 0.649 0.893 1.027 1.068
80 0.837 0.783 0.764 0.869 1.038 1.097
120 0.910 0.829 0.765 0.854 1.007 1.069
160 1.046 0.950 0.859 0.892 1.011 1.061
200 1.134 1.021 0.920 0.854 0.957 1.012

frame sizes, the degradation rate is not drastic. In fact, its performance even

at 10 ms is at par with the other schedulers. This indicates that scheduling

granularities considerably higher than 1 ms may be safely used by TLS in most

realistic scenarios to allow lower computational overheads (as discussed in section

3.2.6 (Computational Overhead)).

Given an expected threshold PLR (PLRth) that the system requires to satisfy

at any time, TLS includes a dynamic frame adjustment procedure (described in

section 3.2.7) which attempts to maintain just as much frame rate as is essen-

tial to keep PLR bounded within PLRth. The aim of this procedure thereby,

is to contain the computational overhead incurred by the TLS while allowing

only a bounded performance degradation. In this section, we explore the impact

of the variation of system load (in terms of the number of RT flows) on frame

sizes achieved and corresponding PLRs, for different PLR threshold bounds. Fig-

ures. 3.13 and 3.14 portrays receptively the plots for PLR achieved and the aver-
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Figure 3.13: PLR Vs. #RT Flows

age frame duration over the entire simulation span for three distinct PLR thresh-

olds (PLRth= 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, refer Algorithm 3), as the number of RT flows

varies from 10 to 100. The constants z, PLRgd, |F |min and |F |max in Algorithm

3 have been set to 10, 0.01, 4 ms and 20 ms, respectively. As expected, when

PLRth is relaxed, the average frame duration obtained (in Figure 3.14) increases

(which allows a reduction in computational overhead), however the PLR suffered

(in Figure 3.13) also increases simultaneously.

From the above discussion it may be observed that: (i) A value for |B| in the

range of∼ 5 to 10 may be considered to be suitable in most scenarios. In the work,

we have used |B| = 10 in the experiments conducted with the TLS framework.

The comparative results have been quite handsome in favor of TLS. (ii) With

|F | = 10ms, performance of TLS is almost at par with its nearest competitor

FLS. In this work, we have used |F | = 5ms for the comparative analysis of TLS

and obtained better performance with respect to other schedulers in most cases.

This indicates that scheduling granularities considerably higher than 1 ms may

be safely used by TLS in most realistic scenarios to allow lower computational

overheads (as discussed in section 3.2.6). (iii) Given an expected workload and
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required performance demand, the value of the threshold PLR (PLRth) may be

chosen appropriately and (iv) The values of th and γ depend on the types of

traffic as well as the targeted services (fairness index Vs spectral efficiency) being

handled by an operator must be adjusted according to the scenario at hand.

3.3.1.3 Comparative results for average execution time (in millisecs)

In this subsection, we have evaluate the average execution times of the TLS, FLS,

LOG-Rule and EXP-Rule strategies. Figure 3.15 depicts the average run time

per TTI taken by the various schedulers with the number of UEs varying from

10 to 100. It may be observed that the split architecture based strategies (TLS

and FLS ) take less execution time compared to conventional scheduling strategies

(EXP-Rule and LOG-Rule; where all the scheduling decisions taken at each TTI

boundaries). FLS takes scheduling decisions at two distinct time granularities

by considering real-time flows and non-real time flows separately and thus, have

less average run time compared to EXP-Rule and LOG-Rule. TLS takes the

lowest execution time due to its temporally hierarchical multilevel scheduling

infrastructure. The multilevel split architecture allows TLS to appropriately
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Figure 3.15: Comparative results for average execution time (in millisecs)

set the frequency at which different components of the scheduler like “traffic

prediction for each real time flow”, “cell capacity estimation”, “resource block

allocation” etc. should be performed.

Next section presents a detailed description of our second resource allocation

strategy known as Hybrid Resource Allocation Framework.

3.4 Hybrid Resource Allocation Framework

The Hybrid Resource Allocation Framework (HRAF) is aimed at enabling LTE

service providers to efficiently achieve good QoS while incurring low overall

scheduling overheads. As depicted in Figure 3.16, HRAF has been designed

as a hybrid architecture which integrates offline and online techniques together

in order to allocate resource blocks toRT flows. The objective of the offline phase

is to maintain system load within a given threshold value in each scheduling in-

terval (or TTI). The online resource allocation scheme runs on top of the offline

policy and conducts the physical mapping of one or more RBs to a set of selected

flows at any given TTI. This online RB to flow mapping procedure captures in-
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Figure 3.16: Hybrid Resource Allocation Framework

Table 3.8: Notations

Variable Explanation

Lb(t) System load at time instant t

C(t) System capacity at time instant t

Bk(t) Total number of buckets selected for RB allocation at time instant t

AB Total number of available buckets for flows classification

th Safe operating threshold value (measured in % of C(t))

herent variability in system parameters by considering instantaneous CQI of the

flows, instantaneous system capacity, actual end-to-end delay bounds of RT flows

etc. in an endeavour to maximize achieved QoS. Now, we present the detailed

description of each scheduling phase.

3.4.1 Offline Supervisor

Typically, the downlink scheduling infrastructure in LTE deals with the physical

allocation of available RBs among active flows such that the QoS demand of each

flow is satisfied. However, it may not be feasible to satisfy the demand of all flows
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at all times due to the limited available bandwidth [79]. A typical instantaneous

system load profile at eNodeB (Lb(t)) is depicted in Figure 3.21 (refer Section 4.3).

It may be observed from the figure that the system load goes beyond 100% of

the available capacity for a significant length of time. Such load profile needs

to be managed so that at any time t, Lb(t) can stay within its allowable limit

(which is also known as safe operating threshold and denoted by th) for a given

instantaneous available capacity C(t). In order to maintain Lb(t) within the

given threshold th, there is a need to develop a mechanism which will select and

remove some of the less critical active flows temporarily until the system recovers

to the manageable load condition. The decision to removing a particular set of

active flows can actually be decided online. However, the average number of

flows that requires to be removed so that system load may be maintained within

stipulated threshold th, can be pre-computed offline to minimize online overheads.

Therefore, the objective of the offline scheduler can be stated as follows: Given

Lb(t), C(t) and th, design a supervisor which decides the number of active flows

to be selected for RB allocation such that the load induced by the selected flows

stays within the safe operating threshold (th) in each scheduling interval.

In the endeavor to achieve the objective mentioned above, HRAF classifies

the flows into constant number of priority buckets. The priority bucket to which

a particular flow is assigned depends on a combination of the flow’s head of line

delay (HOLD) and its CQI. Information about the number of RT flows, number

of buckets and specification of the safe threshold limit (th) are fed as input to the

offline supervisor synthesis mechanism. The synthesis supervisor selects the ap-

propriate number of buckets so that Lb(t) remains within the threshold th at any

given TTI under consideration. However, a good Such a selection strategy must

consider Lb(t), C(t), possible urgencies of flows, potential channel condition of

each flow/UE, etc. All possible combinations of the above mentioned parameters

must be analyzed in order to obtain a good solution for the problem under consid-

eration. This requirement can be guaranteed by enumeration techniques which

can explore the entire solution space. Supervisory Control Theory of Discrete
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Event Systems (SCT of DES ) is an important formal state-space enumeration

mechanism. A SCT of DES based design enjoy the advantage that being based

on formal languages and automata theory the resulting supervisor is guaranteed

to be correct-by-construction. In this work, we formulate the problem of selecting

the number of priority buckets using the SCT of DES framework.

Figure 3.16 depicts the steps involved in the synthesis of an offline supervisor

(denoted by S) using SCT of DES. It starts with the modeling of individual

components of the system. Since the objective is to control Lb(t) by selecting

an appropriate number of buckets Bk(t), the discrete event models for Lb(t) and

Bk(t) are constructed. The composite system model G is derived through the

parallel composition over these individual models. Correspondingly, we construct

model H which provides the specification for the legitimate number of buckets for

different load conditions. Finally, the supervisor S is obtained using the product

composition of G and H. With this overview, let us proceed towards the offline

supervisor synthesis by constructing the automata for individual components in

the system.

l0 l1

il1

dl1

l2 l3

il3

dl3

il2

dl2

l4

il4

dl4

Figure 3.17: Model L for System Load at eNodeB.

Modeling Lb(t): In order to model Lb(t), we need to identify the set of

possible values that can be taken by Lb(t). It may be noted that the range of

values taken by Lb(t) typically varies between 50% and 200%. To represent this

continuous range using DES, we divide this entire interval into a discrete number

of sub-intervals, each of which represents a distinct range of values. In the model

in Figure 3.17, we have divided the range of instantaneous load values into five

sub-intervals each of which is denoted by a distinct state in the model. It is

obvious that, more the number of sub-intervals into which the range of Lb(t) is

divided, finer will be the representation of the system load, but correspondingly
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larger will be the state-space generated by the resulting model. The discrete

event model L representing different instantaneous system load conditions (Lb(t))

at eNodeB (shown in Figure 3.17) is defined as follows:

L = (QL,ΣL, l0, QmL, δL,ΓL),

where, QL = {l0, l1, l2, l3, l4}. A state in QL depends on the instantaneous

load and is defined as:

l0: Lb(t) ≤ th,

l1: th < Lb(t) ≤ 120% of th,

l2: 120% of th < Lb(t) ≤ 140% of th,

l3: 140% of th < Lb(t) ≤ 160% of th,

l4: 160% of th < Lb(t) ,

Here, all states are marked, i.e., QmL = QL, since the instantaneous load may take

the system to any of these states. The event set ΣL = {il1, il2, il3, il4, dl1, dl2, dl3, dl4}.
A description of the events in ΣL are:

il1: Lb(t) exceeds 100% of th,

il2: Lb(t) exceeds 120% of th,

il3: Lb(t) exceeds 140% of th,

il4: Lb(t) exceeds 160% of th,

dl1: Lb(t) falls below 100% of th,

dl2: Lb(t) falls below 120% of th,

dl3: Lb(t) falls below 140% of th,

dl4: Lb(t) falls below 160% of th.

The instantaneous system load Lb(t) is measured based on two parameters: (i)

Aggregate data-rate demands from all flows, (ii) Instantaneous cell capacity. It

may be noted that the flows which we have considered in this work are real-time

and may have variable bit-rate demands. This makes the resource demands of

individual flows variable and beyond the control of the supervisor. On the other

hand, given an available bandwidth, instantaneous cell capacity varies depending
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on CQIs experienced by the user equipments at a given time. Thus, variability in

overall available cell capacity is also beyond the control of the supervisor. Conse-

quently, the values taken by Lb(t) are induced by the operating environment and

are uncontrollable. Therefore, all events ΣL are modeled as uncontrollable.

b0 b1
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db1

b2 b3

ib3

db3

ib2

db2

b4

ib4

db4

Figure 3.18: Model B for #Buckets Selected for RB allocation.

Modeling Bk(t): The discrete event model B representing the number of

buckets to be selected for RB allocation is shown in Figure 3.18. Model B is

defined as follows:

B = (QB,ΣB, b0, QmB, δB,ΓB),

where QB = {b0, b1, b2, b3, b4}, ΣB = {ib1, ib2, ib3, ib4, db1, db2, db3, db4}. The

states in QB may be described as:

b0: Bk ≤ 20% of AB,

b1: 20% of AB < Bk ≤ 40% of AB,

b2: 40% of AB < Bk ≤ 60% of AB,

b3: 60% of AB < Bk ≤ 80% of AB,

b4: 80% of AB < Bk ≤ 100% of AB,

Here, Bk(t) represents the total number of buckets to be selected for RB allocation

at eNodeB and AB represents the total number of available buckets. All states

are marked, i.e., QmB = QB, since any number of buckets can be selected for the

RB allocation in a given scheduling interval. The description of events in ΣB is

as follows:

ibi: the number of selected buckets becomes greater than 3i, where i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

dbi: the number of selected buckets becomes less than or equal to 3i, where

i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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Since, the scheduler has the flexibility to restrict the total number of buckets

that may be used for RB allocation, all events in ΣB are modeled as controllable.
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Figure 3.19: System model G = L||B.

Composite System Model G: Given the models for individual system

components, i.e., L and B, the composite system model G is obtained using

parallel composition and it is shown in Figure 3.19. It may be observed that

G contains all possible states in which the system may be present during online

operation. That is, State l0b0 represents the underloaded scenario in which Lb(t)

is less than th and less than 20% of the available buckets are being used. On the

other hand, State l0b4 represents the underloaded scenario in which at least 80%

of the available buckets are under consideration. Similarly, State l4b4 represents

the scenario in which at least 80% of the buckets are in use in a highly overloaded

situation (Lb(t) > 160% of th). In addition, G is non-blocking, i.e., any state
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Table 3.9: Specification for bucket selection

Instantaneous System Load (Lb(t)) Number of Selected Buckets (Bk(t))

Lb(t) ≤ th Bk(t) is equal to 100% of AB

th < Lb(t) ≤ 120% of th Bk(t) cannot exceed 80% of AB

120% of th < Lb(t) ≤ 140% of th Bk(t) cannot exceed 60% of AB

140% of th < Lb(t) ≤ 160% of th Bk(t) cannot exceed 40% of AB

160% of th < Lb(t) Bk(t) cannot exceed 20% of AB

in G can be reached from any other state in G. Hence, the system behavior

Lm(G) contains all possible sequences that allow the selection of any number of

buckets irrespective of system load conditions (within defined limits). Suppose G

is at State l4b0, the sub-string ib1ib2ib3ib4 allows the potential selection of all the

available options for the number of buckets.

s0 s1

il1

dl1

s2 s3

il3

dl3

il2

dl2

s4

il4

dl4

T\TL 

*1 = T\(TLU{ib4, db4}) 

*1

*2 = T\(TLU{ib3, db3, ib4, db4}) 

*2

*3 = T\(TLU{ib2, db2, ib3, db3, ib4, db4}) 

*3

Figure 3.20: The specification model H

Modeling Specification: In order to maintain system load within the given

threshold value (th), we develop the specification model which enforces selection

of the appropriate number of buckets in each scheduling interval. In this work,

we consider the specification shown in Table 3.9 and its corresponding discrete

event model H is shown in Figure 3.20. At State S0 of H, the self-loop Σ \ ΣL

contains the event set ΣB which allows the selection of any number of buckets.

The transition on event il1 takes H from State S0 to State S1. At this state, the

self-loop ∗1 (= Σ \ (ΣL ∪ {ib4, db4})) restricts the number of buckets to be upper

bounded by 80% of AB. When Lb(t) goes above 120% of th and remains below

the 140% mark, transition on event il2 takes H from State S1 to State S2. Here,

the self-loop ∗2 (= Σ \ (ΣL ∪ {ib3, db3, ib4, db4})) restricts the number of buckets

to be not more than 60% of AB. After Lb(t) crosses the 140% mark but remains
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below 160% of th, transition on event il3 takes H from S2 to S3. Here, the self-

loop ∗3 (= Σ \ (ΣL ∪ {ib2, db2, ib3, db3, ib4, db4})) ensures the number of selected

buckets to be less than 40% of AB. For Lb(t) beyond 160% of th, il4 takes H from

S3 to S4. The absence of any self-loops at this state guarantees that the number

of selected buckets is limited to 20% of AB. Following a similar sequence of

transitions as discussed above corresponding to the progressive increase in Lb(t),

H moves to appropriate states based on decrease in Lb(t).

It may be observed that the marked behavior Lm(H) restricts the total num-

ber of buckets that may be selected corresponding to any potential system load

condition. Therefore, a product composition S = G × H restricts the system

model G to select the appropriate number of buckets corresponding to system

loads. This model S acts a supervisor of the system (shown using dotted lines in

Figure 3.19). Now, we have to ensure that the synthesized scheduler is control-

lable. Suppose s denotes a sequence of events encountered by the system G under

control of the supervisor S. Then, the next event (say, σ) must always be allowed

if it belongs to the set of uncontrollable events, i.e., s ∈ Lm(G), s ∈ Lm(H) and

σ ∈ Σuc, then sσ ∈ Lm(G) implies sσ ∈ Lm(H). Otherwise, S is not controllable.

It may be noted that in our proposed framework, Σuc = ΣL.

Theorem 1: The offline supervisor S is not controllable.

Proof : In order to verify the controllability of S, let us consider the scenario in

which the system starts its operation from the initial state (i.e., l0b0 of G). Since

Lb(t) ≤ C(t), the scheduler S does not restrict the usage of all available buckets.

Suppose all buckets have been used, then G will reach State l0b4 by traversing

on the events ib1ib2ib3ib4 (denoted by seq). Here, it may be observed that seq ∈
Lm(G) as well as seq ∈ Lm(H). Due to the usage of all buckets, the instantaneous

system load Lb(t) may exceed C(t), i.e., G will move out of the safe operating

region defined by the specification. Such a violation cannot be controlled by

the supervisor S since the occurrence of events in ΣL cannot be prevented by

the supervisor. For example, the extension of sequence seq (=ib1ib2ib3ib4) by il1

cannot be restricted by the supervisor since il1 ∈ Σuc. Such a extension leads
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to the scenario in which ib1ib2ib3ib4il1 ∈ Lm(G), but ib1ib2ib3ib4il1 /∈ Lm(H).

Therefore, the supervisor S is not controllable. �

Since the supervisor S is not controllable, it cannot provide a guarantee that

the system load will always be maintained within the threshold th. Although

the supervisor S does not have direct control over Lb(t), it has control over

the number of buckets to be selected at any scheduling interval. Whenever the

system G moves out of the safe operating region (shown using dotted lines in

Figure 3.19), the supervisor S can bring G back to the safe region by decrementing

the number of buckets that are allowed. That is, ib1ib2ib3ib4il1 /∈ Lm(H), but

ib1ib2ib3ib4il1db4 ∈ Lm(H). It may be noted that the decision on increasing /

decreasing the total number of buckets selected for RB allocation can be taken

only at TTI boundaries. Hence, the supervisor S cannot instantaneously change

Bk(t). Therefore, the scheduler will control Lb(t) within the safe threshold th only

at TTI boundaries. In order to ensure such control, the supervisor S partitions

the state set Q of G into two disjoint sets, i.e., Q = Qs ∪ Qu. Here, Qs denotes

the set of safe states in G and Qu denotes the set of unsafe states in G. Using this

information, the scheduler will take necessary corrective action online to bring

the system back to safe operation region whenever it moves to the unsafe region.

3.4.2 Online Scheduling

The online scheduler runs on the top of the offline policy in order to capture the

inherent variability in the system. Additionally, the online scheduler also bring

the system G back to the safe region (by decrementing the number of buckets that

are allowed during RB allocation.) whenever G moves out of the safe-operating

zone (shown using dotted lines in Figure 3.18). For example, let us consider

a system with state Qt being its current state at the start of the tth TTI. Qt

belongs to the set of safe states Qs. Subsequent to the elapse of the tth TTI it

may so happen that the system state gets changed to qt+1 from qt, where Qt+1

belongs to the set of unsafe states Qu. In such a scenario, the system state will
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be revised/re-initialized to its nearest safe state by the online scheduler [80, 81].

A step wise description of the online scheduler is presented in Algorithm 4. The

proposed scheduler dynamically allocates resource blocks to the RT flows, taking

into account the instantaneous channel quality index, system load and maximum

end-to-end tolerable delays of RT flows.

In the first step, the scheduler calculates the key values for all flows in order to

uniformly divide them into available number of buckets (AB). The key values for

all the flows are assigned on the basis of two parameters: (a) Spectral efficiency

of the flow based on its wide-band CQI (b) Head-of-line Delay (HOLD) which

represents the urgency of the flow. The key value keyi for the ith flow is calculated

as follows:

keyi =

{
SEi, if HOLD < HOLDth

i
γ×HOLDi
MaxDelayi

× SEi, Otherwise
(3.14)

where, HOLD is the head-of-line packet delay, SEi denotes the spectral efficiency

corresponding to the ith flow based on wide band CQI and MaxDelayi represents

the upper bound on the time a flow should wait before being dropped from the

queue (MaxDelay provides a measure of a flow’s criticality towards real-time

packet delivery). HOLDth
i and γ are the tunable parameters which indicate the

urgency factor and urgency threshold, respectively. Larger the values of HOLDth
i

and γ, higher becomes the relative priority of packet delay urgencies compare to

spectral efficiency.

In the second step, the scheduler sorts all the flows in non-decreasing order

based on the computed key values and divides them uniformly into the priority

buckets. That is, the flows having higher key values are enqueued into the higher

priority buckets. Then, the scheduler computes the instantaneous system load

Lb(t) at eNodeB in step 3. In order to maintain the system load within the given

safe threshold value (th), the online scheduler selects the appropriate number

of buckets with the help of the offline supervisor. For this purpose, it invokes

the function Update-System-State (qt−1, Lb(t)) (refer step 4) to identify the

current system state. Here, qt−1 represents the system state at the end of last
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ALGORITHM 4: The Online Scheduler
1 Calculate key value for each active flow;
2 Allocate flows uniformly among the available buckets based on their key

values;
3 Compute the current system load Lb(t);
4 qt = Update-System-State (qt−1, Lb(t));
5 Select the appropriate number of buckets Bk(t) for RB allocation based on

the obtained qt;
6 Compute the RBs demand Db

RB(t) of the bth bucket;
7 Compute the total RBs demand over all selected buckets as:

Dtotal
RB (t) =

∑
b∈Bk(t)

Db
RB(t);

8 Let C(t) be the instantaneous system capacity available at eNodeB;
9 if C(t) > Dtotal

RB (t) then
10 while (C(t)−Dtotal

RB (t)) > 0 do
11 Update B(t) = B(t) + 1 ;
12 Update Dtotal

RB (t) based on current B(t) ;

13 else
/* System is overloaded condition */

14 Fairly distribute the available capacity C(t) among selected buckets;

15 Allocate RBs to each flow which belongs to the selected buckets Bk(t) ;

TTI (scheduling interval) and a check is made to determine whether it is part

of the set of unsafe states Qu ∈ G. Step 1 of Algorithm 2 initializes qt−1 to

the temporary variable qtemp. Suppose qtemp ∈ Qu, then qtemp is appropriately

adjusted by taking the transition on events of type dbj (where j = {1, 2, 3, 4})
(refer to steps 3 to 5) until qtemp becomes the part of the set of safe states Qs.

On the other hand, qtemp ∈ Qs, then qtemp is appropriately adjusted by taking

the transition on events of type ibj (where j = {1, 2, 3, 4}) (refer to steps 7 to

8) until qtemp reaches the boundary of safe operating region. Finally, qtemp has

been updated as qt (step 9, Algorithm 2) and the total number of buckets Bk(t)

allowed at this state is given as an input to the online scheduler.

It may be noted that based on the solution provided by the offline policy, a

certain number of buckets Bk(t) is selected based on instantaneous system state
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ALGORITHM 5: Update-System-State

Input: System state in last scheduling interval (qt−1), Instantaneous
System Load (Lb(t)), Composite System Model
G = (Q, Σ, q0, Qm, δ, Γ)

Output: Current System State (qt)
/* Compute qt from qt−1 s.t. qt ∈ Qs */

1 Initialize qtemp = qt−1;
2 if qtemp ∈ Qu then
3 repeat
4 qtemp = δ(qtemp, dbj), where dbj ∈ Γ(qtemp);
5 until qtemp ∈ Qs;

6 else
7 while δ(qtemp, ibj) ∈ Qs do
8 qtemp = δ(qtemp, ibj), where ibj ∈ Γ(qtemp);

9 qt = qtemp;
10 return qt

at a given time. However, inherent system dynamics such as instantaneous RB

demands, instantaneous sub-band channel conditions, etc. of each flow have not

been considered in the offline supervisor. Such inefficient utilization of the above

mentioned dynamic parameters may result in poor resource utilization and may

lead to performance degradation for the RT flows beyond a certain system load

value. Therefore in steps 9 to 15 (Algorithm 1), the online scheduler appropri-

ately alters the offline decisions at each TTI to improve resource utilization. In

order to carryout this modification, the online scheduler must consider both un-

derutilization as well as over-utilization of resources. The underutilization occurs

when the total RB demand over all the selected buckets (calculated offline) is

less than the available instantaneous capacity C(t). In such a situation, the al-

gorithm increments the total number of selected buckets by one until the total

RB demand over all selected buckets is approximately equal to the instantaneous

capacity (In steps 9 to 12). On the other hand, if the total RB demand over all

selected buckets overshoots the instantaneous capacity (C(t)), the online sched-

uler fairly scales down the total #allocated RBs for each bucket in step 14. The
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number of allocated RBs AbRB(t) for the bth bucket is calculated as:

AbRB(t) = Db
RB(t)× C(t)

Dtotal
RB (t)

(3.15)

where, Db
RB(t) denotes the RB demand of the bth bucket, Dtotal

RB (t) denotes the

aggregate RB demand over all selected buckets and C(t) represents the instanta-

neous capacity.

Each bucket (having its corresponding allocated bandwidth chunk) must di-

vide the resource among their flows. Physical allocation of RBs is done by the

online scheduler in step 15. Resource allocation progresses one bucket at a time

and goes from higher priority buckets to lower priority buckets. The scheduler

allocates the available RBs among flows based on the comparison of per-RB met-

rics. For a given RB (say RBr), a currently unallocated flow (say fi) is selected

for allocation, if the metric value mir for this flow-RB pair is maximum. That is:

mir = maxk {mkr} ∀k ∈ {1, Nb} (3.16)

where, Nb denotes the total number of flows available in the bth bucket. mir

can be interpreted as the transmission priority of each flow on a specific RB.

The metric value (mir) for the ith flow on the rth RB is calculated based on two

parameters: (i) spectral efficiency of the ith flow on the rth RB (or sub-channel)

and (ii) urgency of the ith flow based on its head-of-line delay. In this work,

the same equation (equation 3.14) which was used to calculate key values during

flow prioritization for bucket allocation has been used to generate mir values.

However in case of metric value generation for flow-RB pairs, sub-band CQIs

have been used instead of wide-band CQIs (which was used for the calculation of

key values).

3.5 Experiments and Results

A set of experiments have been conducted in order to measure the performance

of the HRAF resource allocation framework. The performance metrics which
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Figure 3.21: Variation in Bk(t) against Lb(t)

have been considered for evaluation are: (i) #selected buckets with system load

variation and (ii) Packet Loss Rate (PLR).

Figure 3.21 depicts the instantaneous system load along with the number of

buckets selected (offline and online) by the scheduler at eNodeB. At TTI 600,

we can observe that Lb(t) is within 100% and consequently, offline scheduler

selects all available buckets for RB allocation. Since, the maximum number of

buckets have already been selected by the offline scheduler, there is no scope for

online improvement. After about 5 TTIs, Lb(t) goes beyond 100% and during

the ensuing TTI, offline scheduler reduces the number of buckets Bk(t) to 8.

As an illustration of the online moderation conducted by HRAF over obtained

offline solutions, we may observe the online up-gradation of Bk(t) at TTI 615.

Here, Lb(t) is around 175% and therefore, our offline scheduler selects 40% of

the available buckets (i.e., 4). However, the online scheduler analyzes that the

resource utilization with the selected buckets is less than 100% and subsequently,

it increases Bk(t) until the surplus capacity is effectively utilized. Finally, the

online scheduler selects 9 buckets. Similar online upgradations can be observed

at the TTIs : 630, 670, 680, 690, 700 etc. From the above discussion, it may be

concluded that offline decision holds for most of the cases. However, in certain
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scenarios when the instantaneous available resources are not fully utilized by the

selected buckets, the online scheduler alters the offline decisions to ensure the

effective utilization of system resources.

Figure 3.22 compares the performance of HRAF against New Two Level

Scheduler (New-TLS ), LOG-Rule, EXP-Rule and TLS as the number of flows

vary between 10 and 50. It may be observed that the HRAF strategy shows bet-

ter PLR for the RT flows as compared to the LOG-Rule, EXP-Rule and New-TLS

schedulers. Such better performance may be attributed primarily to the hybrid

resource allocation policy embedded at eNodeB which endeavors to maintain the

system load within the given safe threshold (th) by selecting an appropriate num-

ber of buckets offline and tuning it effectively online (if needed) in each TTI. Bet-

ter performance of the proposed strategy is also achieved through the appropriate

prioritization of packet delay urgency over spectral efficiency in the calculation

of key values and metric values of the flows, when the urgency crosses a given

threshold HOLDth. However, as observed from the figure, the performance of

HRAF is in general slightly poorer than TLS in all scenarios.
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, two new flexible downlink resource allocation frameworks for

the LTE systems have been presented. The framework is aimed at enabling

mobile operators to effectively achieve good QoS and cell spectral efficiencies

while incurring low overall scheduling overheads. The first scheduling strategy

(known as TLS ) is designed as a three layer split-architecture. At the highest

level (super-frame boundaries) of this three layered scheduling framework, an

estimation of the amount of incoming data traffic for each active RT flow and

expected overall cell capacity in the next super-frame, is determined. These

estimates are then used to calculate the amount of data to be transmitted for each

flow such that proportional fairness in the degree of QoS provided to all flows may

be maintained. At each frame boundary within a super-frame, a low overhead

mechanism is employed to allocate all RBs of the next frame to flows, in three

rounds; RT flows in the first round, instantaneously arriving RT data bursts in the

second round, and NRT flows in the third round. At each TTI in a frame, RBs are

physically allocated to the flows by looking-up a RB allocation matrix obtained

from the frame level scheduler. The three level scheduling granularity of the

proposed work provides flexibility to allow significant reduction in computational

overheads while suffering low and bounded degradation in its performance in

terms of packet loss rates, spectral efficiency etc., provided the system is not

uncontrollably overloaded. Then, we have attempted at a combined hybrid offline-

online approach in order to minimize overall resource allocation overheads while

maintaining a minimum satisfactory level of QoS. The offline strategy is based on

Supervisory Control Theory of Discrete Event Systems. Simulation results reveal

that the proposed schemes outperform the existing schedulers in most scenarios.
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Chapter 4
Buffer-Aware Resource Allocation for
Video Streaming over LTE

4.1 Introduction

Latency sensitive high bandwidth multimedia data is expected to capture more

than 70% of the total traffic in LTE and future wireless networks. This is expected

to pose enormous challenges on the radio resource and management mechanisms

in these networks. One of the most important factors that diminish the quality

of viewing experience of delivered videos is frequent client side rebuffering events.

Two resource allocation strategies for generic real-time flows have been presented

in the previous chapter. Both the strategies are able to deliver satisfactory quality

of service to the real-time flows. However, client-side buffer awareness has been

not considered in their resource allocation policy and this makes them suscepti-

ble to frequent buffering events leading to stutters during video playback which

ultimately pulls down the quality of viewing experience.

In this chapter, we have presented a downlink resource allocation framework

called Buffer-aware Three Level Scheduler (BA-TLS ) which endeavors to deliver

smooth viewing experience to each active end user even during transient net-

work overloads. It may be noted that seamless playout experience in the face

of temporally varying wireless bandwidths, may only be ensured by continuously
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maintaining playout buffer size above a specific threshold [23]. Founded on the

basic architecture of Three Level Scheduler (TLS), BA-TLS inherits all its salient

facets including low resource block (RB) allocation overheads, minimum guaran-

teed delay bounds for the flows, high spectral efficiency etc. The design of the

BA-TLS framework has first been modeled as an optimization problem. Three

different solution approaches to the formulated problem have been devised, there-

after. The first solution approach is based on DP and provides an optimal solution

given discrete bandwidth unit. Utilizing analytical properties of the problem, the

second approach constructs a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based stochastic strat-

egy which provides good solution in almost all cases while consuming far lower

temporal overheads compared to DP. The last approach is a fast and efficient

deterministic heuristic known as Proportionally Balanced Robustness-level Allo-

cator (PBRA). PBRA is orders of magnitude faster than GA but delivers solution

qualities which are comparable to it.

Next section presents the scheduling architecture of BA-TLS.

4.2 The BA-TLS Framework

According to a set of recent statistics by Conviva [82], viewer interruption from

re-buffering affects ∼20.6% of video streams while ∼19.5% of users are impacted

by slow video startups. In an endeavor to alleviate this problem, we have pro-

posed an efficient radio resource allocation framework called Buffer Aware Three

Level Scheduler (BA-TLS). The BA-TLS framework provides a certain degree of

robustness against re-buffering events and slow startups by attempting to quickly

ramp-up and maintain playout buffer sizes of each flow above a threshold value.

Such a protective shield against buffer outages enables the service provider to

effectively deliver smooth viewing experience to all UEs under varying wireless

channel conditions.

Typically, flows encountering poor channel qualities tend to suffer higher

packet loss rates which in turn effects increased packet retransmissions. In such a
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situation, a flow naturally undergoes through a higher risk of buffer outages. One

of the possible ways in which a flow may avoid buffer outages (improve robust-

ness) during such transient durations of low CQIs, is to maintain comparatively

larger playout buffer sizes. With this insight, we have designed buffer threshold

(BSth) for each flow to be a dynamic quantity which is proportional to the in-

stantaneous value of the CQI feedback for the flow. Buffer threshold for the ith

flow (BSthi ) is calculated as:

BSthi = 2× (CQImax − CQIi + 1) (4.1)

where, CQImax (= 15) is the maximum possible CQI feedback in LTE and CQIi

is the current CQI feedback received by the ith flow. As equation 4.1 shows,

the value of BSthi for the ith flow increases as its channel quality degrades. In

this work, lower and upper bounds on BSthi has been set to be 2 secs (putting

CQIi = CQImax = 15) and 30 secs (putting CQIi = 1), respectively.

As discussed above, a targeted degree of robustness against varying channel

conditions may only be guaranteed by maintaining the playout buffer size of

each flow above the threshold value BSthi . Therefore, BA-TLS calculates the

amount of data to be transmitted for each flow in the ensuing super-frame such

that the playout buffer achieves its threshold size BSthi . However, achieving

threshold buffer sizes may not always be possible for all flows due to limited

instantaneous wireless bandwidth. In such a situation, the framework attempts

to provide a fraction of the targeted threshold robustness to each flow such that

the total data transmission demand of all flows remains less than the expected

cell capacity. The value of the fractional robustness to be chosen for a given flow

depends on its relative urgency towards buffer replenishment. For the flow fi,

this urgency is proportional to the difference (BSthi −BScuri ) between its targeted

threshold buffer size (BSthi ) and its current buffer size (BScuri ). However, it may

be noted that, choosing an optimal fractional robustness value for each flow such

that the overall system level urgency is maximally reduced while simultaneously

avoiding resource capacity overloads, is a very hard problem. Therefore, in order
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to control its complexity, the problem has been discretized as follows. The interval

(BSthi − BScuri ) for each flow fi has been partitioned into a constant number K

of robustness levels (In this work, we have considered 10 levels, i.e. K = 10).

The degree of urgency of a flow has been quantitatively represented in the form

of an exponential reward function. The system obtains a reward Ril if it is able

to successfully transmit the ith flow at the lth robustness level. Ril is given by:

Ril = exp

(
(BSthi −BScuri )

1 +
√

1/N
∑

i(BS
th
i −BScuri )

)
× l (4.2)

where, N is the total number of active flows. The reward obtained by the sched-

uler by delivering a certain amount of data to a client, depends on the buffer-state

robustness the client achieves by receiving that data. The scheduler/system can

obtain higher reward if it can maintain buffer sizes (for a flow) closer to the tar-

geted threshold buffer size (BSth). It may be noted from the above equation

that reward Ril is a linearly increases function of the selected robustness level l.

In the BA-TLS framework, the System Overload Handler of TLS is replaced by

the Robustness Level Selection module which judiciously selects an appropriate

robustness level for each flow.

We now present a simplistic example in order to unfold the concealed prop-

erties of the reward function. Assume a system consisting of three flows f1, f2
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and f3 with 10 robustness levels for each flow. Let the current playout buffer

size (BScuri ) for all the flows be same and equal to 5 secs. Also, let the CQI

feedbacks received by f1, f2 and f3 be 9, 10 and 11, respectively. Hence, their

corresponding buffer threshold values (refer equation 4.1) become 14 secs, 12 secs

and 10 secs. The differences between their threshold and current playout buffer

size (BSthi − BScuri ) are 9, 7 and 5, respectively. Figure 4.1 depicts plots for the

reward value obtained by fi, f2 and f3 as the robustness levels l varies from 1 to

10. It may be observed from the figure that for any given robustness value, higher

the value of the difference BSth−BScuri , higher is the obtained reward. Thus, the

designed reward function implicitly auto-tunes the system towards quick buffer

ramp-up and thereby endeavours to mitigate possibilities of buffer outages.

4.2.1 Problem Formulation

Assume that the length of a super-frame interval is t TTIs and the number of RBs

available in a TTI is p. Then, the total number of RBs available in a super-frame

duration becomes B = t × p. These RBs are required to be distributed among

the N active flows (Q = {f1, f2, .., fN}) at a given super-frame boundary. Let

K be the total number of available robustness levels. Also, let bil be the total

number of RBs required to transmit the ith flow at the lth robustness level. xil

is a binary variable which is equal to 1 if flow fi is selected for transmission at

robustness level l. We then formulate the resource allocation problem as:

maximize
N∑
i=1

K∑
l=1

Ril × xil (4.3a)

subject to

N∑
i=1

K∑
l=1

bil × xil ≤ B,
(4.3b)

K∑
l=1

xil ≤ 1, xil ∈ {0, 1},∀i (4.3c)
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ALGORITHM 6: The Dynamic Programming based Robustness-level Al-
locator (DPRA)

Input: N : Number of active video flows,
B : Total number of resource block in a super-frame interval,
K: Total number of robustness levels available for each video flow,
bil : RBs demand for the ith video flow at the lth robustness level,
Ril : Reward value for the ith video flow at the lth robustness level

Output: Selected robustness level for each video flow
1 begin
2 for β from 1 to B do
3 R(1, β) = 0;

4 for i from 2 to N do
5 for β from 1 to B do
6 R(i, β) = −∞

7 for i from 1 to N do
8 for β from 1 to B do
9 R(i, β) = U(i− 1, β);

10 for l from 1 to K do
11 R(i, β) = max (R(i, β), R(i− 1, β − bil) + ril)

12 Output the solution that gives R(N,B);

The first constraint in Equation 4.3b guarantees that the total number of RBs

allocated to all flows do not surpass the total available number of RBs (B) at

eNodeB. The second constraint as given in Equation 4.3c forces each flow to select

at most one robustness level.

4.2.2 Proposed Resource Allocation Schemes

The above formulation (refer equation 4.3) may be classified as a Multiple Choice

Knapsack Problem (MCKP) [83], where each video flow is analogous to a class

and the distinct robustness levels of each video flow are the items within each

class. Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem can be optimally solved through a

DP procedure. We first propose a standard dynamic programming procedure

(described in Algorithm 6) to solve this MCKP.
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4.2.2.1 The Dynamic Programming Robustness-level Allocator (DPRA)

This strategy selects a robustness level for each flow in such a manner that the ag-

gregate reward over all flows is maximized. A step by step analysis of the working

principle of the algorithm is as follows: Steps 1 to 12 select robustness levels for

all flows. Let R(i, β) be the optimal aggregate reward value for flows 1 through

i given β, the total number of available RBs. The initialization of the optimal

aggregate reward matrix (R(i, β)) is done in steps 2 to 6. The matrix R(i, β) is

built iteratively for all the flows, and for each flow the problem is solved for all

the available RBs in a super-frame interval (B). The optimal aggregate reward

value R(i, β) depends on the robustness level selected for the ith flow. Hence, for

each robustness level (1 to K), the allocator checks the optimal aggregate reward

value obtained by the first i − 1 flows given (β − bil) resource blocks, where bil

is the total additional number of RBs required to transmit the ith flow at the lth

robustness level. To obtain optimal aggregate reward value R(i, β), the allocator

selects the robustness level for the ith flow that gives the highest reward.

The computational complexity of the dynamic programming solution is O(N×
L × B) where, N is the number of active users, L is an upper bound on the

number of robustness levels corresponding to a flow and B is the total number

of resource blocks in a super-frame. This overhead proves to be quite expensive

as the number of RBs to be scheduled (B) is typically high even for moderately

sized super-frames. For example, in a system with 20 MHz bandwidth (i.e. 100

RBs per TTI), the value of R is 100000 for a super-frame duration of just one

second. Our experimental results show that given an LTE bandwidth of 20 MHz

in a system with 100 active users and 2.5 GHz processing capacity, conventional

DP takes ∼ 1.5 secs on average to generate a solution for a super-frame interval of

size of 1 sec. The above overhead estimates indicate that to be practically useful,

we require lower overhead heuristics for the online buffer aware RB allocation

problem. Therefore, a GA based fast and efficient resource allocation heuristic has

been proposed over the BA-TLS framework. For the example system mentioned
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Figure 4.2: Optimization strategy based on Genetic Algorithm

above, our GA strategy is able to produce good and acceptable solutions in ∼0.02

secs which is ∼51 times faster than conventional DP (which takes ∼1.5 secs). A

detailed description of the proposed strategy is presented in the next subsection.

4.2.3 Genetic Algorithm Strategy for Robustness Level
Selection

Genetic algorithm [24,84] is an optimization search procedure which samples the

solution space of the problem iteratively and tries to locate a globally optimal

solution after examining a limited number of candidates in the solution space.

Effectiveness and efficiency of genetic algorithm comes from its potential to ana-

lyze the search space and maintain the traits of the best candidates already found

while searching through the state space.

As depicted in Figure 4.2, the genetic algorithm selects a solution providing

candidate robustness levels for each flow in five steps, namely, (1) Initialization,

(2) Reproductors Selection, (3) Crossover, (4) Mutation Operator and (5) Sub-
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stitution. The steps 2-5 are repeated until the solutions converge. Once, the

solutions are converged, the algorithm determines a final solution which has the

highest fitness value. Now, we discuss each step of our genetic algorithm strategy

in detail.

Initialization: In this step, initial candidate solutions are generated. Here, a

solution represents a distinct set of selected robustness levels for the flows. Ini-

tialization may be done through a random strategy or using the first fit scheme.

However, with the random strategy, the candidate solutions are selected without

investigating their feasibility. On the other hand, best-fit scheme only selects fea-

sible candidate solutions. A solution is feasible if the total number of RBs required

to transmit all flows do not surpass the total available RBs (B) at eNodeB. It may

be noted that the first fit process is myopically greedy in choosing feasible candi-

date solutions and may induce poor overall performance of the genetic algorithm.

On the other hand, random generation may provide good candidate solutions,

but the chances for their infeasibility are also high. To ensure a good variety of

selected robustness levels in the initial solutions, we have selected 30% of the can-

didate robustness levels in the initial configuration by the first-fit method while

robustness levels for the rest of the candidates have been generated randomly.

Reproductors Selection: This step identifies the better solutions within a given

generation using a metric called Fitness Value (FV). These identified solutions

act as reproductors for the creation of a new population. Feasible candidate

solutions with relatively higher fitness values are closer to the optimal solution.

The fitness value (FVz) for the zth candidate solution is defined as the sum of the

rewards of all flows at their selected robustness levels i.e.

FVz =
N∑
i=1

Li∑
l=1

Ril × xzil (4.4)

It may be noted that FV is same as the expression for the objective function of

the ILP in equation 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Single-point Crossover procedure

Crossover: One of the principal motivations towards the use of a genetic al-

gorithm approach is to transfer the best traits in the parent solutions to the

subsequent candidate generations. This is achieved through the mechanism of

crossover where new child solutions are generated by combining parts of the con-

figurations from two different parent solutions. For example, in the scenario

shown in Figure 4.3, two offspring solutions Oa and Ob have been generated

through a crossover operation on the parent solutions Sa and Sb. Here, both

Oa and Ob are obtained by combining half of the robustness levels from Sa and

remaining from Sb. The Primary goal of the crossover operation is to generate a

good variety for a new population. This is typically referred to as “Survival of

the fittest”. However, good offspring candidates can only be generated by intel-

ligently choosing parents having the best traits. This is achieved by assigning a

selection probability to each parent solution based on its goodness/fitness. This

work calculates selection probability SPz of the zth candidate using its fitness

value as:

SPz =
FVz
P∑
z=1

FVz

(4.5)

where, P denotes the size of the population.

It may be observed from the above equation that higher the fitness value

of a candidate solution, higher will be its selection probability. Then, roulette

wheel [24] selection scheme has been used to choose the parents based on their

selection probability and traits of the parents are combined to generate new can-

didates. As shown in Fig 4.3, the algorithm calculates a single crossover point [85]
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on both parents’ and then, a new candidate solution is generated using robust-

ness levels from the beginning of the chromosome to the crossover point from one

parent, the rest being copied from the second parent. After that, a second child

solution is generated from the remaining robustness levels of both the parent so-

lutions.

Mutation Operator: It may be noted that just selecting the best solutions

based on their fitness values is not enough for obtaining the global maximum

reward because the approach may get stuck at a local maxima. The main pur-

pose of the mutation operator is to maintain diversity by perturbing the solutions

within a population and avoid premature convergence. The mutation operator

randomly selects a flow (also called mutation flow) from the candidate solutions

and assigns all possible robustness levels to it. Then, the algorithm calculates

the fitness values corresponding to all newly assigned robustness levels to the

mutation flow. The robustness level which corresponds to highest fitness value is

assigned to the mutation flow.

Substitution: The improved solutions which are obtained by the crossover and

mutation steps are included in the population, and the solutions which are infea-

sible are removed. Then, the algorithm repeats steps 2-5 until the solutions are

converged.

GA thus produces good solutions at appreciably lower computational cost

with respect to DP. However, insight obtained through a deeper look into the

structure of the problem revealed that it is possible to design a poised propor-

tionally balanced step by step heuristic solution approach which is capable of

providing comparable performance with that of GA while incurring drastically

lower computational overheads. This approach, which we call the Proportionally

Balanced Robustness-level Allocator (PBRA) is discussed next.
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4.2.4 Proportionally Balanced Robustness-level Allocator

The underlying philosophy of the Proportionally Balanced Robustness-level Allo-

cator (PBRA) strategy is to select the robustness levels of a subset of the flows in

each super-frame boundary, such that the robustness of the system is optimize.

However, in order to obtain good and acceptable solutions, the heuristic strategy

must be aware of the constraint on the available number of RBs. Hence, the

algorithm must not only consider the individual reward gains during robustness

level selections, but also the number of incremental RBs incurred during such a

selection process. Therefore, we have transformed the original objective function,

i.e Reward (R) into Reward per RB (RpR). RpR is calculated as:

RpRil =
Ril

RBil

(4.6)

where, Ril is the reward value obtained by the system when it transmit the ith

flow at the lth robustness level and RBil is the total number of RBs required

to transmit the ith flow at the lth robustness level. RpR proves to be a better

performance metric than Reward as the former takes into account the spectral

efficiencies of different flows and is able to provide higher overall Reward per

super-frame interval.

At any given time during the robustness level allocation process of the PBRA

heuristic, the flows are maintained in a priority queue organized as max heap.

The priority of a flow within the max-heap is decided on the basis of a key which

is defined for each flow as follows:

keyi = max{d[RpRi
lK ], d[RpRi

l(l+1)]} (4.7)

Here, d[RpRi
lK ] denotes the difference in Reward per RB values between its cur-

rent (l) and highest (K) robustness levels and d[RpRi
l(l+1)] represents the Reward

per RB difference of its current and immediately higher robustness levels.

It may be observed from equation 4.7 that keyi is able to provide an appro-

priate balance between the immediate gain obtained through a robustness level
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ALGORITHM 7: The Proportionally Balanced Robustness-level (PBRA)

Input: N : Number of active video flows,
B : Total number of resource block in a super-frame interval,
K: Total number of robustness levels available for each video flow,
bil : RBs demand for the ith video flow at the lth robustness level,
Ril : Reward value for the ith video flow at the lth robustness level

Output: Selected robustness level for each flow
1 Assume the current and highest robustness levels of flow fi are l and K,

respectively;
2 Initialize l = 0 for all flows;
3 Remaining Excess Capacity REC = B ;
4 Compute the d[RpRl(l+1)] and [RpRlK ] values for each active flow fi;
5 Compute keyi: max{d[RpRi

lK ], d[RpRi
l(l+1)]} for each flow fi ;

6 Create a max-heap of the flows with the key values obtained;
7 begin
8 Extract the flow fi from the root of the max-heap;
9 Let RBi

l(l+1) be the RBs required to increment the robustness level of

the flows fi by one;
10 Increment the current robustness level l of fi by one if the incremental

RBs (RBi
l(l+1)) is at most equal to REC;

11 Update REC = REC - RBi
l(l+1) ;

12 If (REC ≤ ε) Exit;
13 If (l < K), update keyi, reheapify fi, go to step 9;

shift from l to l + 1 and the overall obtainable gain for the flow d[RpRi
lK ]. A

situation (shown for robustness level upgradation here) where the consideration

of such overall gains may be useful is as follows: Let us consider the relative

prioritization of two flows fi and fj, currently allocated robustness levels x and

y respectively (say), at an arbitrary intermediate stage of the robustness level

allocation process using PBRA. Assume d[RpRi
x(x+1)] is lower than d[RpRj

y(y+1)].

However, d[RpRi
xK ] >> d[RpRj

yK ]. In such a situation, if overall gain values are

not considered as part of the key, fj will be selected for the robustness level upgra-

dation by one level over fi even if its overall gain (d[RpRi
xK ]) is much greater than

max{d[RpRi
yK ], d[RpRi

y(y+1)]}. A more severe case is that, if f ′is immediate gain

d[RpRi
x(x+1)] is relatively very low, fi may be indefinitely starved in spite of poten-
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Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters

Simulation Time 120 secs

Bandwidth 20MHz

Number of RBs 100

Frame Structure FDD

Cell Radius 1.0 km

Number of cells 19

Carrier Frequency 2GHz

Number of Video Flows 10 to 100

Video Traffic Generator Trace Based

RLC ARQ Maximum 5 retransmissions

tially handsome overall gains. Defining the key as max{d[RpRi
lK ], d[RpRi

l(l+1)]}
appropriately handles the situation.

The algorithm proceeds by repeatedly extracting the flow at the root of the

max heap, incrementing its robustness level by 1, updating its key value and

reheapifying it, until either the system capacity is completely exhausted, or all

flows have been assigned their maximum possible robustness levels. The asymp-

totic worst-case time complexity of this heuristic is O
(
N)+O

(∑
i LilogN

)
where,

N is the total number of active flows. The complexity O
(
N) is for the formation

of the heap data structure for the N active flows. The O
(∑

i LilogN
)

overhead is

for the reheapify operation and updating the remaining excess/deficient capacity

at each robustness level modification. A step wise description of the Propor-

tionally Balanced Robustness-level Allocator (PBRA) algorithm is presented in

Algorithm 7.

4.3 Experiments and Results

The performance of the BA-TLS framework has been experimentally evaluated

using LTE-Sim [34], an open source simulator for LTE networks. All simulations

run for 120 secs. A summary of the main simulation parameters are presented
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Figure 4.4: Avg Buffering % Vs #Video Flows

in table 4.1. A series of experiments have been conducted in order to measure

the performance achieved by the proposed strategy. The obtained performance

results have also been compared against the Three Level Scheduling (TLS ) frame-

work. The specific performance metrics which have been considered for evaluation

are: (i) Average buffering (%), (ii) Instantaneous playout buffer status and (iii)

Average execution time.

Figure 4.4 depicts plots for the average buffering suffered by the different

resource allocation strategies against varying number of video flows (or system

load) during the entire simulation length. It may be noted that average buffering

(%) for all the strategies increases as the number of flows/system load increase.

This is expected because the average number of RBs that may be allocated for

a video flow reduces as the total number of video flows increases under a fixed

resource block budget within a super-frame interval. Although, trends for all the

methodologies in Figure 4.4 are similar, BA-TLS-Optimal is seen to encounter

less buffering events compared to both the heuristic strategies, namely, BA-TLS-

Genetic and BA-TLS-PBRA, while the basic TLS algorithm performs poorly in

all cases. The reason for the poor performance of basic TLS originates from its

ignorance of client side buffer status during the resource allocation process. On

the other hand, the endeavour to maintain stable playout buffer sizes for each flow
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(b) BA-TLS-Genetic
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(c) BA-TLS-PBRA
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Figure 4.5: Instantaneous playout buffer size achieved by BA-TLS-Optimal, BA-TLS-
Optimal and TLS strategies

considerably reduces rebuffering events in the proposed buffer aware schemes. In

Fig 4.4, BA-TLS-Genetic and BA-TLS-PBRA are seen to suffer slightly higher

average buffering with respect to BA-TLS-Optimal, due to their inherent heuristic

nature.

Figures 4.5(a) to 4.5(d) shows instantaneous buffer sizes achieved by BA-

TLS-Optimal, BA-TLS-Genetic, BA-TLS-PBRA and TLS strategies respectively,

for a single flow (namely, Star Wars) over the entire simulation duration. The

scenario considers a cell with 100 active flows. It may be observed from the figures

that the buffer-aware strategies, namely BA-TLS-Optimal, BA-TLS-Genetic and

BA-TLS-PBRA are able to maintain approximately stable buffer sizes for the

flow during the entire simulation duration. Stable playout buffer sizes in BA-

TLS is achieved by two principle mechanisms: (i) Providing a certain degree of

robustness to each flow against varying channel conditions and (ii) Auto tunning

the priority of the flow during resource allocation based on its instantaneous
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Table 4.2: Comparative results for average run time (in millisecs)

# Flows BA-TLS-Optimal BA-TLS-Genetic BA-TLS-PBRA

10 144.2 4 0.016

20 297.7 6.7 0.024

30 447.3 9.3 0.025

40 600.8 12.4 0.029

50 744.8 15.3 0.031

60 902.1 18.6 0.035

70 1061 21.5 0.038

80 1210.2 24.3 0.04

90 1360.2 27.4 0.041

100 1523.4 29.6 0.049

playout buffer size and received CQI feedback (i.e. assigning relatively higher

reward values to flows having comparatively lower playout buffer sizes and/or

CQIs).

Table 4.2 shows the average execution time (in millisecs) taken by BA-TLS-

Optimal, BA-TLS-Genetic and BA-TLS-PBRA as the number of video flows vary

from 10 to 100. It may be observed from the table that the average execution

time required for BA-TLS-Optimal is comparatively much higher than the BA-

TLS-Genetic and BA-TLS-PBRA strategies. This happens because BA-TLS-

Optimal calculates partial solutions for all possible bounds on number of flows

(∀i ∈ [0, N ]), robustness levels (∀l ∈ [0, Li]) and RBs (∀β ∈ [0, B]). On the other

hand, the stochastic strategy BA-TLS-Genetic is observed to generate good and

acceptable solutions much quicker as compared to the optimal strategy. This is

expected because the BA-TLS-Genetic tries to locate a globally optimal solution

after examining a limited number of candidates in the solution space. Therefore,

the BA-TLS-Genetic strategy may be seen to achieve good speed-ups (∼ 40 to 50

times) with respect to the BA-TLS-Optimal strategy. On the other hand, it may

be observed that BA-TLS-PBRA perform far better than BA-TLS-Optimal and

BA-TLS-Genetic in terms of computational overhead. This is because the com-
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Table 4.3: Comparative results for speed-ups achieved by the proposed heuristics

# Flows Optimal Vs Genetic Optimal Vs PBRA Genetic Vs PBRA

10 36 9013 250

20 44 12404 279

30 48 17892 372

40 48 20717 428

50 49 24026 494

60 49 25774 531

70 49 27921 566

80 50 30255 608

90 50 33176 668

100 51 31090 604

putational complexity of BA-TLS-PBRA only depends on the available number

of flows and the number of available robustness level. Therefore, BA-TLS-PBRA

is able to achieve drastic speed-ups with respect to the other two strategies.

Comparative results for achieved speed-ups are shown in Table 4.3.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, a new Buffer Aware Three Level Scheduling framework (called

BA-TLS ) has been proposed. BA-TLS is based on TLS and hence, inherits all

its salient facets. The framework is aimed at enabling the service provider to de-

liver smooth viewing experience to the end users even during transient overloads

through a buffer aware adaptive scheduling strategy that attempts to minimize

client-side re-buffering events. The resource allocation model has been formu-

lated as an optimization problem for which conventional dynamic programming

solution is shown to impose substantial overheads. Thus, two fast and efficient

solution strategies, namely BA-TLS-Genetic and BA-TLS-PBRA have been de-

signed with the endeavor to achieve efficient but low-overhead resource adapt-

ability. Experimental results show that the genetic algorithm BA-TLS-Genetic
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produces good solutions and at the same time is about 40 to 50 times faster than

the optimal strategy BA-TLS-Optimal. The deterministic heuristic strategy BA-

TLS-PBRA in-turn is comparable in performance while being about 300 to 600

times faster on average compared to BA-TLS-Genetic.

It may be noted form the experiments section that although BA-TLS is able

to significantly restrict re-buffering events, buffering increases as the number of

flows/system load increase. Therefore, only playout buffer awareness may not be

enough to restrict re-buffering events, especially during system overloads. The

next chapter presents a video bit-rate adaptation framework whose objective is

to deliver smooth viewing experience to all end users even during overloaded

conditions by appropriately adjusting the qualities of adaptive video flows.
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Chapter 5
A Resource Allocation Framework for
Adaptive Video Streaming Over LTE

Video streaming over wireless is expected to be one of the main revenue genera-

tors for the current and future mobile broadband networks. However, meeting the

ultimate objective of delivering all clients/User Equipments (UEs) with high QoE

pivots around several key factors including: (i) Transmitting all video streams

with satisfactory quality over a limited and temporally varying wireless band-

width, (ii) Minimizing buffer outage at the UE in order to guarantee seamless

video viewing experience and (iii) Stabilizing bit-rate switches to avoid user an-

noyance due to flickering. In this effort, DASH has emerged as a key technology

that enables enhancement of the overall transmission quality of a service provider

by allowing online video bit-rate adaptation over time. In DASH, the content de-

livery server maintains the video as segments of fixed duration with each segment

being stored at multiple quality levels to permit dynamic quality adaptations

during transmission. However, power of the DASH streaming technology can

only be harnessed to its fullest by using an efficient online radio resource sched-

uler which appropriately adjusts the quality levels and data transmission rates

for all video flows from their respective DASH servers. In this chapter, we have

presented a new video adaptation framework whose objective is to maximize the

aggregate QoE over all flows by simultaneously considering the above mentioned
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QoE parameters in a judiciously balanced manner.

However, selecting appropriate data-rates and efficiently multiplexing the

available bandwidth among clients in both frequency and time in order to max-

imize QoE is a complex online scheduling problem. We first pose this problem

as an ILP formulation and solve through a conventional DP strategy. However,

conventional DP proves to be prohibitively expensive in terms of online compu-

tational overheads. Our experimental results show that given an LTE bandwidth

of 20 MHz in a system with 50 active users, conventional DP takes 14.4 secs on

average to generate a solution even for a moderate adaptation interval size of 1

sec on a 2.5 GHz computing core. Therefore, in order to design AVRC as an effec-

tive online mechanism which can be implemented with moderate computational

resources and applied at each adaptation interval boundary, we have modified

conventional DP and devised a new strategy known as “Streamlined DP-based

Quality-level Allocator (SDQA)”. SDQA intelligently leverages the discrete na-

ture in the data-rate scalability of video flows to retain a far lower number of

non-dominating partial DP-solutions and allows the ultimate optimal solution to

be generated much quicker. Further, we propose a tunable approximation scheme

called SDQA-AA that may be employed to accelerate the speed of generating so-

lutions (or limit necessary computational resources) by various optional degrees

with distinct bounds on the degradation in solution quality.

Before providing the detail description of the proposed framework, we have

presented the system overview which is used by the proposed architecture.

5.1 System Overview

The overall system considered in this work is based on QoE-aware DASH em-

ploying LTE as the cellular network protocol. Figure 5.1 represents an abstract

system overview. The MPEG-DASH based encoded video to be transmitted to

a given client is stored in the DASH server as shown in the figure. In order

to achieve dynamic bit-rate adaptation, DASH fragments the entire video into
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Figure 5.1: System overview for DASH video delivery over LTE networks.

multiple short duration segments of one to a few seconds, where each segment is

encoded at various distinct bit-rates/quality levels. Each Segment of the desired

video is downloaded by the client in a sequential manner using standard HTTP

GET requests from the DASH server. Downloaded segments are buffered and sub-

sequently decoded/played-back by the client/UE. While most of the framework

is standardized as part of the MPEG based standard DASH, the adaptation algo-

rithm to select the most appropriate bit-rate and throttle rate for future segments

is left to the specific implementation. Here, throttle rate refers to the boost pro-

vided to the transmission rates of segments from the DASH server (with respect

to their client-side decoding/playback rates). This technique is used to maintain

adequate playout buffer sizes at the UE and thereby avoids buffer outages.

This work considers a scenario in which each client/UEi receives a single

DASH video fi. As depicted in the figure, video segment packets (of the video

flow say, fi) from a DASH content delivery server are transmitted via the Internet

and core network to its designated MAC queue at the serving eNodeB correspond-

ing to UEi. Similarly, the eNodeB receives video flows corresponding to other

clients. Subsequently, the RB allocator within the scheduler at eNodeB assigns

an appropriate number of RBs for each flow fi in order to transmit video packets

from its designated MAC queue to the client UEi, over the air interface. In order

to deliver high system-level QoE while ensuring that overloads are avoided, the
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scheduler must judiciously control and balance the bit-rates and throttle rates for

the future video segments of all active flows at eNodeB. This bit-rate and throt-

tle rate adaptation for each flow is performed periodically by the Adaptive Video

Streaming Architecture (AVSA) module within the scheduler and the generated

output is fed back through a proxy to the DASH server for the flow. Therefore,

in contrast to classical DASH adaptation solutions where the client selects the

quality level and throttle rate for each segment, this work has adopted a more

proactive approach where a proxy overwrites the clients’ HTTP requests [49]. In

order to achieve the objective of providing satisfactory QoE to all clients, AVSA

estimates the overall instantaneous capacity of the system from channel condition

information collected from all clients. In LTE, this information is generated by

each UE/client by estimating the SINR corresponding to the currently received

reference signals over the sub-channels. The SINR values are then mapped it

to a set of CQI feedbacks (integers in the range 1 to 15) which are periodically

forwarded to eNodeB. In addition, AVSA also collects the instantaneous buffer

status information from all clients so that the selected bit-rates and throttle rates

will be able to ensure uninterrupted playback.

5.2 Adaptive Video Streaming Architecture

The Adaptive Video Streaming Architecture (AVSA) is a DASH based flexible

resource allocation framework which attempts to effectively maximize the overall

QoE of the end-users by appropriately selecting the bit-rates/quality levels (li)

and throttle rates (TRi) of future video segments under varying network condi-

tions. As shown in figure 5.2, the < li, TRi > values selected by AVSA are passed

to the proxy which then feeds back these decisions to respective DASH servers as

depicted in Figure 5.1. It may be observed from Figure 5.2 that the proposed ar-

chitecture operates using three controllers: (i) TRC, (ii) SSC and (iii) AVRC. All

the controllers cooperatively work in unison at each adaptation interval boundary

to ensure high QoE. Typically, the duration of an adaptation interval (|AI|) is
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Figure 5.2: Adaptive Video Streaming Architecture (AVSA).

order of a few seconds. A few important terminologies which will be used in the

current and later sections of the paper are presented in Table 5.1.

5.2.1 Throttle Rate Controller (TRC)

Stutter-free video playout is an important parameter which contributes to the

overall Quality of Experience of a flow. Stuttering or playout interruptions is

mainly caused by outages of the playout buffer at the UE. Throttling [86] is

a well known technique of maintaining adequate playout buffer sizes at UEs by

boosting transmission rates of flows (with respect to their encoding bit-rates) from

the server. For example, transmission bit-rates for Dailymotion and Vimeo are

statically throttled typically at 1.25 times the encoding rate in Flash and native

players of Android devices [86]. However, such static throttling schemes being
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Table 5.1: Notations (N) and their definitions

N Explanation

i Flow/Client/UE index

l Video quality level/bit-rate index

α Upper bound on #RBs per adaptation interval

N # video flows; also denotes, # clients/UEs

R # RBs in an adaptation interval

Li # quality levels available for the ith flow

ril ith flow’s RB demand at lth quality level

qil ith flow’s video quality at lth quality level

xi Min quality level allowed for the ith flow

yi Max quality level allowed for the ith flow

ρSi List of partial solutions using at most i flows

ρSil List of partial solutions using upto i flows - with the ith flow

fixed at lth quality level

ρSNip → α The bound on the number of RBs for the pth node in ρSi

ρSNip → q The quality value corresponding to the pth node in ρSi

ρSNip → QL List of selected quality levels for the flows f1, f2, . . . , fi

corresponding to the pth node of solution ρSi

oblivious of UE-buffer sizes tend to be conservative and often induces unnecessar-

ily high traffic loads in the system which may create artificial overload situations

at eNodeB and buffer overflows at UEs. Hence in this work, we propose an ef-

ficient UE-buffer aware TRC that dynamically adjusts the transmission rates of

the flows at the boundary of each adaptation interval. The objective of this ad-

justment process is to replenish the playout buffer of each UE so that the system

is driven towards buffer state stability for all flows, thus minimizing the proba-

bility of buffer outages in the process. Figure 5.2 pictorially depicts the major

steps within the TRC module of AVSA.

Let BSthi (refer section 4.2, equation 4.1, page no. 93) denote the safe threshold

buffer size for flow fi above which the probability of buffer outages is negligible.
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Based on the targeted playout buffer threshold (BSthi ), TRC calculates a throt-

tling rate for each flow (refer Figure 5.2). The throttling rate (TRa
i ) for the flow

fi at the ath adaptation interval boundary is calculated as follows:

TRa
i =

max

((
1 +

BSthi −BSi
BSthi

)
, 0.5

)
, if BSi < BSmaxi

0, Otherwise
(5.1)

where, BSi and BSmaxi denote the instantaneous and maximum buffer size of

fi. The above equation shows that throttling rate of a flow may vary from 0.5

to 2 depending on its instantaneous buffer size (when the buffer is not yet fully

filled). Based on the calculated throttling rate, TRC calculates the throttled

bit-rate BRil and total data transmission demands Dil for each flow fi at all its

distinct quality levels (l = 1, 2, ... Li; where, Li denotes the number of quality

levels available for fi) at each adaptation interval boundary. BRil and Dil are

calculated as:

BRil = BRil × TRa
i (5.2a)

Dil = BRil × |AIa| (5.2b)

where, BRil is the estimated encoding bit-rate of the ith flow at the lth quality

level and |AIa| is the duration of the ath adaptation interval. As Figure 5.2

depicts, Dil is fed to the AVRC.

5.2.2 Switching Stability Controller (SSC)

Another important vertical which contributes significantly to the overall QoE

of a flow is known as stability (defined as the number of quality level switches

per unit time). Frequent inter-level switching creates annoyance among users

as the video image is perceived to continually flicker in quick successions, thus

ultimately pulling down the overall QoE. In this work, we have defined a metric

called Stability Index (SI) which computes the exponential moving average over

the number of switches encountered in the past. If the quality level of a flow fi
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gets updated from la−2i to la−1i in the (a − 1)th adaptation interval, the stability

index SIa−1il for the ith flow is defined as follows:

SIa−1il = β|la−1i − la−2i |+ (1− β)SI
(a−2)
i (5.3)

It may be observed that this metric assigns the highest weightage to the switching

encountered in the ath adaptation interval, with successively previous adaptation

intervals obtaining exponentially lower weightages. Here, β is a positive choice

variable (between 0 to 1) whose value governs the smoothing characteristic and

SI
(a−1)
i is the stability index of the ith flow in the (a − 1)th adaptation interval.

A higher value of β discounts past switches faster.

As may be observed from Figure 5.2, SSC consists of two principal steps. The

first step determines the stability index SIa−1i for all flows fi after completion

of the last adaptation interval a− 1. Given SIa−1i , SSC calculates the allowable

number of quality level switches (Ald swi) for all flows in the ensuing adaptation

interval a, such that the exponential average of Ald swi and SIa−1i is at most a

desired switching threshold Th swi. That is,

Th swi ≥ ω × Ald swi + (1− ω)× SIa−1i (5.4)

Ald swi may be derived from the above equation as,

Ald swi = max

{(
Th swi

)
−
(
(1− ω)× SIa−1i

)
ω

, 0

}
(5.5)

The value of Ald swi calculated by SSC is fed to AVRC, as shown in Figure 5.2.

5.2.3 Adaptive Video Resource Controller (AVRC)

AVRC selects an appropriate quality level for each flow so that the overall video

transmission quality is maximized in the ensuing adaptation interval. In this

work, the quality (qil) of a video flow at level l is characterized in terms of a

metric called Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) which uses a distortion free

version of the video as reference. For video streaming applications, PSNR is an
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objective quantitative parameter that represents a high degree of correlation with

user-perceived video quality [87].

It may be noted that such a quality maximization process must be carried

out while ensuring that the total bandwidth demand over all the flows remains

within the expected cell capacity. In order to achieve this, the controller first

calculates the number of RBs required (ril) to transmit each flow at each quality

level based on its total transmission data demand Dil (received from TRC) and

CQI feedbacks from the corresponding client (as shown in Figure 5.2). AVRC

then calculates the lowest (xi) and highest (yi) quality levels between which fi’s

quality should be selected so that the upper bound on allowable switching Ald swi

(received from SSC) is respected. xi and yi is calculated as:

xi = max {(la−1i − Ald swi), 1}, (5.6a)

yi = min {(la−1i + Ald swi), Li} (5.6b)

Where, la−1i and Li denote the current quality level and the total number of

available quality levels for the ith flow. Finally, based on calculated RB demands

(ril) and switching bounds (xi and yi), AVRC selects the appropriate quality level

(lai ) at which each flow fi should be transmitted in the next adaptation interval

a through a mechanism whose overall objective is to maximize aggregate video

quality (refer Figure 5.2). In the next subsection, we pose this problem as an

ILP formulation. Subsequently, in subsections 5.2.3.2, 5.2.3.3 and 5.2.3.4, three

dynamic programming (DP) based solution strategies to the problem has been

discussed.

5.2.3.1 Quality Level Selection

Let us assume that the length of an adaptation interval is t TTIs and the number

of RBs available in a TTI is p. Then, the total number of RBs available in an

adaptation interval becomes R = t×p. These RBs are required to be distributed

among the N active flows (F = {f1, f2, .., fN}) at a given adaptation interval

boundary. Let xi and yi be the minimum and maximum quality level threshold
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bounds for the ith flow. Let qil be the video quality delivered and ril be the total

number of RBs required to transmit the data demand (Dil(t); refer equation 5.2b)

for the ith flow at the lth quality level. Also, let zil be a binary variable which

is equal to 1 if flow fi is selected for transmission at quality level l. We then

formulate the resource allocation problem as:

maximize:
N∑
i=1

yi∑
l=xi

qil × zil (5.7a)

subject to:
N∑
i=1

yi∑
l=xi

rilzil ≤ R, (5.7b)

yi∑
l=xi

zil ≤ 1, zil ∈ {0, 1},∀i (5.7c)

The first constraint in Equation 5.7b guarantees that the total number of RBs

allocated to all flows do not surpass the total available number of RBs (R) at

eNodeB. The second constraint as given in Equation 5.7c forces each flow to

select at most one quality level. The objective of equation 5.7 is to maximize the

aggregate quality value considering all video flows, for a given limited number

of RBs (R) available and bounds on switching (xi, yi). The above definition is

guaranteed to achieve targeted buffer sizes (as decided by TRC) for all flows as

both Dil and ril are obtained based on throttled demands.

5.2.3.2 DP Based Quality-level Allocator (DPQA)

In the above subsection, we formulated the bit-rate/quality level selection strategy

as an ILP problem. This quality level selection has to be conducted on-line

at every adaptation interval. An effective scheduling strategy should provide

good solutions quickly. However, it is well known that although an ILP provides

optimal solutions, it is inherently exponential in nature and is poor in terms of

scalability.

A closer look into the scheduling problem reveals that use of the LTE frame-

work (resource allocation in terms of RBs) makes it naturally discrete in nature.
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Additionally, the problem has an optimal substructure. Hence, the optimal solu-

tion may be obtained as a composition of the optimal solutions to a set of its sub-

problems and therefore, DP provides a natural solution mechanism. This makes

it possible to obtain optimal solutions in times which are pseudo-polynomial in

the number of RBs. We first propose a conventional DP procedure to solve this

problem. We have referred to this conventional DP based solution approach as

DP-based Quality-level Allocator (DPQA). A step-by-step algorithm along with

discussion of DP is given in section 4.2.2, Algorithm 6, page no. 96 in previous

chapter. DP is essentially an optimization procedure and the problem definition

in equation 5.7 can be represented by the following DP recursive formulation:

Q(i, α) =

{
0, if i = 0 or α = 0

maxl{Q(i− 1, α), qil +Q(i− 1, α− ril)}, ∀l ∈ {xi, yi}|α ≥ ril
(5.8)

The computational complexity of DP Based Quality-level Allocator (DPQA)

is O(N ×L×R) where, N is the number of active users, L is an upper bound on

the number of quality levels corresponding to a flow and R is the total number

of RBs in a adaptation interval. This overhead proves to be quite expensive as

the number of RBs to be scheduled (R) is typically high even for moderately

sized adaptation intervals. For example, in a system with 20 MHz bandwidth

(i.e. 100 RBs per ms (TTI)), the value of R is 100000 for an adaptation interval

duration of just one second. Our experimental results show that, given 50 active

users in such a system, DPQA takes ∼ 14.4 secs on average to generate a solution

on a 2.5 GHz computing core. It is easy to understand that this overhead is

significantly high.

However, as discussed before, the optimization problem under consideration

is inherently discrete in nature. Thus, we do not obtain continuous improvements

in video quality of a flow with each additional RB allocated to it. Rather, the

quality improvement has a step-wise nature with (yi−xi) steps corresponding to

each flow fi. Now typically, yi − xi << R and consequently, a majority of the

optimal solutions Q(i, α) do not return distinct values. As a result, generic DP
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which memoizes all partial solutions for each distinct value of i and α (in equa-

tion 5.8), may suffer from high and unnecessary computational overheads. This

overhead may be reduced (often drastically) through a more efficient implementa-

tion which memoizes only those partial optimal solutions which provide distinct

enhancements in quality with increment in the bound on the number of RBs α,

for each value of i. Further, it may be observed that this reduced memoization do

not cause solution optimality to be compromised. Here, we propose an efficient

and optimal solution strategy called SDQA.

5.2.3.3 Streamlined DP-based Quality-level Allocator (SDQA)

Before providing a detailed description of SDQA, we first introduce the principal

data structure used in SDQA.

Head
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Figure 5.3: General structure of lists ρSi or any list in PS

Data Structure: The principle data structure used by the SDQA algorithm is

a set of linked lists each of which contain partial optimal solutions. Similar to i,

the algorithm iterates over the N flows producing the final optimal solution after

all flows have been considered. During any given iteration, say i, SDQA main-

tains: (i) A linked list ρSi−1, which contains the list of distinct partial solutions

corresponding to sub-problems considering at most i − 1 flows (f1, f2, . . . , fi−1),

and (ii) A set of linked lists PS = {PSil | xi ≤ l ≤ yi}. Any linked list PSil

in PS contains partial solutions considering upto i flows, but restricting the ith

flow to be transmitted only at its lth quality level. The pth node of ρSi and PSil

are denoted as ρSNip and PSNilp, respectively. Each node (ρSNip or PSNilp) of

any given linked list (the fields in each node of ρSi−1 as well as PSil are same)

holds a solution corresponding to flows f1, f2, . . . , fi. Only those solutions for

which the total number of RBs required (α) is at most the maximum number
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ALGORITHM 8: Streamlined DP based Quality-level Allocator (SDQA)

Input: qil, ril, R
Output: Selected quality level for each video flow

1 Initialize the data structures with the partial solutions considering no flows
and zero RBs. The corresponding solution list ρS0 will have a single node
ρSN00 with the following field values: (i) ρSN00 → α = 0, (ii)
ρSN00 → q = 0 and (iii) ρSN00 → QL = { } ;

2 for i from 1 to N do
/* Iterate over all flows; Let G be the number of nodes in

ρSi−1 */

3 for l from xi to yi do
/* Iterate over all quality levels of each flow */

4 for p from 1 to G do
/* Iterate over nodes of ρSi−1 */

5 PSNilp → α = ρSN(i−1)p → α + ril;
6 if PSNilp → α > R then
7 Break (Go to step 3);
8 PSNilp → q = ρS(i−1)p → q + qil ;
9 PSNilp → QL = ρS(i−1)p → QL

⋃
{l} ;

10 Enqueue the node PSNilp into PSil ;

11 ρSi = Merge
(
PSixi , PSi(xi+1), . . . , PSiyi

)
;

of available RBs (R), are considered feasible and retained. The rest of the solu-

tions are discarded and not accommodated in the linked-lists. The fields in any

given node of a linked list (ρSNip, say) are: (i) The quality value of the solution,

ρSNip → q, (ii) The bound on the number of RBs, ρSNip → α, and (iii) An enu-

meration/list of selected quality levels ρSNip → QL(= {li, l2, . . . , li}; lk denotes

the quality level selected for flow fk) for the flows f1, f2, . . . , fi corresponding to

the solution. It may be noted that the nodes in any of the linked lists follow a

strict ordering based on the values of its attributes ′q′ and ′α′. For the linked list

ρSi, say, any two consecutive nodes always satisfy the following two conditions:

(i) ρSNip → α < ρSNi(p+1) → α, (ii) ρSNip → q < ρSNi(p+1) → q. That is, all

linked lists store only the non-dominating solutions and discard the rest.
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Detailed Algorithm: The SDQA strategy is an iterative algorithm which mem-

oizes only those partial optimal solutions which provide distinct enhancements

in quality. A step wise description of the SDQA is presented in Algorithm 8. In

step 1, the algorithm initializes the partial solution with a single node (ρSN00)

considering no flows and zero RBs. Then, from steps 2 to 11, the SDQA strat-

egy iteratively builds the final optimal solution. In the ith iteration (step 2), the

algorithm includes one extra flow fi in the sub-problem and first builds a set

of partial optimal solutions PS =
{
PSil ∀l ∈ [xi, yi]

}
from ρSi−1 (refer steps 2

to 10). The for loop in steps 3 to 10 generates the partial optimal solution PSil

by including the ith flow at the lth quality level to the partial solution ρS(i−1).

The pth iteration first populates the field PSNilp → α with the sum of ril (the

number of RBs required to transmit the ith flow at the lth quality level) and

ρSN(i−1)p → α (step 5). If this total RB demand PSNilp results in an overload

(PSNilp → α > R), such overheads will also happen for subsequent values of p,

as ρSi−1 is sorted in strictly increasing order of α and q. Hence, in this situation,

the control breaks out from the loop and goes back to step 3 and no further

nodes are enqueued into the solution list PSil. Otherwise (PSNilp → α ≤ R),

the algorithm calculates the other two attribute values of node PSNilp, namely,

PSNilp → q and PSNilp → QL in steps 8 and 9, respectively. PSNilp is then

enqueued at the current tail of PSil in step 10. Finally in step 11, the partial

optimal solution ρSi is constructed by using a Merge() routine as described in

Algorithm 9. All the calculated PSil solutions are given as input to the Merge()

function.

The merge() procedure merges the linked lists PSixi , . . . , PSiyi to gener-

ate the partial optimal solution ρSi that considers upto i flows (f1, f2, . . . , fi).

As discussed above, the generated solution is non-dominating with respect to

both resource α and delivered quality q. The while loop in steps 5 to 13 iter-

ates until PS becomes empty. In step 6, the algorithm determines the subset

of partial solutions (with indexes {a1, . . . , aλ}) which consumes the minimum

amount of resource among all solutions over all linked lists in PS. It may be
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ALGORITHM 9: Merge
(
PSixi , PSi(xi+1), . . . , PSiyi

)
Output: ρSi

1 Let PS = {PSixi , PSi(xi+1), . . . , PSiyi} ;
2 Let kil and σi be pointers to the current heads of the lists PSil and ρSi;
3 for l = xi . . . yi do kil = PSil.head→ Next;
4 σi = ρSi.head; ρSi.head→ q = 0; ρSi.head→ α = 0;
5 while PS 6= ∅ do
6 Find {a1, a2, . . . , aλ}, such that,{

{a1, . . . , aλ} ⊆ {xi, . . . , yi}, kia1 → α ==
kia2 → α == . . . == kiaλ → α == minyil=xi{kil → α}

}
;

7 Find m, such that,
{m ∈ {a1, a2, . . . , aλ}, kim → q == maxaλl=a1{kil → q}} ;

8 if σi → q < kim → q then
9 σi → Next = new node(); σi = σi → Next; σi → q = kim → q;

10 σi → α = kim → α; σi → QL = kim → QL; σi → Next = NULL ;

11 for l = a1 . . . aλ do
12 kil = kil → Next ;
13 if kil → Next == NULL then PS = PS \ PSil ;

14 Return ρSi ;

noted that as the all the linked lists in PS are sorted in increasing order of

consumed RBs, this subset is obtained by comparing only the current heads of

the linked lists in PS. Then, in step 7, the algorithm finds that solution node

(pointed to by kim) which fetches the maximum quality (q) among all nodes in

the set {kia1 , kia2 , . . . kiaλ}. In steps 9 to 10, the solution corresponding to kim

is appended at the tail of the partially generated linked list ρSi, provided this

addition preserves the non-dominance properties of ρSi. This is checked through

the condition in step 8. It may be noted that other than kim, no other node

provided by the set {kia1 , kia2 , . . . kiaλ} can possibly contribute a non-dominating

solution in ρSi. Hence, all these nodes are discarded from further consideration

in step 12 of the for-loop in step 11 to 13. If the removal of a node (in step 12)

causes a linked-list (say, PSil) in PS to become empty, then PSil is removed

form PS (step 13). The final partial optimal solution (ρSi) considering upto i
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flows (f1, f2, . . . , fi) and various distinct bounds on the number of usable RBs, is

obtained in step 14.

5.2.3.4 Approximation Algorithm (SDQA-AA)

As discussed above, the SDQA strategy memoizes only non-dominant partial opti-

mal solutions which provide distinct enhancements in quality with increasing val-

ues of α. However, it may be noted that when the enhancement in quality is small,

the corresponding effect on the perceived viewing quality of the end-user will

usually be negligible. A typical measure for representing perceptual video qual-

ity (recommended by International Telecommunications Union) is Mean Opinion

Score (MOS) [88]. MOS partitions the range of perceptual video quality values

measured in terms of PSNR, into five distinct classes; PSNR> 37 representing

excellent quality, PSNR range 31 − 36.9: good quality, PSNRs 25 − 30.9: fair

quality, PSNRs 20− 24.9: poor quality and PNSR< 19.9: bad quality. It may be

observed from the table that each class consists of a broad range of PSNR values

and small variations in a flow’s quality (PSNR) will usually not result in a no-

table degradation in the perceived viewing experience of the end-user. However,

by disregarding partial solutions that donot provide significant gains in quality in

the SDQA algorithm, it may be possible to achieve large reductions in the compu-

tational complexity of its quality level adaptation process. With this insight, we

have developed an approximation algorithm based on SDQA called SDQA-AA.

The primary objective of this algorithm is to obtain a trade-off between running

time and optimization accuracy. SDQA-AA first executes a preprocessing step.

The output of the preprocessing step is fed to the SDQA procedure (Algorithm 8).

Preprocessing Step: In this step, the SDQA-AA strategy rounds down the

quality values of each flow (qil) to the nearest multiple of a user specified tunable

parameter m ∈ Q+. The parameter m is known as Approximation Quality Index

and its value decides the degree of approximation. Let q̂il be the rounded quality
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value of the ith flow at the lth quality level. q̂il is calculated as:

q̂il = f

(
qil
m

)
∀i ∀l (5.9)

where, f(x) is a modified floor function which rounds down any value x to its

nearest multiple of m i.e.

f(x) = p×m if p×m ≤ x < (p+ 1)×m ∀p ∈ Z+ (5.10)

Once, the q̂il values for all flows are calculated, the algorithm executes SDQA

with the inputs q̂il, ril andR. The asymptotic worst-case time complexity analysis

of the SDQA-AA algorithm is presented in theorems 5.2.1.

Theorem 5.2.1. The asymptotic worst-case time complexity of the SDQA-AA

strategy is equal to O
(
N×Li

)
+O
(
min{ΠN

i=1(Li+1),
∑N

i=1 min{R, (ρSNigi→q)
m

}}
)
.

Proof. As discussed above, the SDQA-AA algorithm works in two steps. SDQA-AA

first executes a preprocessing step and then, the output of the first step is fed as

input to the SDQA procedure (i.e. step 2). Therefore, the computational com-

plexity of the SDQA-AA strategy is equal to the total worst-case time complexity

of both the steps, which is given in lemmas 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, respectively.

Lemma 5.2.2. The complexity of the preprocessing step of SDQA-AA is O
(
N ×

Li
)
, where N is the total number of flows and Li is the total number of quality

levels available for the ith flow.

Proof. In the preprocessing step, SDQA-AA rounds down the quality values of

all the quality levels of each flow to the nearest multiple of m, the Approximation

Quality Index. Each round down operation takes constant time. Therefore, the

complexity is O
(
N × Li

)
.

Lemma 5.2.3. After the preprocessing step, complexity of the SDQA algorithm

(i.e. with inputs q̂il, ril and R) is bounded by O
(
min{ΠN

i=1(Li+1),
∑N

i=1 min{R,
(ρSNigi→q)

m
}}
)
, where Π denotes the multiplication operation and gi is the total

number of nodes available in the partial solution ρSi.
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Proof. It may be noted that the computational complexity of the SDQA algo-

rithm ultimately depends on the total number of intermediate nodes processed

by it to obtain an optimal solution. This is equal to the total number of times

the inner loop lines 5 to 10 of Algorithm 8 get executed. As discussed above,

the preprocessing step rounds down the quality value of each flow to the nearest

multiple of Approximation Quality Index (m). Therefore, for any particular value

of i (flow index) and p (node index), the attribute value for quality ρSNip → q

is also a multiple of m. Now, if ρSNigi → q represents the value of the quality

attribute corresponding to the last node of the partial solution ρSi, then the to-

tal number of distinct quality values possible in ρSi is equal to (ρSNigi → q)/m.

Additionally, the RB demand for all the nodes in ρSi must always be less than

the total number of available RBs i.e. ρSNip → α < R ∀i ∀p. Also, as discussed

before, all nodes in ρSi contain distinct q and α values. Hence, the total number

of nodes in ρSi is upper bounded by min{R, (ρSNigi→q)
m

}. Therefore, total number

of nodes processed by the SDQA algorithm (in SDQA-AA) over all its iterations

is upper bounded by
∑N

i=1 min{R, (ρSNigi→q)
m

}. It is obvious that the complexity

of SDQA is always less than or equal to the run time of the exhaustive search

ΠN
i=1(Li + 1), where Li is the total number of quality levels available for the ith

flow. Hence, the complexity of the SDQA strategy in SDQA-AA is bounded by

O
(
min{ΠN

i=1(Li + 1),
∑N

i=1 min{R, (ρSNigi→q)
m

}}
)
.

5.3 Experiments and Results

The performance of the proposed Adaptive Video Streaming Framework (AVSA)

has been experimentally evaluated against various performance parameters and

compared with a popular adaptive video streaming framework called AVIS [17].

Performance evaluation is based on simulation studies carried out using LTE-

Sim [34], an open source simulator for LTE networks. LTE-Sim has allowed

us to create a realistic single-cell with interference scenario working in Frequency

Division Duplex (FDD) mode with a total available bandwidth of 20 MHz per cell.
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QL QP Resolution Avg. Bit-rate (KBps) PSNR

9 10 352× 288 218.3 51.8

8 16 352× 288 92.5 48.5

7 22 352× 288 43.7 45.2

6 24 352× 288 33.9 44.0

5 28 352× 288 21.0 41.7

4 34 352× 288 10.4 38.1

3 38 352× 288 6.8 35.5

2 42 352× 288 4.5 32.9

1 48 352× 288 2.8 31.9

0 48 176× 144 1.5 28.3

Table 5.2: Star Wars video trace [1]

A cell (of radius 1 km) may contain a variable number of mobile UEs (10 to 50

UEs have been considered) which travel following the random direction mobility

model [77] with a speed of 3kph. Each UE receives one video flow. Network

topology for the generated scenario is depicted in Figure 5.4. We have considered

video flows of duration 300 secs (generated from video traces Star Wars, Silence of

the Lambs and Tokyo [1]) encoded at 25 frames/sec with 10 distinct quality levels

and segmented at 1 sec playback intervals. Hence, the server transmits ∼ 7500

frames per video flow during the entire simulation duration. Table 5.2 presents

an example of a typical video flow (namely, Star Wars) encoded at different

Quantization Parameter (QP) values and resolutions. In the experiments, values

of the constants |AI| (adaptation interval duration) and β (refer equation 5.3)

have been taken to be 1 sec and 0.75, respectively. We have conducted two sets

of experiments in order to analyze the effect of switching stability moderation

(refer subsection 5.2.2). In the first set of experiments (discussed in section 5.3.1)

switching stability moderation has been ignored. A second set of experiments has

then been carried out with stability moderation at two distinct switching bounds

(Th swi = 0.25 and Th swi = 0.5) and their effect on overall QoE were analyzed.
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Radius=1km

eNodeB

vi
deo

 !
ow

Bandwidth=20MHz
3 kph

Figure 5.4: Network Topology for single cell with interference

5.3.1 Simulation Results

A series of experiments have been conducted in order to measure the performance

of AVSA in terms of different aspects of the QoE achieved by the system under

varying scenarios. The performance achieved by the AVSA framework using the

three proposed adaptation strategies, namely, (i) the DP-based Quality-level Al-

locator (DPQA), (ii) the Streamlined DP-based Quality-level Allocator (SDQA)

and (iii) the Approximation Algorithm (SDQA-AA) at distinct values of approx-

imation quality index (m), have been measured. Additionally, AVSA is com-

pared with a popular adaptive streaming framework called AVIS [17] using its

two adaptation strategies, namely, (i) Dynamic programming approach for AVIS

(AVIS-DP) and Greedy approach for AVIS (AVIS-GREEDY ).

Figure 5.5 depicts plots for Buffering %. It may be observed that Buffering%

is approximately same for all the quality level allocation schemes (DPQA,SDQA

and SDQA-AA at distinct values of m) of the AVSA framework. It is also approxi-

mately constant with increasing total number of video flows (system load). Main-

tenance of stable buffer sizes is achieved mainly by a combination of two principal

mechanisms: (i) Throttle rate adjustment for each flow based on instantaneous

buffer size by TRC and (ii) Cell capacity cum traffic load aware quality level
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allocation by AVRC. On the other hand, both the adaptation strategies of AVIS

(namely, AVIS-DP and AVIS-GREEDY ) encounter higher Buffering%. This is

because, their adaptation strategies are ignorant of client-side buffer status.

Fig 5.6 depicts the plots for the average transmitted video qualities (PNSR)

by the different quality level adaptation strategies, as the number of video flows

vary from 10 to 50. It may be noted that as a consequence of being adaptive,

the trends for PNSR for all the adaptation methodologies are decreasing as the

number of flows (system load) increases. This is expected because the average

number of RBs that may be allotted for a video flow reduces as the total number

of video flows increases under a fixed resource block budget within an adaptation

interval. With a lower number of available RBs per flow, buffer outage events may

only be controlled by degrading quality levels of the flows. Although the trends for

all the adaptation algorithms in Figure 5.6 are similar, PNSR achieved by AVIS-

GREEDY is lowest among all the adaptation strategies due to greedy decisions

in its quality level/bit-rate selection process. On the other hand, the AVIS-DP,

DPQA, SDQA strategies provide highest and approximately same PNSR due

to optimal decisions in their adaptation process. However, a closer look reveals

that AVIS-DP slightly outperforms DPQA and SDQA. This is expected because

DPQA and SDQA operates within AVSA which also attempts to maintain a

stable playout buffer sizes for all clients by appropriately adjusting their throttling
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Table 5.3: Comparative results for average run time (in millisecs)

Video DPQA SDQA SDQA-AA AVIS-DP AVIS-GREEDY

Flow m = 2.5m = 5.0m = 10.0m = 15

10 1282.0 15.6 3.0 1.0 1.0 0.055 1511.0 0.012

20 3648.1 131.5 12.5 6.6 3.9 3.000 4227.7 0.018

30 6669.0 387.6 28.1 15.8 9.2 7.727 8498.1 0.026

40 10247.1 836.2 44.7 24.3 14.7 12.018 11697.6 0.030

50 14468.8 1474.6 66.3 36.4 22.1 18.618 16459.3 0.036

Considered system with one core and 2.5 GHz processing capacity
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rates. Additionally, it may be observed from Figure 5.6 that the SDQA-AA

adaptation scheme provides slightly reduced PNSR with respect to the DPQA and

SDQA algorithms due to approximation in the memoization process. Moreover,

the performance of SDQA-AA degrades with increasing values of approximation

quality index (m). Such degradation occurs because, with larger values of m,

SDQA-AA applies a higher degree of approximation in the memoization process.

Table 5.3 shows the average run times (measured in millisecs) taken by the

DPQA, SDQA, SDQA-AA, AVIS-DP and AVIS-GREEDY strategies as the num-

ber of video flows vary from 10 to 50. It may be observed from the table that the

average execution time of DPQA and AVIS-DP are comparatively much higher

than the other strategies. This is because both these strategies are based on

conventional dynamic programming which calculates and memoizes partial so-
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lutions for all possible bounds on number of flows (∀i ∈ [0, N ]), quality levels

(∀l ∈ [xi, yi]) and RBs (∀α ∈ [0, R]). On the other hand, the SDQA scheme

memoizes only those partial optimal solutions which provide distinct enhance-

ments in quality with increment in the bound on the number of RBs α, for each

value of i. As a result, SDQA provides significant reduction in computational

overhead. In comparison, SDQA-AA achieves further significant reductions in

execution time due to the approximation applied. As the value of the approxima-

tion quality index (m) increases, the SDQA-AA strategy is able to obtain higher

reductions in the number of memoized partial solutions, which reflects as lower

required run time. The average run time taken by the AVIS-GREEDY strategy

is lowest among all the adaptation strategies. This is because, the computational

complexity of AVIS-GREEDY only depends on the available number of flows

and the number of available quality levels. Fig 5.7 portrays the execution speed-

ups achieved by SDQA and SDQA-AA (at distinct values of m) over the DPQA

algorithm, as the number of video flows vary from 10 to 50.

On the other hand, Figure 5.8 depicts the plots for percentage loss in average

video quality suffered by SDQA-AA (at distinct values of m) with respect to

DPQA, as the number of video flows vary from 10 to 50. It may be observed

that although as expected, the average performance of SDQA-AA degrades with

increasing values of m, the degradation is not drastic. For m = 5, the loss in

average video quality for SDQA-AA is less than 1% even for 50 users while the

speed-ups obtained are more than ∼ 400 times.

Figures 5.9(a), 5.9(b), 5.9(c) and 5.9(f) show instantaneous buffer sizes along

with the corresponding quality level values achieved by SDQA, SDQA-AA (m =

5), AVIS-DP and AVIS-GREEDY strategies respectively, for a single flow (namely,

Star Wars) over the entire simulation duration. The scenario considers a cell with

50 active flows. It may be observed from the figures that the AVSA based adap-

tation strategies (i.e. SDQA and SDQA-AA) are able to maintain stable playout

buffer sizes throughout their transmission duration. However, the AVIS based

adaptation strategies (i.e. AVIS-DP and AVIS-GREEDY ) encounter frequent
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(b) SDQA-AA (m = 5)
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Figure 5.9: Comparative results of performance metrics Vs. Time for SDQA, SDQA-
AA (m = 5) and AVIS

re-buffering events because they are oblivious of instantaneous playout buffer

sizes. From Figures 5.9(a) and 5.9(b) we see that initially (i.e. when the flow has

just started), buffer size grows at a very fast rate. Such fast buffer growth rates

during startup allows the system to achieve low startup delays, thus contributing

to better overall QoE for all the adaptation schemes. Quick buffer ramp-ups for

startup flows are mainly achieved by higher throttling rates (refer Figures 5.9(d)

and 5.9(e)) during initial transmission phase of a flow. It may be seen that

such a throttling rate control mechanism has been effective in maintaining stable

buffer sizes for the flow over the entire simulation length. On the other hand,

the AVIS based adaptation strategies are unaware of client-side buffer status and

therefore, do not adjust throttling rates (the throttling rate remains constant at

1) during transmission. Figure 5.9(f) shows that being purely greedy in nature,

AVIS-GREEDY delivers poorer average video quality levels ∼ 5.5 (which corre-

sponds to average bit-rate about 27.5 KBps) compared to SDQA, SDQA-AA and

AVIS-DP which deliver video qualities of about ∼ 6.5 (bit-rate ∼ 37.8 KBps).
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Figure 5.10: Results for Switching and PSNR without stability moderation and with
stability moderation (at Th sw = 0.5, 0.25)

Additionally, it may be observed that AVIS-GREEDY may be subject to harsher

quality level fluctuations compared to the other schemes.

5.3.2 Switching Stability Moderation by Varying Th sw

Controlling the frequency of quality level switches is essential to avoid annoy-

ance among users due to flickering video outputs. However as discussed, quality

level switches are essential to maintain stable buffer sizes along with high over-

all video encoding quality within a limited radio bandwidth. For example, let

us consider the result for the instantaneous video qualities over time shown in

Figs 5.9(a) - 5.9(b). It may be observed from the figure that without switch-

ing stability moderation, a flow may suffer from frequent quality level switches

in the effort to enhance video quality and avoid buffer outage. Hence, the SSC

controller is employed in AVSA (refer Figure 5.2) to provide an upper bound on

the average allowable number of quality level switches per adaptation interval
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Figure 5.11: Quality levels and buffer status using SDQA and SDQA-AA (m = 5)
after stability moderation with Th Sw = 0.5

(Th sw) for each flow. Figs 5.10(a) - 5.10(c) depict the results for average qual-

ity level switches per adaptation interval (Switching) encountered by each flow

without stability moderation and with stability moderation (at Th sw = 0.5 and

Th sw = 0.25). The figure shows that as switching threshold (Th sw) decreases,

switching rate also decreases in general, irrespective of the adaptation strategy.

From Figs 5.10(d) - 5.10(f), it may be observed that as a natural consequence

of controlling quality level switching within a given bound, the average trans-

mitted video quality over the flows gradually decreases with decreasing Th sw

values. However, the degradation in transmitted video quality is not drastic com-

pared to the obtained reduction in switching rate. For example, for the scenarios

with 50 active video flows, PSNR decreases by 1.09% and 1.15% for SDQA and

SDQA-AA respectively, when the experiments have been carried out with sta-

bility moderation at Th sw = 0.5. Correspondingly, the obtained reduction in

switching rates are 28.7% and 43.5%, respectively. Comparing the instantaneous

quality level plots in Figs 5.11(a)-5.11(b) with those in Figures 5.9(a)-5.9(b), it

may be clearly seen that the stability moderation process has been able to control

switching frequencies over time and reduce spikes in the plot to a large extent.

Also, it may be noted that for both the strategies, the system is able to maintain

stable and satisfactory buffer sizes throughout even when stability moderation is

applied.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, a new adaptive video streaming framework for LTE systems has

been introduced. The framework is aimed at enabling a service provider to deliver

high quality video viewing experience to all end-users by achieving a judicious

balance between various QoE parameters including: (i) Stutter-free video playout,

(ii) Encoding quality and (iii) Stability against bit-rate switches. The problem of

scheduling a set of adaptive video streams over LTE has been formulated as an

ILP and a conventional dynamic programming solution (DPQA) has been shown

to impose substantial overheads. A new algorithm SDQA which memoizes only

non-dominating intermediate partial solutions has been designed to accelerate

DPQA. Further, an approximation algorithm for SDQA (called as SDQA-AA)

has been developed. Simulation results reveal that SDQA-AA achieves drastic

speed-ups over optimal strategies DPQA and SDQA with only slight degradations

in QoE.
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Chapter 6
A QoE Aware SVC Based Client-side
Video Adaptation Framework

6.1 Introduction

The previous contributory chapters focused towards the design of efficient re-

source allocation strategies in the network, primarily at eNodeB. In-network re-

source allocation schemes tend to be superior towards effectively utilizing the

available bandwidth while multiplexing radio resources among clients. However,

in order to make good scheduling decisions, these resource allocators require peri-

odic client status feedback including information about channel conditions, buffer

size etc. A diametrically opposite approach to resource allocation are client-side

schemes where each client attempts to adapt the streaming strategy and/or bit-

rates corresponding to the video flow it is receiving, with the typical objective

of maximizing QoE. In this chapter, we have presented two client-side Quality of

Experience (QoE) aware SVC-DASH based adaptation strategies which attempt

to deliver satisfactory quality of video viewing experience to the end user even

during fluctuating network conditions.

The first adaptation strategy (we called Video Quality Adaptation Unit (VQAU))

is designed as a DES supported approach which allows us to accurately model

the discrete event dynamics corresponding to the DASH based video streaming
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control framework considered in this work. In particular, DES has helped in

precisely modeling relevant system components and their interactions under the

influence of a set of events that are active at a given time. The principal objec-

tive of DES supported video quality adaptation unit is to maximize the quality

of video viewing experience of an end user by dynamically taking one of the

following two actions at any given state: (i) download a new segment at a se-

lected enhancement level or, (ii) upgrade (smooth-out) the enhancement level of

an already downloaded segment in the playout buffer by a stipulated value. In

order to avoid playback interruptions even under fluctuating bandwidth condi-

tions, VQAU performs upgradation/smoothing over downloaded video segments

only when the playout buffer size attains an upper safety threshold (q+s in sec-

onds). Once q+s is reached, VQAU continues smoothing for a fixed time interval

T without downloading any new segment until the buffer size reduces to a lower

threshold q−s (i.e., T = q+s − q−s ). This smoothing action has a two-fold objective:

(i) improve overall playback encoding qualities through enhancement level upgra-

dation and (ii) smooth-out bit-rate switching (difference in enhancement levels)

between consecutive segments to reduce flickering. In this work, we have posed

the problem of smoothing a set of eligible segments in the buffer (given, time

constraint T ) as an optimization problem. This problem has been solved through

a novel low-overhead variant of the conventional Dynamic Programming (DP)

approach which we have named as the Streamlined Enhancement-level Smoother

(SES) strategy.

In the second scheduling strategy, we have formulated the rate adaptation

of SVC-DASH as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) due to its ability to take

optimal decisions under uncertainty [27]. The states of the proposed MDP are

defined based on the playout buffer sizes. At any given state, the adaptation

agent takes one of the following two actions: (i) download a new segment at a

selected enhancement level or, (ii) upgrade (smooth-out) the enhancement level

of an already downloaded segment in the playout buffer by a stipulated value.

The action selected at a given state depends on the maximum combined reward
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(defined in terms of obtainable QoE) derived from: (i) the rewards achieved by

probabilistically reaching a set of destination states, and (ii) the maximum re-

wards derived through the best actions from those destination states. On the

other hand, the probability of reaching a state depends on three factors: (i) con-

stant depletion rate of the buffer due to the ongoing playback, (ii) estimated

value of the currently received bandwidth and (iii) approximate data demand

corresponding to chosen action. Among these, the second and third factors de-

termine the estimated time that will be required to complete the current action.

The combination of the three factors therefore, provides the estimated effective

buffer size (destination state) that will be reached at the completion of the cur-

rent action. The reward for a particular action is governed by the overall QoE

that may be obtained by reaching a certain destination state by taking the action.

Because each action is associated with an estimated time budget, the action at a

given state partially affects the choice of actions that may be taken at subsequent

future states. Therefore, the best possible action at a given state should not only

depend on a myopic view of the maximum immediate reward, but also on the

effect it has on obtainable future rewards.

The next section discusses the working principle of the Video Quality Adap-

tation Unit (VQAU) in detail.

6.2 Video Quality Adaptation Unit (VQAU)

Video Quality Adaptation Unit (VQAU) is a SVC-DASH based flexible bit-rate

and throttle rate selection framework which attempts to deliver satisfactory QoE

to the end user even during significantly varying network conditions. The objec-

tive of any QoE aware adaptation agent should be to maximize encoding qualities

of the video segments while maintaining playout buffer sizes above a safe thresh-

old and restricting the degree of switching as far as possible. In order to meet

this objective, the proposed VQAU framework attempts to achieve a judicious

balance among all the above mentioned parameters.
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Figure 6.1: Architecture of Video Quality Adaptation Unit

The architecture of the overall VQAU framework is shown in Figure 6.1.

VQAU selects the enhancement level (L(sgi)) at which an appropriate video seg-

ment (sgi) should be fetched (downloaded/smoothed) with a designated throttle

rate (TR), so that the overall QoE of the end user is maximized. The exact values

of these variables in the next GET request is determined based on the following

information as shown in Figure 6.1:

• Current playout buffer status (q(t)): Instantaneous buffer status informa-

tion consists of the following important components: (i) number of segments

in the buffer, (ii) enhancement levels of the segments and (iii) enhancement

level switches between consecutive segments.
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• Estimated bandwidth (b̂(t)): This is computed by the Bandwidth Estimator

using the following equation:

b̂(t) = γ × b̂(t− 1) + (1− γ)× r(t− 1)

where, b̂(t−1) and r(t−1) are the estimated and actual throughput received

by the client for the last segment fetched and γ is a positive constant which

controls bandwidth estimation smoothness.

• Encoding bit-rates (〈l0, l1, ...lN−1〉): Encoding bit-rates corresponding to the

enhancement levels of the video segments under consideration (obtained by

parsing the MPD file).

As the block diagram (Figure 6.1) shows, VQAU is composed of the following

sub-modules: (i) Download/Smoothing Selector, (ii) Throttle Rate Generator,

(iii) Download Controller and (iv) Smoothing Controller. Based on the current

buffer size (provided by q(t)), the Download/Smoothing Selector decides whether

to download or smooth at the next adaptation step. If the current buffer size is

below a pre-specified threshold, the Throttle Rate Generator in VQAU adjusts

TR to quickly ramp-up data transmission rate from the server. If the download

action has been chosen, the Download Controller selects an appropriate enhance-

ment level L(sgi) for the next segment sgi. On the other hand, if the smoothing

action is chosen, the Smoothing Controller selects a particular segment sgi in the

buffer and upgrades its encoding quality to a desired enhancement level L(sgi)

with the objective of maximizing QoE (by lowering flickers and/or improving

mean encoding quality of the played video).

Finally, the GET request 〈sgi, L(sgi), TR〉 for the current adaptation step is

formed by the output of VQAU. This output is generated by merging TR with

〈sgi, L(sgi)〉, produced either by the Download Controller or Smoothing Con-

troller depending on whether VQAU chooses to perform download or smooth-

ing, as shown in Figure 6.1. It may be noted that the DES supported mod-

eling of VQAU makes its design modular and flexible towards easy adapta-
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tion/reconfiguration in case of modifications in design policy. Next, we present

the details of each sub-module in VQAU.

6.2.1 Download/Smoothing Selector (DSS)

As discussed previously, playback interruptions is critical factor which adversely

affects the QoE of an end user. VQAU attempts to avoid such interruptions by

always maintaining playout buffer sizes above a lower safety threshold (q−s ). The

download/smoothing selector in VQAU controls the buffer size by choosing either

to download or smooth in a mutually exclusive fashion at each adaptation step.

We describe the behavior of this module through a DES model which is formally

represented by a six tuple (X,X0, I, δ, O,H) where:

• a set of states, X = {DOWNLOAD, SMOOTHING};

• an initial state, X0(∈ X) = DOWNLOAD;

• a set of inputs, I = {q(t), q+s , q−s };

• a transition relation, δ : X × I 7→ X;

• a set of outputs, O: {S = 0, S = 1};

• an output map H : X 7→ O. That is, H(DOWNLOAD): S = 0 and

H(SMOOTHING): S = 1.

Download/
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Selector

qs

qs

q(t)

S

DOWNLOAD
-------------------------------------

S = 0

SMOOTHING
-------------------------------------

S = 1

q(t) ≥  qs

q(t) ≤ qs

q(t) ≥ qsq(t) < qs

+

-

+ +

-

-

Figure 6.2: Download/Smoothing Selector (DSS).
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Figure 6.2 presents the DES model DSS of the Download/Smoothing Selector

(DSS). Here, states are represented by circles and transitions are denoted by

arrows between states. The initial state is distinguished by representing it as the

target of a sourceless arrow. Each circle is labeled by the state (top half) and

the corresponding output (bottom half). Each arrow is labeled by the constraint

which must be satisfied to effect the corresponding transition.

Initially, at the DOWNLOAD state when S = 0, only downloads are allowed

while smoothing is disallowed. When size of the playout buffer reaches the upper

threshold limit q+s , DSS transits to SMOOTHING where S = 1. At this state,

VQAU performs smoothing while disallowing downloads until the playout buffer

size reduces below the lower threshold limit q−s . It may be noted that the smooth-

ing is performed only when q+s ≤ q(t) < q−s . Thus, values of the thresholds q+s

and q−s must be carefully chosen to avoid frequent switching between the two

states of DSS.

Throttle
Rate

Generator
TRq(t)

ADAPTIVE
------------------------------------------------------------

TR = 1+((qs – q(t))/qs)
CONSTANT

-----------------------------

TR = 1S = 1

S = 0 S = 0 S = 1

S

+ +

qs
+

Figure 6.3: Throttle Rate Generator (TRG).

6.2.2 Throttle Rate Generator (TRG)

Throttling [86] is a well-known technique in which data transmission rate for a

video flow from the sever is boosted (with respect to their encoding bit-rates) in

order to quickly ramp-up playout buffer size at the client whenever necessary.

The DES model TRG of the throttle rate generator is shown in Figure 6.3.

This model operates based on the inputs S, q(t) and produces output TR. Specif-

ically, when video segment download/smoothing selector selects downloading op-
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eration (S = 0), TRG sets the throttling rate as, TR = 1 + q+s −q(t)
q+s

. Otherwise,

TR is set to 1 when S = 1 (smoothing).

6.2.3 Download Controller (DC)
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Figure 6.4: Download Controller (DC).

If the DSS module triggers download action (S = 0), then VQAU enables the

Download Controller (DC) to select an enhancement level L(sgi) corresponding

to the next segment to be downloaded (sgi). Figure 6.4 shows the overall block

diagram of the Download Controller (DC). DC is composed of three principal

components: (i) the Throttled Bit-rate Generator (TBG) which calculates the

download transmission rates corresponding to each enhancement level of sgi based

on the throttle rate (TR) determined by TRG, (ii) the Maximum Level Selector

(MLS) which conducts a combined bandwidth and buffer aware estimation of the

maximum enhancement level (Lmax) that may be selected for sgi and (iii) the

Switching-aware Enhancement Level Selector (SELS) which determines the exact

enhancement level L(sgi) by applying an appropriate penalization component on

the maximum level that may possibly be selected based on the degree of switching.

Throttled Bit-rate Generator (TBG): Based on the selected throttle rate

TR, throttled bit rates Tbj for each distinct enhancement level (with encoding

rate lj) is calculated (Tbj = TR × lj), as shown in Figure 6.5. TBG receives
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Figure 6.5: Throttled Bit-rate Generator (TBG).

information about different encoding rates of a video flow from its corresponding

MPD (Media Presentation Description). The set of throttled bit rates generated

by this unit is fed as input to MLS.

Maximum Level Selector (MLS): Figure 6.6 shows the DES model of MLS.

When enabled (S = 0), MLS starts from the initial state (Level 0 ) either at

the commencement of the video streaming process or whenever the value of S

flips from 1 to 0 (DSS moves from SMOOTHING to DOWNLOAD state). MLS

selects Lmax = l0 (Level 0 ) whenever the buffer size is less than a minimum

threshold value qmin. This is indicated by the incoming transitions to the state

Level 0 on the condition q(t) < qmin. This action enables fast segment down-

loads at the base enhancement level to allow quick buffer replenishment during

transient intervals of critically low buffer sizes. Otherwise, MLS sets Lmax to

enhancement level lj if throttled bit-rate Tbj ≥ b̂(t) > Tbj+1. From DES models

TRG and TBR, it may be observed that throttled bit-rates Tbj corresponding to

the available enhancement levels lj are inversely proportional to the instantaneous

buffer size. This makes MLS a combined bandwidth cum buffer size aware en-

hancement level estimation mechanism. Thus, the probability of selecting higher

enhancement levels increase as buffer sizes and/or bandwidth conditions improve.

Switching-aware Enhancement Level Selector (SELS): It may be noted

that enhancement level Lmax selected by MLS is ignorant of the degree of switch-

ing and such unrestricted switching may lead to flickering video playbacks. Fre-
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Figure 6.6: Maximum Level Selector.

quent flickers cause annoyance among end-user which ultimately pulls down the

overall quality of viewing experience. SELS attempts to model this effect by

defining QoE (QoEd
ij) for a given enhancement level (say, level j of sgi) as a

linear combination of two components [89, 90]: (i) PSNR corresponding to the

encoding quality at level lj (Qij) and (ii) an appropriate penalization factor to

incorporate the effect of switching. Thus,

QoEd
ij = Q(sgi, j)− α× |j − k| × |Q(sgi, j)−Q(sgi−1, k)| (6.1)

In the above equation, Q(sgi−1, k) denotes the encoding quality of the last down-

loaded segment sgi−1 at the kth enhancement level and α denotes a weighting

parameter (impact of varying α on the overall obtained QoE has been studied in

the experiments section).

As shown in Figure 6.4, MLS feeds SELS the maximum enhancement level

Lmax at which segment sgi may possibly be downloaded given the instantaneous

buffer status and prevailing channel conditions. SELS then selects the exact
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enhancement level (L(sgi) ≤ Lmax) for which the obtained QoE is highest. That

is,

L(sgi) = {lij|max
j

(QoEij)} (6.2)

Thus, DC produces the final output as 〈sgi, L(sgi)〉.

6.2.4 Smoothing Controller (SC)

VQAU enables the Smoothing Controller (SC) whenever buffer sizes are deter-

mined to be sufficient to ensure un-interrupted stutter-free playback (S = 1).

Figure 6.7 depicts the block digram of SC. The objective of SC is to maximize the

aggregate QoE corresponding to the already downloaded (but yet to be played)

segments in the buffer by appropriately upgrading the enhancement levels of a

selected subset of the segments.

The SVC video is logically divided into fixed duration segments and each such
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segment is encoded and stored at various enhancement levels in the server. In

SVC-DASH, a segment at the kth enhancement level consists of the data corre-

sponding to level k−1 along with additional data which enables the enhancement

in encoding quality to the higher level k. Thus, for an enhancement level upgra-

dation from level k to k + l (say), SVC-DASH necessitates download of only the

incremental data for the desired enhancement by l levels. This is unlike MPEG-

DASH where such reuse of previously downloaded data is not possible during en-

coding quality upgradation. This results in bandwidth wastage not only because

previously downloaded data for the segment becomes invalid, but also because

the upgradation requires far heavier downloads compared to SVC-DASH.

Obviously, smoothing is conducted on a window W of P consecutive segments

in the buffer (which are yet to be played) such that the minimum segment ID

(say, x) in W is greater than ηs. Here, ηs is a threshold which is necessary to

guarantee a minimum safety interval to ensure that the xth segment will never

reach its playout instant while it is still in the process of being enhanced. It may

be observed from Figure 6.2 that smoothing is enabled whenever size of the buffer

q(t) becomes q+s and is continued until buffer size reduces below q−s . Therefore,

T = q+s − q−s is the total time for which SC can conduct smoothing over the P

segments in window W . When the smoothing phase begins, each segment sgi in

W is at its initially downloaded enhancement level ci.

Let tij be the time required (at the currently estimated available bandwidth)

to enhance sgi to level j from its initial level ci. The time tij = 0, in case, j = ci.

A binary variable xij is equal to 1 (xij = 1) if the ith segment is selected to

be smoothed to level j. The objective of smoothing is to maximize the overall

QoE by appropriately upgrading the segments in W such that the expression:∑
∀i∈W

∑
∀j≥ci QoE

s
ij xij, is maximized, where, QoEs

ij represents the QoE com-

ponent corresponding to the smoothing of sgi to level j. Here, QoEs
ij is defined

as a linear combination of two components: (i) the encoding quality (measured in

terms of PSNR) corresponding to the playback of sgi at the jth enhancement level

(Qij) and (ii) resulting switch in encoding quality with respect to the immediate
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predecessor and successor of sgi (|q− p|+ |p− r|; p, q and r denote the smoothed

enhancement levels for sgi−1, sgi and sgi+1). Thus,

QoEs
ij = Qij − β(|q − p|+ |p− r|) (6.3)

where, β is a switching penalty factor.

We then formulate the segment smoothing problem as:

Maximize
P∑
i=1

N−1∑
j=ci

(
Qij xij −

β
(∣∣ N−1∑

j1=ci

Qij1 xij1 −
N−1∑

j1=ci−1

Q(i−1)j1 x(i−1)j1
∣∣

+
∣∣ N−1∑
j1=ci

Qij1 xij1 −
N−1∑

j1=ci+1

Q(i+1)j1 x(i+1)j1

∣∣))
(6.4a)

Subject to

P∑
i=1

N−1∑
j=ci

tij xij ≤ T,
(6.4b)

N−1∑
j=ci

xij = 1, xij ∈ {0, 1},∀i (6.4c)

The first constraint given in Equation 6.4b guarantees that the total smoothing

time over all segments in W is at most the available time T . The second constraint

given in Equation 6.4c ensures that exactly one enhancement level is selected for

any segment.

SC dynamically smooths the segments in W by essentially solving the above

Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) in equation 6.4 whenever the value of S

flips from 0 to 1. A closer look reveals that an optimal solution to the smooth-

ing problem of selecting appropriate upgradation levels of the segments may be

obtained as a composition of the optimal solutions to a set of its sub-problems

and therefore, DP provides a natural solution mechanism. A step-by-step algo-

rithm along with discussion of DP is given in section 4.2.2, Algorithm 6, page

no. 96 in previous chapter. The DP based optimization procedure corresponding
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to the definition in equation 6.4 can be represented by the following recursive

formulation:

QoE(i, τ) =


0, if i = 0 or τ = 0

maxj{QoE(i− 1, τ),

QoEs
ij +QoE(i− 1, τ − tij)}, ∀j ∈ {ci, N − 1}|τ ≥ til

(6.5)

It may be noted that, in the above recursive formulation, τ may take any

value within the continuous range 0 to T , i.e., 0 ≤ τ ≤ T . Given such continuous

parameters (for example, time interval (0, T ) in our case), DP typically proceeds

by dividing such continuous intervals by a constant (say, tick of given resolution)

and thus, effectively partitions the interval on a discrete scale. Thus, the number

of distinct values that τ can assume is given by: T ′ = T/tick. It may be noted that

bigger the value of the constant tick, lower becomes the partitioning resolution

and this results in a degradation of the solution quality.

The computational complexity of DP is O(P×N×T ′) where, P is the number

of segments, N is the total the number of enhancement levels available and T ′ is

the total number of time steps. This complexity indicates that run-time of DP

based solution quickly increase as the value of tick is reduced. In fact, overhead

of the DP strategy proves to be quite expensive even for moderate values of tick.

For example, in a system with number of segments in the smoothing window

P = 10, smoothing time T = 10 secs and tick = 0.001 secs, the value of T ′

becomes 10000. Our experimental analysis shows that, given segment sizes of 2

secs duration and N = 10 enhancement levels, DP takes ∼ 167 ms to generate a

solution on a 2.5 GHz computing core. It is easy to understand that this overhead

is significantly high as it wastes time which could have been utilize to conduct

further smoothing.

An important observation in the optimization problem under consideration

is that it is inherently discrete in nature. Thus, we do not obtain continuous

improvements in aggregate QoE for each additional tick considered in the partial

solution. Rather, for any given value of i in equation 6.5, the improvement in

aggregate QoE has a step-wise nature as τ is increased from 0 to T ′. Moreover,
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the number of such steps (reflecting QoE improvements) is << T ′ and this is

essentially because
∑

iN − ci << T ′. Consequently, a majority of the partial

optimal solutions QoE(i, τ) do not return distinct values. Hence generic DP,

which memoizes all partial solutions for each distinct value of i and τ (in equa-

tion 6.5) may suffer from high and unnecessary computational overheads. This

overhead may be reduced (often drastically) through a more efficient implementa-

tion which memoizes only those partial optimal solutions which provide distinct

enhancements in QoE with increment in the bound on time τ , for each value of i.

Further, it may be observed that this reduced memoization do not cause solution

optimality to be compromised. Here, we propose an efficient and optimal solution

strategy called Streamlined Enhancement-level Smoother (SES). A step-by-step

description of streamlined dynamic programming along with its description is pre-

sented in section 5.2.3.3, algorithms 8 and 9, page no. 122 of the previous chapter.

6.3 MDP Based Video Adaptation: Problem

Formulation

Many recent solutions formulated the rate adaptation algorithm for DASH using

MDP [27]. In MDP, the agent learns and determines one of the available actions

based on iterative interactions with its environment. In order to measure the

effectiveness of an action, the environment provides a numeric reward value to

the agent for each action. Based on the received reward, the agent gradually

learns the optimal action to be taken at a specific system state.

A MDP is a 5-tuple
{
S,A,Pa(s, s

′),Ra(s, s
′), γ

}
where, S is a finite set of

system states, A is a finite set of actions, Pa(s, s
′) is a transition probability that

action a in state s will lead to state s′, Ra(s, s
′) is the immediate reward obtained

after transition to state s′ by taking action a in state s and γ is a discounting

factor for the reward collected from future actions and states.
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6.3.1 System State

In this work, state of the system is observed whenever the adaptation agent

completes an action. A state st(q) ∈ S denotes the state reached after completion

of the tth adaptation step. Here, q denotes the instantaneous playout buffer

size (in secs) and can take any value within the continuous range 0 (represents

an empty buffer) to qmax (represents filled buffer) i.e. 0 ≤ q ≤ qmax. Thus,

the number of states in the system is potentially infinite. Therefore, q has been

discretized by partitioning the range (0, qmax) into an integral number of intervals

of a specific resolution.

6.3.2 Actions

The objective of this work is to maximize the quality of video viewing experience

delivered to the end user. Here, QoE of a video flow has been considered to be

composed of three important components. The first component is based on the

encoding qualities/enhancement levels at which the video segments are played

out. Higher the enhancement level, better becomes the perceived picture quality.

The second parameter is a measure of the degree of variation in enhancement

levels of consecutive segments, over a certain video playout duration. This vari-

ation which is typically referred to switching, causes flickers in the video output.

Frequent switching between segments creates annoyance among users as the video

image is perceived to continually vary intermittently in quick successions. The

third and most important parameter is the buffer size, q. Too short a buffer

size increases the possibilities of buffering events during which the client expe-

riences video playback interruptions due to buffer outages. Thus, the objective

of any QoE aware adaptation agent should be to maximize encoding qualities of

the video segments while maintaining playout buffer sizes above a safe threshold

(qth) and restricting the degree of switching as far as possible.

Based on the current state say, st ∈ S of the system buffer, the adaptation

agent can choose to perform two types of alternative actions: (i) (αd, n): denotes
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the download of the next segment at the nth enhancement level and (ii) (αs, n):

denotes the upgradation of the nth already downloaded but yet to be played

segment, by one. The value of n must be greater than a minimum threshold ηs.

ηs is necessary to guaranty a minimum safety interval that can ensure that the

nth segment will never reach its playout instant while it is still in the process of

being enhanced. We also define a boolean function δ(st) on each state. δ(st) is set

to 1 only when the following two conditions simultaneously hold: (i) the playout

buffer size q is greater than a system level global threshold qth and (ii) atleast

one segment in the buffer beyond the ηths segment is not currently at its highest

enhancement level. The adaptation agent selects an action a(αi, n) ∈ A(st),

where, A(st) is the set of available actions at state st and (αi, n) can either

assume values (αd, n) or (αs, n) as follows:

(αi, n) =

{
(αd, n), δ(st) = 0

(αs, n), δ(st) = 1
(6.6)

6.3.3 Transition Probability

This is defined as the probability of reaching state s′(q′) from the present state

s(q) in one step, by performing action a i.e.

Pa(s, s
′) = Pr(st+1 = s′|st = s, A(st) = a) (6.7)

For a given constant depletion rate of the playout buffer, a particular segment

length/duration (say, τ) and expected instantaneous bandwidth corresponding

to state s(q), there is a distinct transition probability Pa(s, s
′) for each possible

next state s′(q′) on action a(αi, n). For example, if the action is a(αs, 3) (which

represents upgradation of the 3rd segment in the buffer to its immediately next

higher enhancement level), then the transition probabilities only corresponding

to those next states whose buffer sizes (q′) are lower than the current buffer size

q, will be greater than zero. This is because, a(αs, 3) denotes a smoothing action

which cannot add any additional video segment into the playout buffer. The

actual value of the transition probability will depend on whether the mentioned
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enhancement level corresponding to the third segment can be downloaded within

the duration q− q′. Assuming SZ3 to be the amount of data that must be down-

loaded to effect this upgradation in enhancement level, the transition probability

in turn can be expressed as the probability Pr(bw′) that the received instanta-

neous bandwidth will be bw′ = SZ3/(q − q′). Thus, Pa(s, s
′) = Pr(bw′). The

calculation of transition probability can be divided into two cases:

Case 1: When δ(s) = 1, the transition probability for smoothing the nth segment

is given by:

Pa(αs,n)
(
s(q), s′(q′)

)
=

{
0, if q′ ≥ q

Pr( SZn
q−q′ ), Otherwise

(6.8)

where, SZn denotes the amount of data that is required to be downloaded to effect

the smoothing action. Hence, bw′ = SZn/(q − q′) represents the corresponding

bandwidth required.

Case 2: When δ(s) = 0, the transition probability for downloading the next

segment at the nth enhancement level is given by:

Pa(αd,n)
(
s(q), s′(q′)

)
=

{
0, if q′ ≥ (q + τ)

Pr( SZn
q−q′+τ ), Otherwise

(6.9)

where, SZn denotes the amount of data required to download the next segment

at the nth enhancement level. bw′ = SZn/(q−q′+τ) represents the corresponding

bandwidth.

Bandwidth Estimation: From equations 6.8 and 6.9, it is clear that opti-

mal rate adaptation through the correct assignment of transition probabilities is

only possible by accurately estimating received bandwidths. However, accurate

prediction of fast changing and short-term outages are difficult to predict and

therefore, the resultant received network bandwidth for a video session becomes

a time-varying random process. In this work, we have conducted bandwidth es-

timation using Markov channel model as it has been widely acknowledged as a

useful tool to describe variations in cellular links under uncertainty [65]. Ac-

cording to the Markov property, the system bandwidth bw′ at the t + 1th step
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depends only on its bandwidth bw at the immediately previous step t. Hence,

using the Markov channel model, Pr(bw′) in equations 6.8 and 6.9 gets modified

to Pr(bw′|bw).

The bandwidth is divided into several various distinct regions and each such

region represents a state of the Markov channel model. Let N be the total number

of states and P with cardinality N ×N be transition matrix used for the Markov

channel model. Each element pij ∈ P denotes the transition probability from

state i to j. In order to obtain the transition probability, another matrix C (with

cardinality N×N) is used to count the number of transitions for each state. Once

a video segment is successfully downloaded, the received/transmission bandwidth

can be calculated by dividing the total size of the video segment over the total

download time. Then, count for the observed bandwidth region cij is incremented

by one. pij is updated by the following equation

pij =
cij + 1∑N
j=1 + N

(6.10)

Initially, if there is no history data available, cij = 0, and pij is set to 1/N .

The transition matrix will be updated after each segment has been successfully

downloaded, so the transition matrix can better predict the future bandwidth

variations with the recent measurements.

6.3.4 Reward Function

In MDP, the effectiveness of an action a which leads the system from state s to s′

is measured through a parameter known as reward Ra(s, s
′). Since the objective

of this work is to maximize QoE, the reward value associated with any action

should reflect the change in overall QoE of the system as a result of that action.

As discussed in section 6.3.2, this work assumes the overall QoE to be composed

of three important parameters, namely, encoding quality, switching and buffer

size. Correspondingly, the reward function Ra(s, s
′) has been designed as a linear
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combination of three components, RQ, RSW and RB. Thus,

Ra(s, s
′) = RQ +RSW +RB (6.11)

Let, the action under consideration either downloads a new segment (the pth

segment) at encoding quality Qp(l) or smooths the qth segment in the buffer from

encoding quality Qq(l − 1) to Qq(l). Then, RQ denotes the reward component

effected by the encoding quality of the newly downloaded or smoothed segment

and is given by:

RQ =

{
Qp(l), δ(s) = 0

Qq(l)−Qq(l − 1), δ(s) = 1
(6.12)

The component RSW represents the reward share (penalty) resulting from the

degree of encoding quality switching between consecutive segments due to the

performed download/smoothing. RSW is given by:

RSW =


−
∣∣Qp(l)−Qp−1(l)

∣∣ , δ(st) = 0

−{
∣∣Qq(l)−Qq−1(l)

∣∣+∣∣Qq(l)−Qq+1(l)
∣∣}, δ(st) = 1

(6.13)

Finally, RB denotes the reward component due to the resultant buffer size q′ in

state s′ after action a is performed. RB is calculated as:

RB =


−100, : q′ < qlow

q′ − qth, : qth > q′ ≥ qlow

0, : q′ ≥ qth
(6.14)

Since, stutters in video playout (referred to as buffering events) caused due to

buffer outages adversely effect overall QoE, a strong penalization (-100) has been

applied in the above equation for the case in which the resultant buffer size q′ is

lower than a minimum allowable threshold qlow. If q′ is above qlow but below a

safe threshold qth, RB is assigned the negative reward component q′−qth. RB = 0

when q′ is at least or above the safe threshold qth.
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6.3.5 MDP Solution Methodology and Algorithm

The solution to MDP is a policy π (S → A) which provide mappings of the

action to be taken at each step. Given the reward function for each transition,

the policy π has an expected value (long term discounted reward) for every state

V π(s) which is computed as:

V π(s) = Eπ

{ NT∑
t=0

Rt|st = s

}
=
∑
s′

Pa(s, s
′)[Ra(s, s

′) + γV π(s′)]

(6.15)

where, γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount parameter reflecting the present value of a future

reward. A small γ lets future rewards weigh less, and thus makes the adaptation

decision more myopic.

Objective of a reinforcement learning based adaptation agent is to find the

optimal streaming policy π∗(s) which maximizes the long-term reward (or viewing

experience) during video streaming.

6.3.6 The optimal policy

A policy is called optimal if it choses such actions at all steps starting from state

s which maximizes the aggregate reward obtained. Therefore, the optimal policy

can be obtained as:

π∗(s) = argmax
π

∑
s′

Pa(s, s
′)[Ra(s, s

′) + γV ∗(s′)] (6.16)

where, V ∗(s′) is the best long-term reward for state s′.

Value Iteration [27] is a well known method for determining an optimal policy.

It is an iterative algorithm that calculates an expected value of each state using

rewards, transition probabilities and the values of next states, until the difference

between the values calculated at two successive steps reduces below a small con-

stant. The asymptotic worst-case time complexity of this algorithm is O(S2A)

per iteration.
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Figure 6.8: Scenario for Experimental Setup in a Single Cell

6.4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The performance of the proposed strategies namely, Video Quality Adaptation

Unit (VQAU) and MDP based Adaptation Agent (MAA) have been experimen-

tally evaluated using LTE-Sim [34], an open source simulator for LTE networks.

In the next subsection, we describe our detailed simulation setup and the im-

portant metrics used for performance evaluation of the proposed frameworks.

Detailed experimental results along with a discussion on the same are presented

in Section 6.4.2.

6.4.1 Simulation Setup

The overall network topology for the experimental setup has been pictorially

depicted in Fig 6.8. As shown in this figure, we have implemented a single-

cell environment using LTE-Sim where video flows hosted in the DASH server

are requested by the various UEs/clients via eNodeB. LTE-Sim has allowed us to

create a realistic single cell 4G cellular network environment working in Frequency

Division Duplex (FDD). An UE/Client has been configured to receive a single

H.264/SVC video flow. All our experiments have been carried out using three

standard video sequences (namely, Big Buck Bunny (BBB) 720p, Sony Demo

720p and Terminator 720p) which are downloaded from [91]. The SVC trace
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Table 6.1: Simulation Parameters Used

Number of Cells 1

Radius of the cell 1km

Number of video flows to each equipment1

Frame Structure used FDD

Speed of each UE 30km/hr

Video Bit rate of each flow 720p

Simulation time 500 secs

q+s (Upper safe threshold for VQAU ) 15 secs

q−s (Lower safe threshold for VQAU ) 10 secs

qth safe threshold for MAA 30 secs

Segment Duration 2 secs

files for these raw video sequences are generated using the JSVM 1 encoder. All

simulations run for 500 secs. A summary of the main simulation parameters are

presented in Table 6.1.

6.4.2 Results

We now present the detailed experimental results. In order to measure the effec-

tiveness of the proposed adaptation strategies, namely Video Quality Adaptation

Unit (VQAU) and MDP based Adaptation Agent (MAA), we have compared it

with two recent and important schemes, namely, QoE-aware client-side Buffer

Management Algorithm [92] (Henceforth referred to as QBMA) and Hybrid Adap-

tive Video Streaming [58] (Henceforth referred to as HAVS ).

QBMA is a MPEG-DASH based streaming strategy which attempts to reduce

playback interruptions by appropriately selecting the video quality of the next

segment based on estimated bandwidth. Thus, selected video qualities are low

when the client experiences bad network conditions. With the expectation that

1[Online]. Available: https://www.hhi.fraunhofer.de/en/departments/vca/research-
groups/image-video-coding/research-topics/svc-extension-of-h264avc/jsvm-reference-
software.html
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network conditions will improve in the near future (which will allow segments to

be downloaded at better video qualities), QBMA caps maximum buffer size below

a dynamic threshold in times of bad channel conditions. Lower the selected video

quality at a given time, lower is the value of this dynamic threshold. QBMA

pauses segment download when buffer size becomes higher than the dynamic

threshold. The motivation behind this mechanism is to increase the chances

of keeping the playout buffer filled with higher quality video segments. As an

extreme measure to avoid buffer outages, QBMA downloads video segments at

their lowest qualities in situations when the buffer size becomes critically low.

On the other hand, HAVS is a SVC-DASH based streaming methodology

which essentially works with two distinct operational modes, namely, the pro-

gressive download mode for fetching only base layers of the video segments and

the adaptive download mode for downloading enhancement layers at appropri-

ate levels. When bandwidth conditions are poor, only the progressive download

mode is enabled in the system. At this time, HAVS assumes the base layers of

all the segments to be merged into a single file and stored on the server prior to

streaming. The adaptation strategy therefore, downloads all the segments at base

layer by sending a single HTTP request and stores them into a secondary storage

device. On the other hand when the channel conditions are good, both modes are

concurrently enabled. Multiple HTTP requests for desired enhancement layers

are sent and subsequently fetched while performing progressive download in par-

allel. In order to perform adaptive download, HAVS defines two parameters: (i)

the target segment index which should be upgraded (equal to the current playing

segment index + 2) and (ii) the enhancement level of the target segment selected.

This level is determined based on the instantaneously available bandwidth.

We have conducted two sets of experiments in order to analyze the efficacy of

the proposed adaptation strategies.
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Figure 6.9: Instantaneous Results for
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Figure 6.10: Instantaneous Results for
MAA

6.4.2.1 Experiment 1

In this experiment, we have measured the instantaneous variations of the three

performance metrics (playout buffer size, switching instability, PSNR) for four

strategies, namely, VQAU, MAA, HAVS, and QBMA over the entire simulation

duration, corresponding to the video flow Terminator. Figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 and

6.12 depict the simulation results for VQAU, MAA, HAVS, and QBMA strategies,

respectively.

The grey color shade in Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 has been used to show the
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Figure 6.11: Instantaneous Results for
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Figure 6.12: Instantaneous Results for
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intervals in which the smoothing operation is enabled for VQAU (i.e. smoothing

variable S is set to 1 by DSS module), MAA (i.e. boolean function δ(st) = 1),

HAVS (for this strategy smoothing is conducted whenever adaptive download

mode is enabled). In Fig .6.12, the grey color shade depicts time durations when

QBMA pauses segment downloads.

Comparing Figures 6.9(a), 6.10(a), 6.11(a) and 6.12(a), it may be observed

that the SVC-DASH based strategies (i.e. VQAU, MAA, HAVS ) are able to

maintain stable playout buffer sizes during the entire simulation duration. On
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the other hand, for QBMA (MPEG-DASH based strategy), buffer sizes may be

seen to be poor on average with sizes rarely rising above 7 secs. Additionally,

the buffer size frequently falls to zero resulting in outages leading to playback

interruptions. The poor performance of QBMA may be attributed to its attempt

to bound the maximum buffer size below a dynamic threshold to avoid low quality

video downloads especially during long intervals with bad network conditions.

Although, this mechanism helps to deliver relatively higher video qualities on

average (it can be observed from Figure 6.12(c)), it also increases possibilities of

buffer outages (which result in playback interruptions) when network conditions

drastically degrade in an unpredictable manner.

As Figure 6.9(a) shows, VQAU is able to deliver such stable buffer sizes by

initiating new segment downloads (done by setting S to 0, causing a switch from

smoothing to download phase) whenever the buffer size falls below the lower

threshold limit q−s = 10 secs. The download phase continues until buffer size

reaches the upper threshold limit q+s = 15 secs. In the figure, such a situation

occurs at the 59th second of the experiment when VQAU switches to download

from smoothing because buffer size drops below q−s to 9.8 secs. This download

phase continues up to the 68th second of the experiment when the buffer size

reaches 15.5 secs crossing q+s , and VQAU switches back to smoothing. During the

download phase, VQAU attempts to conduct a buffer, bandwidth and switching

aware quick buffer ramp-up using a combination of two principal mechanisms:

(i) Buffer aware throttle rate adjustment by the Throttle Rate Generator (TRG)

module and, (ii) Dynamic bandwidth and switching aware enhancement level

selection for segment downloads given throttled bit-rate demands, by the SELS

module (refer Figure 6.1). It may be seen form Figure 6.9(b), how the throttle

rate control mechanism effectively hikes throttling rates based on instantaneous

buffer sizes, during the download phase, to allow quick buffer replenishment.

For a chosen segment transmission rate from the server (as decided by TRG),

SELS determines the appropriate enhancement level for future segments such

that download rates over wireless can match transmission rates from server while
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satisfying switching bounds, given the expected channel capacity and throttled

bit-rates. It is obvious that, to achieve desired throttled download rates over a

limited bandwidth, the video qualities/enhancement levels of the segments being

fetched must be degraded. This effect is indicated during all the download phases

(for example, within the 59th to the 68th second of the experiment) in Figure 6.9(c)

where the average video qualities (PSNR) of segments in the buffer is seen to

generally degrade. However, this degradation may not be exactly monotonic in

all download phases as, (i) selected video qualities depend upon instantaneous

bandwidths (ii) SELS gradually upgrades download enhancement levels as buffer

size increases above q−S .

Similarly, it may be observed form Figure 6.10(a) that the MDP based adap-

tation agent is also able to achieve stable buffer sizes mainly due to the following

two reasons. First, the MAA scheme is able to take better scheduling decisions by

comprehensively considering future bandwidth variations in its choice of action

at a given state. Second, the proposed strategy quickly ramps-up the buffer until

a safe threshold buffer size (qth =30 secs) is reached. On the other hand, HAVS

fills the buffer with the base level of the segments using progressive download.

Therefore, the number of downloaded segments available in the player is typically

high.

During the smoothing phase, new segment downloads are cancelled, all the

SVC-DASH based strategies (i.e., VQAU, MAA, and HAVS ) delve into the pro-

cess of enhancing a subset of buffered segments such that QoE is maximized.

In Figures 6.9(c), 6.10(c) and 6.11(c), this facet is exhibited during smoothing

phases where PSNR increases monotonically subsequent to the fetch of enhance-

ment layers of already downloaded segments. The effectiveness of smoothing may

be observed from Figures 6.9(d), 6.10(d) and 6.11(d), which shows the initial

enhancement levels (during downloads) and the final played-back enhancement

levels (subsequent to smoothing) for all segments of the video session considered

in the experiment. Whereas, the average PSNR of the segments during initial

download by the VQAU, MAA, and HAVS strategies are 39.15 dB, 40.29 dB
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and 28.7 dB, respectively, the corresponding average played-back video qualities

get enhanced to 41.82 dB, 42.68 dB and 36.49 dB after smoothing. It may be

noted that, although, upgradation in the enhancement levels of the downloaded

segments increases the quality of the video segment, such upgradation also adds

switching instability in the video output. Therefore, the adaptation strategies

must be aware of switching instability during the smoothing process in order to

deliver smooth viewing experience to the end user. It may be noted that the

HAVS strategy is oblivious of incurred switching instability. Therefore, it suffers

form higher number of enhancement level switching. On the other hand, both the

proposed adaptation strategies, namely VQAU and MAA incorporate the effect

of switching in the definition of their reward functions and hence, encounters a

lower degree of switching.

Figure 6.12(c) shows that by displaying strong antipathy towards low qual-

ity video downloads through dynamic buffer threshold management, QBMA is

able to generally deliver high PSNR values which are comparable and many a

times slightly better than SVC-DASH strategies. However, the flip-side of this

strong antipathy is that QBMA becomes susceptible to frequent buffer outages

specially during fluctuating network conditions (as in case of fading channels in

cellular networks) resulting in PSNR dropping to zero. It may be observed form

Figure 6.12(d) that QBMA conducts segment downloads at good qualities on av-

erage, although frequently slipping down to the lowest quality during critically

low buffer sizes. This not only brings down the average video qualities but also

degrades overall QoE due to increased switching.

6.4.2.2 Experiment 2

A second set of experiments have been conducted to further evaluate and compare

the performance of the strategies VQAU, MAA, HAVS and QBMA over three

video sequences namely, Big Buck Bunny (BBB), Sony Demo and Terminator.

Table 6.2 shows comparative results for the total playback interruption due to

buffering (in secs), mean instability (in #switching per sec) and mean video qual-
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Table 6.2: Comparative results for QoE

PSNR Instability Buffering

VQAU MAA HAVS QBMAVQAU MAA HAVS QBMAVQAU MAA HAVS QBMA

BBB 41.35 43.27 40.38 43.43 0.38 0.32 0.96 0.66 3.87 0.01 0.003 61.29

SD 37.00 37.30 31.53 36.99 0.34 0.26 1.61 1.22 5.24 0.04 0.003 115.7

Ter 41.82 42.68 36.49 40.41 0.12 0.10 1.04 0.43 0.003 0.018 0.003 32.62

Avg 40.05 41.08 36.13 40.27 0.28 0.22 1.20 0.77 3.03 0.02 0.003 69.87

SD: Sony Demo; Ter: Terminator; Avg: Average

ity (in dB) corresponding to these three video traces, over the entire simulation

duration. The last row of this table presents the consolidated average over the

different video traces for each of the parameters.

It may be observed from the last row of the table that the performance of

MAA is slightly better than the VQAU strategy. Such better results are achieved

by MAA due to its ability to take optimal decisions under uncertainty. On the

other hand, as expected, the HAVS scheme is able to avoid re-buffering events by

maintaining high buffer sizes throughout the simulation duration. However, be-

ing oblivious towards instability, the scheme encounters frequent bit-rate switches.

The proposed strategies significantly outperforms QBMA in terms of buffer state

stability and degree of switching. Played-back qualities of QBMA may be ob-

served to be significantly higher than HAVS and comparable to schemes proposed

in this chapter.

6.5 Summary

This chapter presents the design of two efficient SVC-DASH based video adap-

tation strategies called VQAU and MAA. The proposed adaptation strategies

dynamically adjusts video bit-rates/enhancement levels based on perceived net-

work environment with the objective of maximizing QoE. Both the strategies

consist of two distinct phases, (i) a download phase which fetches new segments

at selected quality levels until buffer size reaches a stipulated safety threshold and
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(ii) a smooth-out phase which upgrades already downloaded segments with the

objective of minimizing switching instability as well as improving overall video

quality. The design of VQAU is based on a DES supported modelling scheme

which makes it modular and flexible towards easy modification/reconfiguration in

case of changes in design policy. On the other hand, the MDP based adaptation

agent has the ability to take optimal decisions under uncertainty. Simulation re-

sults reveal that the proposed strategies is able to significantly restrict buffering

events and bit-rate switching while delivering improved video quality to the end

user.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Perspectives

7.1 Summarization

In spite of progressively increasing data transmission capacities over wireless,

effective allocation of radio resources to diverse latency sensitive applications is set

to remain a daunting problem in LTE and other futuristic mobile networks. This

is because, these systems impose at least two important functional/architectural

challenges which any scheduling technique should effectively handle.

The first challenge relates to the significant temporal variations in both avail-

able radio network capacities as well as data rate demands of flows, in most prac-

tical scenarios. In LTE, such network capacity variations occur due to changes in

SINR values corresponding to each RB-flow pair in every TTI. Given a stipulated

transmission power, the instantaneous SINR (or CQI) for a RB-flow pair in turn,

determines the amount of data (reflecting instantaneous capacity of the RB) that

may be transmitted through the RB. Variations in data rate demands, especially

in multimedia flows, typically occur due to structural changes in the underling

multimedia sequence, particularly during scenarios like scene change. Although,

many efficient strategies which attempt to model such data rate demand vari-

ations through stochastic prediction mechanisms are available in literature, ac-

curate characterization of these latency sensitive multimedia flows is difficult to

devise. It is perceivable that scheduling techniques which do not incorporate
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efficient control mechanisms to provide satisfactory QoS in the face of these vari-

ations will be susceptible to heavy packet losses (PLR) and re-transmissions.

The second challenge relates to the high perception sensitivity and interac-

tiveness of todays data intensive multimedia flows which consume a major part

of the system bandwidth in current mobile networks. Delivering satisfactory QoE

corresponding to these emerging multimedia applications such as streaming video

depends on several key factors like video quality/bit-rate, the degree of buffer-

ing (causes playback interruptions) and frequency of bit-rate switches (results in

flickering video outputs) etc. In order to provide a high quality of video viewing

experience by harnessing limited and temporally varying available bandwidths,

state-of-the-art multimedia streaming technologies allow dynamic quality adapt-

ability in various dimensions [93]. However, design of scheduling strategies for

multimedia must employ effective mechanisms which can utilize this power of

dynamic adaptability to deliver the highest levels of transmission quality while

avoiding playback interruptions and switching through careful management of

client-side playout buffers at very short time scales.

This dissertation presents a few novel ideas towards the design of schedul-

ing strategies for multimedia services over cellular networks. The strategies can

be broadly categorized based on the types of flows being handled. Resource

allocation strategies presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5 are in-network schedul-

ing approaches while, the algorithms discussed in chapter 6 are client-side SVC-

DASH based video streaming adaptation mechanisms. Chapter 3 deals with two

scheduling strategies for generic real-time variable bit rate traffic over LTE. In

chapter 4, we have adapted and enhanced the scheduling mechanisms designed in

the previous chapter to specifically support non-adaptive video streaming. The

problem and algorithms designed in chapters 3 and 4 were extended to handle

adaptive video flows, in the fifth chapter. Then in chapter 6, our last contribu-

tory chapter, we proposed client-side adaptation strategies for SVC-DASH video

streaming which attempt to deliver high quality video viewing experience to the

end user even during temporally varying network conditions. We now present
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brief summaries of these works in more detail.

In chapter 3, we presented two low overhead LTE downlink scheduling frame-

works for RT VBR traffic. The frameworks are aimed at enabling mobile opera-

tors to effectively achieve good QoS and cell spectral efficiencies while incurring

low overall scheduling overheads. A structured algorithm along with associated

theoretical analyses have been presented to show how an efficient RB to flow

mapping can be conducted for the LTE downlink channel taking into account

their inherent temporal variability. Experiments conducted reveal that the pro-

posed resource allocation frameworks are able to deliver high QoE along with

high resource utilization over a variety of simulation scenarios.

Chapter 4, our second contributory chapter, enhanced the basic three level

scheduling framework (presented in the third chapter) to support video streaming

services. The modified framework is able deliver smooth video viewing experi-

ence to the end user by enabling client-side buffer awareness during the map-

ping of resource blocks to video flows. The resource allocation model has been

formulated as an optimization problem and three solution strategies which are

optimal, stochastic and heuristic (deterministic) in nature, have been proposed.

The experimental results show that the proposed framework is able to minimize

re-buffering events significantly as compared to the three level framework. For ex-

ample, buffer-aware resource allocation strategies are able to reduce re-buffering

events by up to 20% compared to a buffer unaware strategy when the total num-

ber of active video flows is equal to 50.

Chapter 5 deals with the design of an in-network adaptive video streaming

framework for LTE systems. The proposed framework is able to achieve a judi-

cious balance among important quality of experience parameters such as degree of

re-buffering, encoding quality and stability against bit-rate switches. The chapter

posed the problem of scheduling a set of adaptive video streams over LTE as an

optimization problem and solved through a conventional DP strategy. However,

theoretical analysis and the conducted experiments revealed that the DP based

strategy poses significant overheads which makes it unsuitable for online appli-
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cation. Then, a new optimal algorithm (called as SDQA) which memoizes only

non-dominating intermediate partial solutions was designed to accelerate DPQA.

Our experimental results showed that given a LTE bandwidth of 20 MHz in a

system with 50 active video flows, conventional DP takes 14.4 ms (approximately

29 times the size of resource block) on average to generate a solution even for

a moderate adaptation interval size of 1 sec on a 2.5 GHz computing core. In

order to allow online employment, we have modified conventional DP and devised

a new strategy known as Streamlined DP-based Quality-level Allocator (SDQA).

SDQA intelligently leverages the discrete nature in the data-rate scalability of

video flows to retain a far lower number of non-dominating partial DP-solutions

and allows the ultimate optimal solution to be generated much quicker. With the

same experimental scenario, SDQA takes 1.4 ms on average to generate a solution.

Further, we proposed a tunable approximation scheme called SDQA-AA that may

be employed to accelerate the speed of generating solutions (or limit necessary

computational resources) by various optional degrees with distinct bounds on the

degradation in solution quality. SDQA-AA is able to generate solutions in about

0.067 ms for the same scenario while effecting less than 1% degradation in the

solution quality.

In chapter 6, as our last contributory chapter, we have delved towards the

design of efficient client-side schemes which adapt video bit-rates based on ex-

pected channel conditions and player status. In this chapter, we have presented

two client-side SVC-DASH based adaptation strategies. The first strategy is a

deterministic adaptation approach whose behavior is formally represented by a

Discrete Event System (DES). Then we have presented a Markov Decision Pro-

cess based client-side video adaptation agent which dynamically adjusts bit-rate

of the video segments based on perceived network environment. The principal

objective of both the strategies is to maximize the quality of video viewing ex-

perience of an end user by dynamically taking one of the following two actions

at any given state: (i) download a new segment at a selected enhancement level

or, (ii) upgrade (smooth-out) the enhancement level of an already downloaded
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segment in the playout buffer by a stipulated value. Simulation results revealed

that the proposed strategies are able to significantly restrict buffering events and

bit-rate switching while delivering improved video quality to the end user.

7.2 Future Works

The work presented in this thesis leaves several open directions and there is ample

scope for future research in this area. In this section, we present five such future

perspectives.

• Application of effective heuristic search strategies for video stream-

ing adaptation frameworks: In chapter 5, we have formulated the re-

source allocation scheme as an optimization problem and presented two

optimal strategies, namely, DPQA and SDQA. Although, both the strate-

gies are optimal in nature, SDQA takes much lower time to obtain a solution

compared to DPQA. A further reduction in the computational overhead of

SDQA is possible by implementing effective pruning strategies which dy-

namically disregards those partial solutions whose further consideration is

guaranteed to result failure in the search for the optimal solution.

• QoE aware video streaming with limited battery and/or limited

subscribed data: User equipments in wireless networks consume large

amounts of power while receiving, decoding and finally delivering multime-

dia flows to end users. However, battery technology has not evolved enough

to cope with the exponentially growing power hungry multimedia services.

Today, efforts are being made both at the hardware and software levels

to make these systems more energy efficient. For example, given adaptive

video flows, a client-side adaptation agent may be tuned to: (i) download a

video stream such that a certain playback may be completed with a stipu-

lated battery backup, (ii) plan time instants and durations of future video

segments download such that the intervals in which the underline radio
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frequency circuitry operates in lower power modes, is maximized [94].

A different but related problem arises in the case of a user who purposefully

opts for lower bit-rate consumption so as to match his/her subscribed data

plan. Even in this case, scheduling strategies have the potential to play a

major role in respecting data rate of mobile devices/users.

• Adaptation strategies for multi-view video streaming: Multi-view

video services over the cellular system are expected to be the next step in

the evolution of digital video streaming technology. The immersive viewing

experience produced by a multi-view video is obtained through the mech-

anism of constructive composition of multiple video streams, captured by

a number of cameras at different positions, creating a number of views.

The existence of such multiple views, however, makes the data content in

video frames very high and this increases proportionally as the number

of view-points increases. Therefore, although multi-view video is gaining

popularity, its effective transmission over cellular networks poses an huge

challenge on the radio resource allocation and management frameworks. In

their endeavors to maintain minimum acceptable QoE to all end users even

during transient network overloads, adaptive 3D multi-view video streaming

is being widely viewed as a promising enabling technology. Again, effective

scheduling technique must be design for high quality uninterrupted and

smooth playback of multi-view videos.

• Multimedia multicast/broadcast services: Multicast technology al-

lows each multimedia stream to be transmitted to a distinct group of users

with possibly flexible QoS provisioning among users within each group. The

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) defined Multimedia Broad-

cast/Multicast Service (MBMS) in 2005 to optimize the distribution of mul-

timedia traffic. This MBMS standard has evolved into enhanced MBMS

(eMBMS) in 3GPP REl - 11 (June 2013) and builds on top of the 3GPP
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LTE standard. We intend to propose multicast scheduling and resource al-

location strategies for multimedia transmission over LTE in the near future.

• Efficient resource allocation in 5G systems: It is expected that 5G will

bring unique network and service capabilities in order to ensure satisfactory

user experience even in challenging situations such as high mobility (e.g. in

trains), very dense or sparsely populated areas, and journeys covered by

heterogeneous technologies. Such diverse requirements of next generation

wireless networks can be satisfied through intelligent adaptive learning and

decision making strategies.
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